
NEW! NEW! NEW! !

96AND LAUREATE
The Keys to low cost Business Computing

CP/M YOUR BUSINESS
CP/M is the control program for business systems which

is used more than any other. Usually the price for such a

system, which provides access to a vast range ofbusiness

software, is far higher than the cost of the LAUREATE.

PERFECT SOFTWARE

Architects to Zoologists, Estate Agents to Warehousing,

Haulage to Publications. Accountants to Retailing, Insurance

to Printing, Builders to Transportation, Containers to

Shipping and Finance to Textile. A Business hardly exists

which cannot make cost effective use of the 96 or

LAUREATE.

EMSMMSSm
MODULE I

LAUREATE SYSTEM
Disk Drive I

Disk Drive n
Disk Interface

Parallel Printer Interface

CP/M Master Disk and
Manual

The Suite of Perfect

Software:

Perfect Writer/Speller

Perfect Calc
Perfect Filer

MODULE II FOR 96K
96 SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Electronic Typewriter Kit:

Parallel Printer Interface

Word Processing
Programmers Tool Kit:

FORTH
MODER-80
DISK DRIVE I

LYNX D.O.S.

£699.95 £399.95

LYNX1

This is a range of packages specifically designed for

business needs. There is a spread sheet for finanoial

forecasts and calculations, a word
processing package for letters and
document production and a filer for

storing, sorting and retrieving

information such as mailing lists.





Sinclair

Snap shot screen dump ...

Graphics on ROM ...

Electron upgrades ...

ADE to easier assembler ...

Database decisions.

Storing the screen ...

Aids to great graphics ...

What use is a Microdrive?

Fit more into memory ...

Controlling the printer ...

Function key frustrations.

Turn the Oric into a music
synthesizer ...

Saving data to tape.

f
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We lift the lid offSinclair's
-I Quantum Leap.

Apple Macintosh
Is this cheap disk system the

friendliest micro on earth?

\
Programming

I

DOCUMENTATION:AM
guide to documenting your
programs, from design through

to test stage.

HOBBIT: We interview the

man who programmed the

Hobbit adventure game.

Waging war

to test stage. GAMtSLISTINGS
HOBBIT: We mlerviewlhe

FOUR-SIGHTAsophisticated
m°n who programmed (he

„ouabbandcrvssesgame,»ith
Hobbit adventure game. USpedwmUng
Waging war games charts

Definitive Top Ten cjames charts

h Si Rapid repairs
When your micros crashed,

who should you turn to for

help?

We find out who will do rapid

Test your battlefield tactics with repairs.

the new generation of strategy

war games.

Diskdrivcs
Find the cheapest way of

adding disk drives to your
cassette system.

Our electronic magazine
CABB has received over 1,000
calls.

Find out howyou can join us in

this pioneering venture.



COMPUHR+lflliiag

offer you a FREE genuine

Inmac Plus brand Floppy

for your computer!

Inmac Plus floppies are

guaranteed to work, first

time, every time, forever!

We have arranged a

special offer for our

readers of a free 5W or

8' floppy disk from Inmac,

one of the leading companies

in computer supplies accesso

and cables.

All you have to do is select which

type of floppy disk you require from

the comparison tables and fill in the

coupon below. Just pop it in an

envelope and post it -you don't even

need a stamp as it's FREEPOST.

You will then receive a branded Inmac

Plus floppy disk of your choice which

: lifetime guarantee

-

has Inmac’s unique liL.

should an Inmac Plus floppy t

it will be replaced immediately however

long you have had it!

If you have any difficulty in

determining which type of floppy your

computer uses or you are just unsure,

ring Inmac on 07535-55321 and they

will be very pleased to advise you. Just

mention the ComputerAnswers

special offer.

The first 1000 replies will receive a free

Inmac floppy disk and an introductory

offer to the Inmac range of computer

accessories and the remaining replies

will receive the special introductory

offer.



Bulletin
CABB:UPANDBUZZING!
G et onto Computer

Answers' bulletin

board with this simple

step-by-step guide:

1: Check the interfaces on

RS232 (or, in the case of the

Beeb, RS423) serial port. If it

hasn't then goto step 2, else

2: Ifyou haven't got an RS232
port you will have to buy one to

plug in. Fig. I gives sources of

3: Get a suitable modem. If

your 'phone connects to the

wall via a standard British

Telecom jack-plug, goto step

5, else step 4.

4: Get a BT jack-plug socket

installed (normally well worth

the £25 expense) and goto step

5; or, ifyou can’t afford it, buy
an acoustic coupler (unless you
have a Trimphone, in which

case you will have to get the

plug). Goto step 6.

5: As they’re cheap these days

(£86 instead of £1 50 + ), your

best bet is to buy a direct

coupled (or ‘hard wired')

modem, like the Buzzbox.

6: Get the correct type of

modem. It must be cither: 300/

300 baud, CCITT (V21),

asynchronous, full duplex,

port the following protocol set-

ting: 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1

stop bit, no parity. You will

need an error checking proto-

Wc recommend that you get

software that supports the

Christensen (also known as

'Xmodem') protocols, which is

supported by CABB. These
aren't necessary if you only

intend to download straight

text (ASCII) files, in which

casegoto 12.

11: Your software must sup-

port the following settings: 1

start bit, 7 data bits, 1 stop bit,

even parity.

12: If you want to download
text files, check that your soft-

ware supports the X-ON/X-
OFF software handshaking

protocol and that it has facili-

ties for down/uploading files.

13: 'Phone Computer Answers

Bulletin Board (CABB) on (01)

63! 3076 (24 hour service).

By Tony Dennis, deputy
\ ANSWERS ISON THE\

\AIR!WESHOWYOU\

\
HOW TO GETON

I TO CABBANDALL g

[
RELEVANT

I
INFORMATION

1

'

Bulletin ’ information eontinuos

originate-used to communi-
cate with bulletin boards and
on-line databases; or 1200/75

baud (viewdata), CCITT
(V22) asynchronous, full

duplex, originate - used to

communicate with Prestel and
Micronct and a few on-line

databases.

It is useful but not necessary to

have options for answer/orig-

inatc and half/full duplex.

7: Check you have communi-
cations software. If not, see

March issue (page 146) for

examples that will run on
popular micros. If you have a

problem finding the right pro-

gram go to step 8. Else step 9.

8: Contact the supplier of the

micro to find out what soft-

ware's available, armed with

if no luck contact your user

group, ifno luck contact us.

9: The software must support

the baud rates used by your

modem (check against step 6).

If you are simply wanting to

chat with the board, find out

what mail you’ve got and place

orders then goto step 1

1

,
else if

you want to download files

(including program listings),

then goto 10 .

10: Your software must sup-

APRIL, 1984

Atari 400/800 850 Interface

600/800 XL

Commodore RS232 interface

64 only Modem/RS232

Dragon 32, 64 RS232 interface

Lynx Hardware modification

Oric/Atmos

Tandy TRS-80 (IV) RS232 board

Texas Tl 99/4A Expansion box + RS232

ZX Spectrum Micro Mania interface

£135 Atari dealers.

£23 Minor Miracles,

PO Box 48.

Ipswich IP42AB.

Tel: (04731 50304.

£95 Commodore dealers

£49.50 Cotswold Computers,

6 Middle Row.

Chipping Norton,

Oxfordshire.

(See next issue.)

£31 .50 Modulor Concept Peripherals,

13 High Street,

Clydach,

Swansea SA6 5IF.

Tel: (0792) 844465,

£194 Parker Electrics,

4 Dorset Ploce. New Street.

Honiton. Devon EXI48QZ.
Tel: (04041 44425.

£29 95 Microcomputer Re
1 Branch Road.

Park Street Villoge,

St Albans, Herts.

Tel: (0727) 72917.

£33.50 J W V Software,

139 Allington Drive,

3



Scuba Dive

TROUBLtJL

Spectrum 48k

8k

DURELLsoItu/are
MAILORDER

available from

W H SMITH LASKYS • GREENS at DEBENHAMS
BOOTS • COMPUTERS FOR ALL • MARTINS •

SPECTRUM CENTRES • and many other retail outlets.

TYPE OF COMPUTER:

mm"

or order direct from
CASTLE LODGE. CASTLE GREEN, TAUNTON, SOM. TA1 4AB



“
.

.
you enter an alarmingly

different world, in. which the

awesome new adversarial

potential of true artificial

Intelligence seeks to

dominate.”
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S
ir Clive has done it

again - at least, it looks as

if he has. But quantum
leap or not, the Sinclair QL is

likely to prove to be another

best seller.

With the machine's techni-

cal specification it should be

very capable - with perhaps

the Microdrives being the

weak link. Even without a re-

view machine, we found we
could sniff out a few other

details about what it might be

like to use it.

The main processor is a

Motorola 68008 running at

7.5MHz. The 68008 has a

number of 32-bit registers, and
is capable of 32-bit arithmetic,

but the data bus is only 8-bits

wide, which will slow things

down a bit. The 68000 series of

chips has proved to be very

popular with programmers,
largely because 32-bit registers

take away a lot of the hassle

associated with smaller ones,

and it has a comprehensive

instruction set.

The main memory of theQL
is organised into four 256K-
byte chunks. Only the first

256K comes with the machine
as standard, but half of this is

dedicated to machine func-

tions. Fig. I shows the basic

memory map of a fully

expanded QL. The first 32K
ROM contains a new operating

system, called QDOS, and a

Basic Interpreter for what Sin-

clair call ‘a radical enhance-

ment of Spectrum Basic',

called SuperBasic.

QDOS is capable of multi-

tasking (not to be confused

with multi-user), so it can run a

large number of programs
apparently simultaneously.

The screen can be divided into

windows of various sizes, each

window independent of any

other, which can display the

input and output of the pro-

grams as they are running. It is

important to note that only

programs written under
QDOS can be multi-tasked.

We say that the programs
‘apparently’ run simul-

taneously, because of course

the processor is only capable of

working on one at a time. What
happens is it works on one for a

certain length of time (called a

time slice) then quickly

switches to another for a
second time slice, then to a

third and so on, back round to

work on the first again. The
decision as to which program is

worked on is done by a 'pri-

ority job scheduler'. A sche-

duler will normally select a

program depending on a

SINCLAIR QL

general strategy, such as

‘shortest programs first’ or
even ‘longest programs first'.

Whatever the strategy Sin-

clair uses, a number ofimport-

ant questions arc raised. Multi-

tasking is often used on main-

frames, but when a program is

not being worked on it is writ-

ten out (with the current state

of its data) to (typically) very

fast drum store. This allows

many more programs to be
worked on than the size of the

computers memory. Sinclair's

Microdrives (two are built into

the QL) have been 'enhanced',

so that their average access

time is around 3) seconds, but
this is obviously too slow to

swap programs in and out. So
all programs are held con-

stantly in RAM.
SuperBasic is similar in a

number dfways to the Basic on

the BBC. It has such features

as procedures with local vari-

ables, structured statements

and so on. It is also claimed

that there is a ‘dean’ machine
code interface and that the

operating systems facilities are

accessible from it. Fig. 2 shows
some examples of some of the

constructs available in Super-
Basic. SuperBasic also acts as

the front end of the operating

system: the user accesses the

fadlities of the operating

system using Basic commands.
So, like many other micros,

when the machine is turned on
you talk to the Basic Inter-

file video screen is capable

of a maximum resolution of

512 by 256 pixels in four

colours, or 256 by 256 in eight

colours. The text display on a

monitor can be up to 25 rows of

IF RELIABILITYHOLDS OUT, THE QL IS A

QL SPECIFICATIONS
Price:£399 (Inc. VAT).

Processor: Motorola 68008.

Memory: 32K ROM (QDOS and SuperBasic), 64K I/O, I28K user

RAM, upgradeable to640K user RAM.

Interfaces:two RS232C serial,two joysticks,TV and RGB, parallel

(optionol), hard disk l/F (optional), IAN (local area network).

Disks: two inbuilt microdrives ( 1 00K each), access time 3^ sec

D/jp/ay;40,60or80by25llnesoftext-512 ' 256 pixels,

4

colours; 256 * 256 pixels, 8 colours.

Languages

:

SuperBasic (ROM), Pascal (optional, Microdisk).

(Note that the 'optional' items will not be ready for some time after

the QLls available.)

Upgrade
80 columns, but for TV’s this

can be dropped to either 60 or

40 columns. The bit-mapped

screen area will take up 32K of

the 128KuserRAM.
The sound capability is little

more advanced that the Spec-

trum - beep-beep-beep, as

opposed to beep-beep. Nuff

The keyboard is (a first for

Sinclair!) a proper 65-key
QWERTY job, complete with

a full space bar and five func-

tion keys. Its quality is nothing

to get too excited about, but at

least typists should not have to

re-learn their trade. The single

keyword entry system of the

Spectrum has also been

dropped - something which we
welcome (though we have

heard a few slight grumbles
from some avid Spectrum

Prospective users may be

confused into thinking that

because the ROM cartridges

and Microdrives are the same
size as those used on the Spec-

trum,. that they are somehow
compatible. They are not. The
construction of the ROM car-

tridges for the QL is the same
physical process as for the

Spectrum, but that is where

the similarity ends. As the two

cartridges will contain ROM
programs for different pro-

cessors, they will be totally

incompatible. Second, the QL
cannot read Spectrum Micro-
tapes, and vice versa. It would
be possible to reformat (and

hence scrub) a Spectrum tape

and get the QL to use it, but

again there is no software com-
patibility.

The only way, it appears,

that anything can be trans-

ferred from a Spectrum to a

QL is via Sinclair's local area

network, called LAN. This
will transmit data (there will be

7

trum programs, they won't

work) ata claimed 100K baud.

An interesting peculiarity

centres round the use of a

second processor, an Intel

8049, to control (among other

things) the receiving ofdata via

the RS232C ports. The trans-

mitting of data is presumably
done in software, but it would

appear to be difficult to control

data received. If data comes
you’ve just got to take it. So in

general, compatibility with the

Spectrum has not been a major

design consideration.

A few other interesting

features (and non-features) of

the QL is that it has two

APRIL, COMPUTER ANSWERS





PRINTER BONANZA

EPSON RX80 £309.00

EPSON FX80 £430.00

JUKI 8100 £458.00

SHINWA CP80 £320.00

OLIVETTI JP1 01 £380.00

SEIKOSHA GP700 £488 00

FREE PRINTER CABLE
FREE PAPER
FREE 24 HR DELIVERY
ALLPRICES INCLUDEVAT

TELEPHONE ORDERSWELCOMEn r-i welcome

1 THE QUADRANT. BRIDGE STREET.

GUILDFORD. SURREY GUI 4SG
TEL: 0483 578848

Pentasksoha ' V\v

ZKQI-fOKftiK
Sure! More than lOtasks

simultaneously and, in some
cases, up to 300 times faster I

That's what replacing the basic

ROM with the new FORTH does
for theZX81 - and more I

The brains behind the
breakthrough belong to David

Husband, and he's building

Skywave Software on the strength

of it. Already orders are flooding

in and it's easy to see why.
TheZX81-FORTH ROM gives

you a totally new system. In

addition to multi-tasking and split

screen window capability, you
can also edit a program while
three or four others are executing,

schedule tasks to run from 50
times a second to once a year, and
with a further modification switch

between FORTH and BASIC

A«r»*«
u 1 e

R,n8B°und5

character bufferand repeat, it

supports the 1 6k, 32k, 64k RAM
packs, it isfig-FORTH compatible

and it supports the ZX printer.

The price, too, isalmost
unbelievable. Asa "fit it yourself

Eprom", complete with manual,
it's just £25+VAT.
Add £2 p&p UK (£5 Europe, £ 1

0

outside Europe) and send your

order to the address below

SOFTWARE

BHI4PW, ENGLAND.
Tel: (0202) 302385.

“rnational +44 202302385.

M.D.R.
SAVE ££’s-
CONSULT

US!
Whether you're thinking of buying a
micro, peripherals, or software, for

business or pleasure -consult us

and we will advise you as to making
the right choice.

• If you know what you want, we can
supply all hardware, software and
peripherals at a

GREAT DISCOUNT
(10-20%)

• If we can’t help you, we will give

you a

FULL REFUND

Write to us at:

M.D.R.
27 Belleville Road
London SW 11 6QS

-stating what your purpose or user-

problem is, or what particular piece

of Hardware/Software you’re

interested in. Please enclose a

cheque or postal order made out to

M.D.R. for £7.25

THERE ARE NO HIDDEN CHARGES
REGARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT OF
TIMES YOU USE OUR CONSUL-
TATION OR PURCHASE SERVICES

We will reply to your letter by phone
or in writing within 10 days, or you

will receive a Full Refund.

M.D.R.
Credit facilities available

COMPUTER ANSWERS





7 CAMBRIDGE BT. HEBDEN BRIDGE • W. YORKSHIRE HX 7 B UIM

Tel: C04&E) 84537B

HUNDREDS OF TITLES AVAILABLE . SEND SAE FOR LISTS & DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS

.Dealers & Stockists enquiries welcome. * —*m~ leiephone: (oec'JI ouab^o. cmm . . ,
I D I-J1

SPECTRUM [H OHIC I ZX 81 Q VIC 20 Q
B8CM [J DRAGON [J ATARI APPIE 0 '

Cascade Games LK

Telephone: 104231 SMSM?"

COMPUTER ANSWERSAPRIL,



Upgrade
DECIDING

DISK DRIVES

ITl Kathmill's Byte Drive

500 (above) offers BBC
and Oric users a 3 inch

disk drive, power supply

tor two drives, and a large

4 1 9K capacity on the 40
track version (seepage 13).

ofthe most widely-used

interfaces.

12
COMPUTER ANSWERS

THEADVANTAGES OFA DISK SYSTEM ARE WELL-KNOWN- WEFIND

OUT WHAT'S NEEDEDAND WHAT'S AVAILABLE.

Anyone who has used a disk drive will know
just how superior they are to cassettes. In

business they are invaluable, because of the

large amounts of data they can store and the high

speeds at which it can be accessed; but they can be

an equal benefit for home users, especially those

who regularly indulge in programming.
There is also the added bonus of not having

masses of leads lying around to trip over causing

hours of work to be lost - the bane of many com-
puter users. But ifyou want to run disks with your

machine, how do you go about it, and what hard-

ware, other than the disks and drive,doyou need?
A complete disk system can, in general, be split

into four separate parts: an interface, a disk control-

ler, a disk operating system (DOS) and disk drive.

The interface is a separate ‘unit’ from the drive, but

the dividing line between controller, DOS and

interface is becoming thinner, even disappearing.

Except for the BBC, most companies package the

interface, controllerandDOS into one box.

The interface can be all the chips that make the

connection between micro and disk drive, or the

actual physical connection joining computer and
drive. There is an industry standard connection for

5.25 disks in the form of a 34 pin connector; the

BBC hasone on its underside.

Everything to do with the motor control of the

drive is handled by a controller chip. This looks

after such things as the movement of the drive head

to the correct position on the disk and reading or

writing data. There are various different controllers

availableon the market for different micros.

Finally the DOS: this is a single chip that con-

tains a program allowing data to be stored on disk.

Often it will also contain all the necessary utilities

for formatting and verifying a disk, but sometimes

these will be suppliedon a separate floppy

.

When looking for a disk drive for your micro,

there are various snippits of jargon that have to be

understood before you know what you arc getting,

and whether or not it will be compatible with your

system. One distinction often made by the manu-
facturer is between single and double-density

drives. All this refers to is how much data can be

packed into each sector on the disk.

If a drive is single density, each sector usually

contains 256 bytes, whereas double density is 512

bytes. Most drives today can handledouble density,

but unless the controller can move the drive head

the correct distance, this facility cannot be used.

The 8271 controller chip used in the BBC for

instance, does, not permit double-density opera-

tion. However, if double-density is a facility that

you just can't do without, a company called Opus
Supplies manufactures a double density DOS. One
advantage that it hasover single density is speed.

Many adverts will refer to tracks, which are the

circular strips of magnetic material on which the

data is laid out. Most drives will have 40 (48 tracks

per inch) or 80 (96 tracks per inch), and some will

allow both to be read. The disk controller used does

not make any difference to the drive used in respect

to the number of tracks, as the head movement is

entirely a function of the drive’s hardware. Where
a difference can be made is in the DOS. Some
systems, such as those from Pace/Amcom and Wat-
ford Electronics, can read 40 track disks on an 80
track drive.

Other drives are often termed double sided,

which means that a disk can be read on both sides

without being taken out and turned over. Obviously

for this to be possible the drive should be equipped
with two heads - one to read the top and the other

the bottom of the disk. In general, any DOS will be

able to read a double sided disk as either side is

merely referred to asanother drive.

Finally the interface: most machines today use

what is termed the Shugart standard, the SA400 in

particular - this is one of the most widely used
interfaces, and comes in the form of a 34 way pin

connector. The BBC uses one and so too do most of

the disk interfaces that we looked at (see Fig. 2).

Two machines that do not use it, however, are the

Commodores (which use IEEE) and the Atari

(interfacing through an RS232). There are far less

drives available for these two machines.

r '

, bbc vr. -
"

H:i

The BBC, even at its high price, does not contain

the chips necessary to control a disk drive, though

all the control circuitry is present on the micro’s

PCB, The chips can be bought and put into the

board of aBBC very easily, ifit is issue four or later.

With earlier than four, tracks on the board have to

be cut. This is a job best left to an experienced

Acorn dealer. (The issue number of the board is

printedon themiddle left of the PCB).
In all, there are ten small logic chips to be fitted

and a larger one labelled 8271, which is the disk

controller. All the sockets for these are located on

the left hand-side ofthe board. Over to the right of

the board, in the same place as the Acorn Basic chip

are several spare sockets for users to fit their own
chips - the DFS slots into one of these. When fit-

ting chips onto theBBC board remember that each

one must be orientated the same way; that is with

the small notch at one end of the chip towards the

back (north) of the machine; this is most important,

as incorrect fitting can cause problems with the chip

and even damage it.

All the chips making up the interface can be

obtained from most electronics shops and Acorn

dealers. The disk interface will be exactly the same
from Beeb to Becb, but the same does not apply to

the Beeb’s DOS, called the Disk Filing System, or

DFS.
Anyone with a BBC has the privilege of being

able to choose from more than one DFS. Apart

from the Acorn DFS, there is one from Watford

Electronics (see Computer Answers Dec ’83 issue)

and Pace/Amcom. Both the alternative DFSs offer

the same functions as the Acorn one, along with

several functions that may beofuse to the computer

user. So what do they offer?

The Acorn DFS uses 2817 bytes of RAM and
allows a maximum of 31 filenames in the catalogue.







drives. The total package includes one Byte Drive

500, Hybrid Cable, DOS, Disk, User’s manual and

inch disk gives the user 419K of storage space on a

40 track version and 869Kon the 80 track. The cost

of the 40 track version is £260 (exc. VAT).
Oric is not just standing by and watching the disk

drive out by the time you read this article. These

will be in the form of a 3 inch Hitachi disk drive

giving 320K per disk (160K per side). All the con-

onboard power supply, as the Oric’s own supply

can’t cope. At the time of writing the price of the

drive had not been set, but it should be under £300
for the first one, with any additional drives costing

under £200 (some competition for ITL?).

Finally the elusive Cyborg. Again, when refer-

ring to the Oric this drive raises its head as it is sup-

!

COMMbtiDRE64/VIC
20~

there isa disk option for bothmachines. But choice is

limited, Right from the startCommodore realised the

that it is a little bulky, due to the fact that all the

the micro or a "separate connector box. The 1541

single drive unit from Commodore can be used with

both the 64 and Vic 20. At £225 the Commodore is

of 'the

6

35*track, double density disks is only 170K

DRAGON32/M‘&
Again, users of the Dragon r

Upgrade
id Premier Microsystems,
or

208 Croydon Road,

general ofa high standard.

Unlike some other machines that use disks, the

Dragon does not have a port specifically for disk

drives, and so uses the 40 pin cartridge port. The
box containing the disk controller circuitry is the

size of a large cartridge and the disk drive itself a

real monster, but very reliable. The disks used on

the 5.25 Dragon Data drives arc single sided and

double density, giving a storage capacity of 175K.

Cumana, one of the best known names in disk

drive suppliers also offers a system for the Dragon.

Cumana supplies both 40 and 80 track drives start-

ing at £286 (exc. VAT). The 40 track single-sided

disk has a storage capacity of 250K unformatted,

with the 80 track giving 500K per side. As Cumana
is only a supplier, the controllcr/interface card with

the drives is supplied by Premier Microsystems.

Whereas Cumana only sells the whole package,

omits own. The*Delta system, as it is called, con-

tains the Delta DOS, user manual and demonstra-

tion diskette (£120). Only 2K of user RAM is taken

up by Delta as everything is held in an EPROM. If

sembler/editor then Premier Microsystems will

London SE207YX.

Tel: (01)6597131.

256 Tottenham Court

London Wl.
Tel: (01)580 5826.
Technology Research,

356 Westmount Road,

London SE9 1 NW.
Tel: (01 1699 5322.
Watford Electronics,

Dept. BBC,

Cardiff Road,

Watford, Herts.

Tel: (0923) 40588.

also supply this in an EPROM to fit inside the

DELTA case; Encoder 09 costs £29.95

.

By Steve Applebaum, staff-writer.

A listof disk drive and drive interface suppliers is

Communications^
After many years of typing letters and placing them in the box
(below left), some people will be surprised to learn that the smart,

black box (right) will help them 'to perform the same function,

quickly and economically, and do much more.
May we suggest that you use the old-fashioned method (perhaps

for the last time) in order to discover today's alternative.

ELECTRONIC MAIL • PRESTEL
• BULLETIN BOARD o TELECOM GOLD
o COMPANY DATA BASES • MICRONET

a TELESOFTWARE St MICRO TO

Taqdata
cations field. Special terminal and Prestel

Software is available for a number of Micro
to drive the smart modem range—and som
have downloader software also! BBC,
APPLE, COMMODORES, IBM PC. and soon
CP/M MICROS.
For more information fill in the coupon or

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. W

Tandata Marketing Limi
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I

Howmanymi
try before

Before you buy a micro,

questions.

Exactlywhydo I

want one?

Do I wantmy kids to

turn out like Mr.Spock?

Will I get bored in six

Do I want to develop
my taxi intoa multi

corporation?

SX64
Have I gotenough in the bank this

month or do I need credit?

You'll need toasksome equally

searching questions ofthe salesmen
you're likely to encounter.

Firstsnag.Youmayfind theyknow
less about the machines thanyou do.

In case you know less than them,
here'sa quickgrounding in the jargon,

inclair Spectrum 48

Computers store information in

the form ofa binary code.

Asingledigit inthatcode takesup
a byte.AKylobyte is about a thousand
bytes, which is abbreviated to K.

All of
A

1

Kcomputerwould have a I

memory big enough to store about 25

1

lines oftext, not really enough to be of

any use.1 ust*.

And not all of that memory would I

be available for your use.

Read Only Memory (ROM for I

short) is the part of the computer’s I

memory that you don't have access to. I

Instead, it is used to store the
information the computer needs for

(
its operations.

The memory you 're interested in

as a user is RAM or Random Access I

Memory.

You use this part ofthe memoryto I

load your information onto.

Butwhenyou switch the machine I

off, it promptly forgets all the inform-

ation you spentages typing in.

You need to be able to store it

somewhere.

The easiest and cheapest way to I

dothisisonan audio cassette recorder.

More informationcan be stored



icros should
2you buyone?
f them.

on floppy disks. The normal 5%" size

can store more than 100K.

If that information was news to

you, you'd probably be interested in

trying the Sinclair Spectrum, or the

Atari 600XL.

Both are ideal starter computers,

with 16K memories, and both can be
I upgradedwithaddonmemory packs

|

and a wide range of hardware. And,

most important of all there's already

masses of software available.

You can plug game cartridges

straight into the Spectrum and with

the Atari you can start with 'My First

Alphabet' and go right through to

TeachYourselfConversational French'.

Add on the optional 64 K memory,
andyou'll havea usefulsmall business

computer,completewithsoftware like

AtariWriter forword processing,(You

will alsobe able to boast thatyou built

your own Atari 800X).

If you truly have ambitions for

yourbusiness,there's theCommodore
SX64 personal computer.

monitor and disk drives, which
means it’s transportable, com-
pactand doesn't have spaghetti

problems.

Soitmakesyourbusinessloc

smarter before you’veeven run
financial planning programme.

flcom

These are justsome ofthe

computersyoucanhaveahands-
experience with at Laskys.

Prices start at £99 and there’s

interest free creditandavery pro-
fessional after salesservicedWeknow
what it’s like having your whole

businessdependingon the reliability

ofa computer,)

As you can see, we've done
everything to make it easy for you to

find yourway to a micro that you'll be
happy with Commodore 64

And ifyou think trying all the

micros in Laskys sounds like a lot of

troubletogo to,it'sa lot less hassle than

trying to makedowiththewrongmicro.

Aword ofadvice about micros:



CodeWriter
makes

data base and

related programming

Forget about the expense of hiring a professional

programmer or the restrictions of 'off-the-shelf

programs. Become your own program designer pro-
ducing microsoftware to suityour specific requirements.

Codewriterenablesyou to do this,you type commands
in yourown everyday language,just as,you would
write them on paper , . . it's as simple asABC I

When you've completed your design. Codewriter
will write the program code and store it on yourown
disk whilst you sit back and watch. At anytime, you
can of course modify the programs you've designed.

Your programs mayinclude data bases printed reports,

calculations and comparisons between fields of data,
development of menus, forms, letters, memos,
cheques, invoices, statements, mailing labels ... the
possibilities for design are endless. Codewriter
operates with most popular micros and will be
demonstrated fully at your local dealer.

—
For details on Codewriter, complete and return the coupon to;

DYNATECH MICROSOFTWARE LTD.

18

Rue du Commerce, Bouet, St.

Guernsey, Channel Islands.

Telephone 0481 26081 Telex

addre

Peter Port,

4191130

CA.

NEW SHOP
NOW OPEN

AT
71 EAST STREET

BRIGHTON

TV GAMES SOFTWARE AND
BOARD GAMES STILL AT

24 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRIGHTON
TELEPHONE; BRIGHTON 698424

L_—
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GAMES CHARTS
WANT TO KNOW THE BEST-SELLING COMPUTER GAMES?

wsssm

FASTMOVERS
Mr. Wimpey (Ocean), Dimension Destructors (Artie),
Wheetie (Microsphere), Stonkers (Imagine), Omega Run
(CRL), Fighter Pilot (Digital), Doomsday Castle
(Fantasy).

To* :
-

|
commodore «4

!
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FASTMOVERS
Quasar 64 (Voyager), Mr Wimpey 64 (Ocean), Cosmic
Commando 64 (Anirog), Crazy Balloons (Software
Projects), Kick Off(Bubblebus), Super Pipeline (Taskset),
Quick Thinking (Mirrorsoft).

T*- ATARI *W

® lass, - ©is~ _J

n ]

® 1
t ®(sss5 1

© i™ !: _ ©ir,s—
© [Bar

FASTMOVERS
Hx (Llamasoft), Amok (Aud/Gen), Gridrunn

(Llamasoft).

® 1=^
® US

©IM
© US
® Rsa

®G
®Q
(g) 1

bugZ''°'

©His

FASTMOVERS
City Defence (Bug Byte), Felix & Fruit (Program Power),
Mr Men (Mirrorsoft), Snooker (Visions), Saloon Sally
(Psion), Apocalypse (Red Shift).

FASTMOVERS ^
Dig Dug (Atari), Pole Portion ,

(Atari), Qix (Atari), Pharaohs
Pyramid (Master Control), Zork
111 (Infocom), Escapefrom
Pulsar 7 (Infocom), Krazy
Kopter (English).



Upgrade

T
here are shelves of ‘intro-

duction-to-programming’

books on the market, few

looking very appealting to the

beginner. Wading through a

e, typewritten tome of tea-

chery is off-putting to many

initial Users Guide can seem
bewildering to the novice.

Realising this perhaps, a

company called Holiday
Brothers have produced a

scries of instructional videos

which aim to describe the prin-

ciples of microcomputer pro-

gramming in a more easily-

digestible way. The series,

titled Masterclass, comprises

nine cassettes in all, and covers

the Spectrum, BBC and Elcc-

n machines. The two BBC
cassettes deal with Basic on the

Beeb, and cover such aspects as

program organisation, data

PROGRAMMING
THE EASYWAY?

20

and output, processing

statements, and so on - moving
on to integer operations, string

manipulation, graphics co-

ordinates and user-defined

graphics characters on the

advanced level tape.

There's also a video cassette

devoted to the BBC Micro in

primary education, which
looks at ways the micro can be
best employed in the classroom
(featuring the Logo Language

5

use
nDtiter

The Spectrum video

cassettes are released exclus-

ively through WH Smith, and
are again in two levels, first

concerned with the basic prin-

ciples of data input, program
construction and meaning,
going on to advanced topics

such as graphics, loops and
subroutines. The tapes for

both machines cover most
of the Basic language

fairly thoroughly.

These magnetic tutorials are

introduced by one David Red-
clift, who comes to the Master-

class after over 1 5 years ofpro-

gramming and video training

experience. During the tapes

Redclift sits before his BBC or

Spectrum and takes the pupil

viewer through a representa

dve program, examing it lin

by line, explaining and demon
stradng the function or various

statements ashe goes.

This technique is especially

successful when discussing

fields such as graphics, where
an animated figure can be
shown on the top of the split

screen, while the routine from
whence it was created is out-

linedbelow.

The technics are well

explained, and of course if you
don’t fully comprehend some-
thing first time round you can

always hit the rewind button

on your VCR and give it a

second squint. The great

advantage of this kind of teach-

ing technique is that the exer
cise is displayed on screei

exactly as it would appear oi

your own monitor, so under-
standing how the underlying

process works is much 1

abstracted than printout and
text in a conventional manual

.

This was emphasised by the

fact that Redclift seemed t<

draw muchofhis material from
the respective Users Guide,
and make it markedly clearer;

however, the videos don't

exploit the medium perhaps as

well as they could, and retain a

slightly stuffy 'Open Univer-

sity' feel to them - but thi

least, leaves nothing to detract

from the essential information

(apart from Redclift’s rather

garish sweater).

As a softly-softly tutelage to

the principles of computing,
Masterclass is quite effective. If

the £23.95 price tag deters you,

the Masterclass cassettes

available from some video hire

Each of the cassettes

approximately one hour long

(available on both VHS ai
'

Bctamax formats), and each
contains three games programs
which can be loaded into your

micro directly from the video

soundtrack: although nothing
exceptional, these extras

provide a useful respite from
the intricacies of Basic pro-

gramming.

By Jim Hayes, sub-editor
on Computer Answers.

TheMasterclass series (each

priced£23-95 Inc. VAT)

Includes:

O 'Starting Basic with the BBC
Microcomputer’ (Nos I ond21.

O 'Start to Program with the

O ‘Graphics and Games for

the BBC Microcomputer'.

O ‘The BBC Microcomputer in

Primary Education'.

O 'Introduction to Sinclair ZX
Spectrum Programming'

(Levels I and 2if {available only
through branchesofWH Smith

priced£16.95 inc. VATeoch1.

Holiday Brothers,

172 Finney Lane,

Heald Green,

Cheod.le, Cheshire.

Tel: (06 1)437 0538.

COMPUTER ANSWERS





Small Business
Accounts

and V.A.T. Returns
made Simple

Simple step-by-step accounting for retailers and smaller businesses.

Records receipts over 10 headings and payments over 50 headings.

Records Unpaid Bills and gives a list of amounts owed.

Based on Vyners Simplex Cash Book and recommended by them.

Automatically produces your VAT Return for Special Schemes A-F.

Cash and Bank Balances displayed on the screen at all times.

Summaries of all information for the year available on the printer.

120 page manual written by Geoffrey Whitehead, author of the "Made Simple'

Series of Books.

Runs on the 64 with 1541 Disk and Printer or with IEEE Interface and 8000 Series

peripherals.

User Club with many facilities available for small annual outlay.

The Electronic Cash Book



UpgradeWAR FOR
THOUGHT

WELOOKATSOMECOMPUTER WAR GAMES THAT RELYMOREON
CONTEMPLA TION THAN JO YSTICK-RA TTLING FOR EFFECT.

M ost or me computer war games that have
appeared over the past few years have been
of the ‘shoot-em-up' or Battleships pas-

tiche *press-any-key-to-continue’ genre -so it is

like a breath offresh airwhen agame such asApoca-
lypse (for the 48K Spectrum and BBC B), that is

both excitingand thought-provoking, arrives.

Apocalypse, from Red Shift, a small software/war
games company, is not a game ofmindless destruc-
tion like so many others, but rather one of tactics

and strategy - more in keeping with Chess than
Defender

.

In fact, in this game the aim is to avoid
armageddon by not using nuclearweapons.
The phosphor version ofApocalypse owes much

to its elder brother. Like so many classical war
games, it is based on the domination of areas of
land, whilst defending them against the enemy -

whoever they may be. Along with the original
theme, the ‘new’ game also retains a lot of the com-
plexity associated with trad' war games. However,
once the book of rules has been read and under-
stood, the player can leap into battles oftimes past,
or plough into the future and decide the fate of the
world (excellent stuffforbudding megalomaniacs).
The game itselfbegins (after a long time loading)

with the player being asked to select a map from a
choice of Europe, Britain, London or the Carib-
bean. Whatever the choice, you then turn over the
cassette from the main program and load the map;
once this is done you’reaway. Or nearly so.

Before fulfilling plans to invade Battersea, each
player (there can be between 2 and 4) must choose
the name of his/her empire, the symbol that will

represent them and their empire centres where the
army, navy, or even nukes will be situated at the
start of play. Centres can be chosen by each player,
or, even better, you can let the computer do it so
that the process is completely random - abqut the
only chance event in Apocalypse.

Once settled, the procedure ofdistributing forces
begins. How many are available to each player
depends on the revenue owned, which in turn
depends on the type of land the empire centres
(cities) arc based on; urban areas will have a differ-

ent revenue value to suburban, for example. Also,
unlike real life, there's no question of political dis-

pute over the siting ofyour silos.

Placing forces in strategic positions at the start of
the game is very important, as it could spell success
or failure for the entire campaign. Deployment is

followed by what is called the 'movement phase’ - a
time for manoeuvring forces and engaging in con-
ventional combat. Within the movement phase the
player is given four options: move, march or sail,

occupy and change (choose a different region from
which troops ore tobe moved).
As seen from past experiences of war, whenever

a hostile army moves into an already occupied area,

skirmishes are bound to break out. The situation

occurs in Apocalypse: if a combat situation is

encountered, the players will be informed by the
computer, with the forms of attack available out-
lined. Here Apocalypse wins over most arcade type
games, because the players are actually encouraged
to talk to one another, and not just sit comatose,

staring at the screen.

The attacker inputs a number corresponding to

the form ofattack that he/she wants to use, but docs
not let the defending player sec it. The defender
then does the same, and if the number is equal to the
attackers, then hc/she wins. Going higher or lower
will determine the success or failure of the attack.

Combat as just described, is based on conven-
tional weapons; however, a player forced into a
comer could cause nuclear weapons to rear their

ugly heads. It has to be said that although the idea

of using nukes in Apocalypse is not a good one, as

they can start a chain reaction and destroy some of
your own forces, the procedure is well-pro-
grammed: at the final moment there is the choice
whether to fire or abort. Should a nuke be fired, the
screen display begins to ‘ripple’, while the sound of
the bomb can be heard whistling towards its target.

After the explosion, squares begin to flash on screen
representing the areas hit.

If nuclear war is not your scene, then Red Shift
has devised a unique expansion system for Apoca-
lypse that enables different scenarios to be MERGed
into themainprogram. These includesuch things as
Europe 1984, War in The Pacific, Napoleon’s Cam-
paign and Fall of the Roman Empire - the last game
includingnewhazards such as disease.

Of all the software companies to enter the war-
games battle, Imagine has got to be one of the most
surprising. It’s not often that a company, usually
known for fast moving arcade style games, moves
into an area where animation is one of the least im-
portant features; but with a game called Stonkers,

Imagine has straddled the barrier, and the result is

a challenging game that features the best of both
worlds.

Stonkers was written by Imagine’s John Gibson,
who also wrote the graphically excellent ZZoom
program. Rather than choose a known pieceof land
to fight on, Gibson has created an imaginary land-
scape that tends, maybe intentionally, to make the
gamea little less close to home.
The scenario of Stonkers is very simple: two

opposing forces, one the player, the other the com-
puter, try to take command of an area of land by
destroying all the enemy combat divisions or taking
over the enemyHQand port.

Though this sounds like any other war game, the
feature that makes it stand out is the useofgraphics:
a hi-res map takes up most of the display, with the
computer’s and player’s armies represented dia-
grammatically on either side. The player is able to

move a cursor around the screen and with a push of
a button, magnify any area of land underneath it. In
the same way, an infantry or combat division can be
picked up by the cursor and - depending on its

mobility - moved to any strategic position the
player requires.

This is where the animation comes in. If an
infantry is moved, the little stick man representing
it walks across the landscape from its initial position
to the new one decided by the player. It can be quite
amusing when the enemy is on the move and lots of
stick men head towards your HQ with tanks and
cannons hot on their heels. w

Ifyou have a Commodore
64 and don't mindkeying-
in programs, Century

books has produced Micro
Wars on lha Commodore
64. At well at talking

about wargaming
strategy, the book
includes listings for tin

games (two of which take

up os much os 32K of

memory), ranging from
the ancient conflicts in

battles of Richtoven.

Priced £5.95, it's available

from Century Publishing

at76 Old Compton Street,

London WIV SPA. Tel: __
(01)4399416. 23
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FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE FOR SPECTRUM
FDC-1 MARK 2

Disc operating system in ROM.

Password protected.

Occupies onlythe top Ik RAM space.

Duplicated Spectrum connector is

provided.

100k storage for 40 tracks, single

sided disc drive.

Support two 40, 80 track, single or

double sided drive.

BASIC programs can be merged
£85 excluding VAT + £1 p&p.

40 track, single sided drive box with PSU
(BBC compatible)

£185 excluding VAT + £5 p&p

Technology Research Ltd., 356 Westmount Road, London SE9 1NW
Tel: 01-856 8408

To: TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH LTD
356 WESTMOUNT ROAD
LONDON SE91NW

24

DEPT CA, 9 TWEED CLOSE, SWINDON, WILTS
SN2 3PU Tel: (0793) 724317 Trade enquires welcome
Export.Order: Please add Cl .00 per tape airmail

SPECTRUM 16K VERSION OF Z/MAN £5.95 inc

-kZX SpectrumV'
MoVJ FROGGY 16K or 48K

ZUCKMAN
ZX81 (16K)

•ALL MACHINE CODE
(10K)

•FOUR INDEPENDENT
GHOSTS

•HIGH-SCORE 'HALL
OF FAME'

•AUTHENTIC ARCADE
ACTION

•TITLE/DISPLAY
MODE
ONLY £4.95 INC. P&P

FROGGY
ZX81 (16K)

•MOVING CARS,
LOGS, TURTLES

•ALLIGATORS,
DIVING TURTLES

•FOUR 'SCREENS' OF
ACTION

•ALL ARCADE
FEATURES

•ENTIRELY MACHINE
CODE
ONLY £4.95 INC. P&P

COMPUTER ANSWERS
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A CLOSE-UP FROM STONKERS BATTLE 1917(NOTE THE ROYAL

OF THE PLA YERS GROUND FORCES. MOUNTED CAMELS IN THE CORNER).

se the only antagonist the player <

state ofplay andhow the army is doing for supplies.

Keeping the supplie

Stonk
death. Som<

tend to

the supplies might
your army in time because the supply ship

slowed by bad weather.

Of course, as in any good battle there

Apocalypse, the outcome is determined by Iht

strength (actor of the different division -ar
armoured is superior toan artillery division.

game that should appe

ling to get

icfor theii

ling. It is

to find out what'

it, howe.

games, the documentati

consistent with the quality otthesottware.

A more prolific producer ofwargames is a Ches-

hire-based company called Lothlorien. Most of

their games are part of a series called Warmastcr,

appears that Lothlorien have taken a leafout ofRed
Shift’s book, and have made it possible to expand

the master program by loading in new scenarios,

there's even a map editor on the program that

allows theuser to design maps and themes.

A game called Twin River is provided on the

Master tape. The theme involves two countries in

Europe trying to control lowland between two
rivers. Graphically it is not as good as those from
Red Shift and certainly nowhere near Stonkers, but

board version than anything else.

Some of Lothlorien’s expansion scenarios

include Paras,Johnny Reb and Dreadnoughts . Paras

involves a small unit of paratroopers being dropped
behind enemy lines with the intention of blowing-
up a strategic bridge. Before the bridge can be
destroyed, all enemy forces must be wiped-out

using explosives, grenades or guns.

Johnny Reb is less sophisticated warfare based on
the American Civil War, A skirmish has broken out

between Union and Confederate forces around a

river crossing, and it is up to the player to collect the

enemy's flag or achieve a position of dominance in

a set period of time.

The third game, Dreadnoughts, is a naval battle

concerning a British sea force trying to keep a Ger-
man battlefleet from shelling the East Coast of
Britain. It’s not only the enemy that player has to

contend with, but also the clock.

the s

The bi is played is

• other

child

>e trivially sold to people (especially yc

Red Shift's attempts, and those of the other manu-
facturers are better than the 'shoot-cverything-in-

sight’ variety, because they do allow the player to

think, and avoid having the micro do the thinking

for you. If you want a game that lets you think and
plan tactics on your micro, a wargame is one of the

best examples.

By Steve Applebaum, staff writer on Com-
pute:

WARGAMES
MANUFACTURERS/
DISTRIBUTORS

t

Avalon Hill Products

cassette for the

Spectrum, priced £6 line.

VAT).)

Stonkers, priced £5.50

(Spectrum) fromi

Imagine Software,

Imagine House, S Sir

Merseyside LI 6BW.Tel:

(051)236 8100.

Confrontation (48K

runon theBBC and Oric.

Finally a l
1917 from Cases Computer Simulations. Battle

1917 has the distinction of having won the Cam-
bridge Award for beinga 'highly original’ wargame.
The difference between Battle 1917and the other

games looked at is that it’s more akin to chess than
- theme. As in chess d

m),p
£7.95; Dreadnoughts

(48K Spectrum), priced

£5.95; Johnny Reb (48K

Spectrum/Dragon 32/
BBC B/48K Oriel),

priced £6.95; Paras

(48KSpectrum/BBC 8/,

£5.95, all

liable f

M C Lothlorie

Stockport, Cheshire

SKI 2 1AE. Tel: (0625)

876642.

Apocalypse (Spectrum or

BBC), priced £9.95.

Fall Of
The RomanEmpirey
priced £4.95; plus

Napoleon 's Campaigns,

War In The Pacific plus

Europe 1984 priced

£4.95.

Red Shift,

12C Manor Road,

London N 16. __
Tel. (01 18001333. i

0
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Your hand picked force has dropped

behind enemy lines to capture a strati

with ten levels of play.

BBC-8 EC

Spectrum 48K EC

Oric 1 48k (coming soon) £1

(ijukmii/ -JieO

Send to: M C Lothlorien, Oept. , 56a Patk Lane, I

Poynton, Cheshire SK12IAE. j. u.— 1

Tel: Poynton (0625) 876642. I I

COMMODORE 64 • SPECTRUM • BBC • ORIC DRAGON -TANDY

IF YOU THINK YOU'VE GOT
THE BETTER OF YOUR COMPUTER,
YOU'D BETTER THINK AGAIN....

D!
Imt after a whilt- <lo

kI pit •lily of titles to suit

-roiitputerthioinil



TAKING THE GRAFT
OUT OF GRAPHICS
WE LOOKA TSOME PACKAGES THA THELP MAKE DESIGNING GRAPHICS

FIGURES FUNAS WELL AS INSTRUCTIVE.

Upgrade
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Cartoon Animation

(features: characters

stored In memory, control

speed, direction and
colour through simple

POKE statements)

priced: £10 (Inc. VAT).

Draw15priced£5 from:

Fowlor Software

Hendon Mill,

Nelson, Lancs BB9 8AD.

Tel: (0282) 865837.

Melbourne Draw
(features:englarge

screen, change attribute

settings, fillcommand,

shrink screen, grids for

defining UDCs, screen

scroll), priced £8.95, (Inc.

VAT), from

Melbourne House,

Castle Yard House,

Castle Yard,

Richmond TW106TF.
Tel: (01 1940 6064.

Paintbox

(features: UDG Editor,

drawing board,

sketchpad, precision

plotter Including: plot,

arc, fill, draw, erase,

store, erase), priced

£7.50 (exc. VAT + P/P)

Print 'n' Plotter Products

1 9 Borough High Street,

London SE1 9SE.

28 Tel: (01 1403 6644.

COMPUTER ANSWERS

the byte. Finally, the user is left with a design) and

eight codes that make up the character, which cuts

out all the mental arithmetic usually required when
designing UDGs. Below the ‘chess board

1

is a box
containing several options that enable the designer

to inverse, rotate, or produce a mirror image of the

character, saving time having to change the attitude

ofthe figure, or re-design it.

To make sure the character designs work, the

user is supplied with an on-screen sketch pad.

This gives the designer the opportunity to try out

the designs, and see what characters look like before

saving them to tape, or using them in a program.

All the characters designed using the drawing
board and sketch pad can be saved and called from
a Basic program using the RANDOMIZE USR func-

tion. There are four different RANDOMIZE USR calls

needed, one foreachUDG ‘bank
1

.

UDGs are useful, but they are not any good for

high resolution work; you could not create a Vogue

magazine cover with them. So to give the ‘artist
1

more flexibility. Paintbox also provides a high resol-

ution plotter. All the facilities are there-plot,

draw, fill, erase, arc and circle -but the ability to

move the cursor around the screen and draw as you
go is missing.

NEDRAWMbLtSUURl'

Paintbox
,
and probably has one of the best pedi-

grees of any design utility for the Spectrum. Not
only was it written by Philip Mitchell, one of the

programmers of The Hobbit, but it was also used to

create the excellent graphics used in the same game.
Melbourne Dratv, unlike Paintbox , is able to draw

as the cursor is moved and, even better, small

portions of the display can be enlarged between

four times and 16 - times handy for designing small

intricate figures. Just as portions of the screen can

be expanded, they can be contracted. However, in

this case the effects are non-reversiblc, so the

manual advises that a design be saved onto tape

before being shrunk.

On Melbourne Draw colour is probably the har-

dest feature to use. Unlike Paintbox, which uses a

simple menu from which paper and ink colours can

be selected, Melbourne Draw's manual confuses the

issue by talking about attributes (see Spectrum
manual -yawn . . .). To make matters worse, there

is no real explanation of how to use more than two
colours (foreground and background) at any one

time; it can be done, but with a great deal oftrial and

error. After eventually finding out how to change

colours, this package is very good for creating still

pictures.

wm CARTOONANIMA TION
If trying to be an Andy Warhol is not your scene,

there is always the Bill Tidy approach, with Car-

toon Animation from Fowler software. Rather than

concentrating on design facilites like those in the

other two packages, Cartoon Animation is a set of

machine code routines that attempt to make creat-

ingmoving figures very easy.

Cartoon Animation consists of a Basic program

and various machine code routines that collectively

allow the user to design characters and move them
around the screen with the minimum of fuss. Get-

ting started with the package is not very easy, as the

leaflet-like manual has a very hazy description of

how to begin. Once started, however, it takes the

user along the path to simpleanimation.

Unlike the other packages looked at. Cartoon

Animation is not really a design program, and as

such does not provide the design grid that is so use-

ful. This means the user has to draw up his/her own
grid and colour in the squares making up the

character or use Fowler’s Drawl

5

(see below). The
character is then stored in memory with the help of

a Basic program given in the manual. As the pro-

gram is typed in, variables are added giving infor-

mation about the length and heightof the character,

the location where it is to start in memory, and all

the data that makes it up. On running the program,

the character is stored in memory, ready tobe mani-

pulated with various other commands.
All the other information to get the figure moving

is stored in the form of POKE statements; don't be

scared or put off if you’re not sure how to use these,

as all the necessary POKES are given in the manual.

If a lotof figures are to be moved around the screen,

it means a lot ofsuch statements have to be used, as

a different one is used per direction. Other effects

such as speed, colour and movement can also be

controlled with the POKE command, giving some
very acceptable animation.

To overcome the need of having to draw your

own grid, Fowler has produced a program that

transfers drawings from paper to computer. The
utility is called Drawl5, and it is useful for taking

the hassle out ofdesigning new characters.

All the the user has to do is specify the length and

height of the character, and the start address of

where it is to be stored in memory. Keying-in the

information about the dimension of the character

produced draws a grid on which a design can be

made. A line of squares can be filled using the 1 key

for ink and the 0 key to leave a blank. Special keys

are provided so that a line can be coloured in, left

completely blank or copied to the next. Once com-
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>f the ability to draw as the

iky, complex designs this iscursor is moved. For

an obvious requirement, but the designers ot Paint-

box have decided to leave it out. The faults in both

packages are major deficiencies, but there is the

possibility that Paintbox could improve when Print
' ‘

'’loiter Products produce expansion programs

for the utility, promised for later this year.

STORAGE
id Mel-t of people who use

will want to use their designs in a Basic

i it is possible to do so with both.

, the UDGs can be stored in

ve RAMTOP and each UDG bank called

asing the RANDOMIZE USR statement.

With Pain

i above RAMTOP by converting charac

nto an 8 « 8 piece ofgraph paper int

iwecn 0 and 255. The user can call u

manual supplied, or, if a faster speed is

t the Basic subroutines of‘Animation.

All the packages looked at are good design tools in

some respect, but on the other hand they all fall

down in some way. When buying one of the 'art'

packages like those from Print ‘n’ Plotter Products

and Melbourne House, we would recommend the

latter package if a lot of colour is not needed. The
reason being that it is far easier to use for intricate

design. As far as Paintbox goes, the main use would

be for the user who wants to create a lot of UDGs.
The two Fowler Software products are good for

experimenting with animation techniques, but not

for the design of fastarcade games.

By Steve Applebaum, staff writer of Com-
puterAnswers.

INTRODUCTION
The object ol the game is to collect treasure Irom a mare
without losing lives and thus to achieve the highest score

possible Each item of treasure is worth a number of points,

the more treasure collected, the higher the score.

trapdoors, portcullis and wandering SKULLS. The SKULLS
will attempt to guard the treasure by catching you, but you

may find within the mare a green cross which will give you a

period of safety during which you may attack the SKULLS.

ENTER THE CATACOMBS .

HUNT THE TREASURE . . . ,

AVOID THE TRAPS . /

SHULL

100% MACHINE CODE
3-DIMENSIONAL

COMPUTER ANSWERS



Upgrade

SHORTCUTS TO
THE SCREEN

i

i
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problem, as wc shall see later when we look at the

conversion ofVDUs.
RGB (standing for red, green and blue, the pri-

mary colours in TV pictures) delivers three video

frequency signals to the monitor. Bach signal has a

luminance component and alsoa single colour com-
ponent. Hence, connecting red drive only would

produce only red detail on the screen. The colour is

not processed from its luminance part, it is used

after amplification to drive the tube. Sync (for

timing the signal) is also part of the RGB signal.

Another factor that donates to the superior display

on a monitor (orVDU) is that bandwidth is wider -

it can handle higher frequency signals -and the

actual tube quality is higher.

Can you convert yourTV to RGB or composite

video? Unless you are very well informed on

TV, no! The vast majority utilise a live chassis,

which means the ‘Earth' rail of the circuit is con-

nected to neutral mains (though many people try to

fry TV engineers and connect it to mains live). Still

more common among switch mode power supply

sets is for the chassis to float ataround 300 volts.This
is why you do not have an earth on your TV; hook it

up to your micro, and you soon will have - via most

of the chips within! The aerial socket on the TV is

critical component to ensure isolation. Don’t ever

bodge it, should it be damaged.

This concludes our somewhat brief look at the

connection between micro and TV. Now we can

look at a cheap and effective way to obtain monitor

quality displays. Ifyou use a monochrome

Upgrade

(soundjD

VIDEO ANO
COLOUR

PROCESSING

1 VIDEO
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commodore

Thenaturaldevelopment for
Commodore 64users

If you want to unlock the full potential of your
disk-based Commodore 64, you need Superbase 64
- the complete records -handling system that puts
business-style power and practicality at your
fingertips.

Invoices/Finance & Banking/Membership/
Collections/Recipes/Personal Filing/Stock/

Prospects/Management Accounts/Car Fleet

Records and many, many more!

Superbase 64 solves a host of filing problems
with its easy record formatting, powerful indexing
and sorting, extensive outputting options, and its

'Superbasic' programming capability.

And Superbase 64 comes with a simple-to-

follow manual and audio-learning cassette

so you’ll have no trouble getting the

benefits straight away.

Superbase 64 - The complete information

control system for the Commodore 64.

From the authors of Easy Script.

diJ Precision Software Ltd.

I
6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park,

Surrey, KT4 7JZ
Precision Telephone: 01 -330 71 66
Software Telex: 8955021 PRECIS G
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lift: circuit diagram for a
video board, connacting

your micro '» compotito

video output to a VDU.

TERMINAL SUPPLIERS:

Chiltern,

High Street,

Chalfont St. Giles,

Bucks.

Raybold Computer
Services,

Unit 1 2,

West Station Industrial

Estate,

Spital Road,

Maldon, Essex.

Computer Weekly

Computer Weekly
Editorial,

Quadrant House,

The Quadrant,

Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
Teh (01) 661 8642/

33
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TROJANU
LIGHT PENS

The Trojan Light Pens have received great reviews
throughout the computer trade and are undoubtedly
the finest light pens available for Spectrum and

Dragon owners.
The advanced software enables you to draw pictures

on to your TV screen, create your own designs and
save and reload from tape. No experience of pro-

gramming is necessary as the Trojan Pen comes
complete with a new advanced program cassette and

comprehensive instructions.

Each Trojan Light Pen gives the user the following

facilities in HI-RES:
. DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND; • DRAW BOX; .

DRAW CIRCLE; . DRAW LINE; • COLOUR FILL
DESIGNATED AREAS.

ALL FUNCTIONS IN FOUR COLOURS FOR THE
DRAGON. ALL FUNCTIONS IN EIGHT COLOURS ON

THE SPECTRUM.
Available in text: . DATA ENTRY AND PROCESSING;
. MENU SELECTION AND CONTROL; . GAMES

PLAYING.
Also programming hints and tips.

The Spectrum 48K Light Pen is only £17.25 (Inc VAT
and P&P). The Dragon 32/Tandy 32 Light Pen is only

£11.50 (inc VAT and P&P).

TROJAN PRODUCTS

166 OERLWYN. DUNVANT. SWANSEA SA2 7PF
TEL: (0792) 205491

MICROUSERT-SHIRTS

AND SWEATSHIRTS

1)Spectrum

2)

0ricl

3) I'm User Friendly

4)Haveyonseenmy peripherals?

5) Invader

6) Zap 'Em

Primedonto quality 100% cotton T-shirts inWhite, Sky, Red.

£3.25eachinc

and Poly-Cotton Sweatshirts in WhiteorGrey£5.75 inc

SmalPmedium/large and extra large sizes

Mailorderonlyfrom

ONEPERCENT SCREENS
Unit 12, Stax Lane Estate, Great Wakeiing, Essex

CALLING ALLCLUBS AND RETAILERS
Haveyourname or product printed onto T-shirts or sweatshirts

Minimumorder only 6. SendSAE for details



Calc Result

Turns a Commodore 64
into a powerful professional tool
Thousands of senior managers, sales professionals, scientists, doctors, dentists, business people, barristers,

bankers, accountants and other top professionals have suddenly discovered the value of Calc Result.

Overnight they've transformed their Commodore 64 from a family computer into a powerful,

professional tool.

Calc Result i5 absolutely accident proof.

A built-in program protects your formulae.

Calc Result Advanced
All functions in Calc Result Easy

plus 32 pages (Three-dimensional

viewing). Page add, window,
split-screen (up to four pages

on the screen at the same
time), and help functions.

Delivered on plug-in

cartridge plus disk.

Requires disk drive.

Calc
Result E
Single poge spreadsheet (64 columns x 254 rows).

Built-in graphics. Formula protection, flexible print-c

colour conditional functions and mathematical rx
unctions. Delivered on plug-in cartridge. Data storage 1 ye|

_ .

, |

^£A9‘95 (inC.VAT)J ^Te1*ott7i7ffl00 Tdex: 849426
Software Ltd

j

Calc Result is versatile . . , use it to calculate loan

and mortgage payments, forecast budgets, balance cashflow,

monitor stocks and shares, plan personal and corporate
taxation, check expenses, log and analyse all kinds of bills.

Calc Result instantly translates figures into

multi-coloured bar charts.

Calc
Result
has a built-in

'HELP' function.

This program
actually shows
you how to exploit

its full potential

and versatility.

APHIL, COMPUTER ANSWERS



East Central
(Business Systems) Ltd.

London’s apple

specialists

Stockists of

High-Tech Products

Macintosh.
and

01-790 9991
(20 Lines)

f|cipple

Macintosh.
We also supply a wide
range of Typewriter/
Printers which can be
interfaced to your
microcomputer
Olivetti Hermes Canon
Silver Reed Brother

139/147 Mile End Rd. London El 4AQ



GROWN OUTOF
EASTER EGGS?

VISITTHE
PERSONAL
COMPUTER
GAMES

. EASTERSHOW
A JJ&JTICKS! INSTEAD

GOOD FRIDAY
APRIL 20TH -10-6

EASTER SATURDAY
APRIL 21ST 10-6

EASTER SUNDAY
APRIL 22ND 10-6

SOLIHULL
CONFERENCE CENTRE
HOMER RD, SOLIHULL
WEST MIDLANDS

as Tickets do Savita Ayling

reel, London W1A 2HG

Please send me the following:





CDVYD PBFiSONAL
COMPUTERS



The Ent
ZXSPECTRUM ^ ^

ertainers Software Suppliers
1/1 Main Street, Deans, Livingston tel:(oso6)4iooo4

1 1
p£I, L |

ZX 81

Up 1

EXTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
The Entertainers Software Supp

1/1 Main Street, Deans, Livings

Please supply the following:—

ers (CA).

on. Tel: 0506-410004.

psjL i

1 1

3

Despatch to —

Aoc-ess

Computer Pam
CneoueNo tort enclosed

P ease oettitmycreoit cats Access Visa Yc

S-grec

SUPPLIERS KEY^
^ ^ ^ | ^SES-Sia

f > NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE
CASSETTES! PRESENTS

TOP QUALITY
Super Clear Computer

PROFESSIONAL
BRAND COMPUTER AW
AUDIO CASSETTES

Display-andaTV!!!
AT BUDGET PRICES AN RGB MONITOR- WITH TV RECEPTON

Complete with labels, inlay cards and library 16-C3104/RGB €299.00-22" C7100/RGB E399.00

Prices include VATpost& packing
26"C8400/RGB with Remote Control (Teletext Extra) £465.00

5 mm» C4 3S
tO mins CA 40

IS mins £4.60
30 mins £4 70

What 'What Micro' said:

"The colours arejust unreal like the 'simulated' pictures in TV

Cheque Postal Order enclosed lor C

VB
^mon?torscos°^

NAME ,HS,,

NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE LTD
108 LONDON ROAD, BALDERTON,

PROFESSIONAL MAGNETICS LTD NEWARK, NOTTS. TEL: 0636 71475

Tel: (0532) 706066 OPEN 9am-6pm Mon-Sat.

40
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

^ >
Access + Visa cardaccepted

COMPUTER ANSWERS



Disc drive

Yes really -this is the 3" National Panasonic disc

drive featuring the ingenious dual-sided cartridge-

protected disc - 100K per side.

Impressed? Well, at only £175 (incl VAT, p&p
extra) it must be good. And that is not all - as an

introductory offer we are giving away, 2 disc

cartridges free to the first 100 customers.

Why not phone your order through - Access and

Visa welcome.

v

Trade and local authority enquiries welcome.

Prices correct at time of goinggo press.

GCC (Cambridge) Limited

66 High Street Sawston. Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330



DOCUMEIST
AND

SURVIVE

r

DOCUMENTING YOUR PROGRAMS CAN SAVEA LOT OF HASSLEIN THE

LONG RUN- WESHOW YOUHOW.

I

fa program is really of any use then it will still

be so ina year's time - the trouble is the purpose
of all the procedures and variable names will be

lost in a haze of distant memory. The answer is, of

course, to document the program.

Many published program listings arc now
including some form ofdocumentation. Sometimes
just an overall picture is given, but it is becoming
more common to document by line numbers and

procedure names. This is certainly a move in the

right direction, allowing the user to make amend-
ments or just to give them some understanding of

what’s going on.

More formal methods of documentation have

been specified, with the aim ofmaking amendments
and improvements possible by people other than

the original programmer. You may feel there is a

touch of overkill to the approach described here,

but you can selectivelyomitany irrelevant parts and

simply use the headings as a basis for organising

yourowndocumentation methods.
Documentation can be a big snore, but it’s not

nearly so painful as having to rewrite a ‘not-quitc-

but-nearlv-useful program’ over again because you

can’t understand what the hell’s going on. Also, if

there arc specific rules and headings, documenting
doesn’t take that long anyway. The five main head-

ings are:

O Program specification.

O Program DescriptiveLanguage.

O The Program.
O Test data and expected results.

O Results from test data.

The first two should be written on a word-pro-

cessor (because there will always be changes) and

the restwould bea mix ofprinter listings and notes.

Program descriptive language is nothing sinister,

but is simply a high-level description of a program
in a Pascal (that is, structured)-style syntax. It may
not be necessary for a program written in Pascal,

Algol or perhaps a well written Structured Basic

program, but is very useful for mushy (that is,

most!) Basics, and extremely useful for assembler

programs. The program specification can be

further subdivided into the following headings:

O Title.

O Main purposeofprogram/function.

O Details ofexact inputs.

O Details ofexact outputs.

G High level design decisions made within the pro-

O Calculations performed.

O Error conditions.

The first two sections may be no more than one

word or one sentence long. The inputs and outputs

include detail of global variables altered (especially

sneakily altered) by the program, as well as what
would be described as the ‘main stream’ of data. A

global variable is one that applies to the whole pro-

gram, whereas a local variable only applies within

the procedure in which it is declared. The beauty (if

that's the right word) of this system is that the same
format can be applied to the program, any sub-pro-

grams, any main procedures and functions, right

down to the smallest routine. Consistency is its

The high level design decisions will include

things like which type of algorithm is used, say for

sorting, searching, or whatever. This section would
probably be the largest (say one or two paragraphs),

and should be in plain English text. All quirks, ano-

malies, short-cuts and sneaky bits should be
explained here in full. There is a separate section for

calculations, so as not to bog-down the other sec-

tions with maths.

The program description language (PDL) shows
the structure of the code and data in a language-

independent form (that is, unhindered by silly

omissions, mushy or unnecessary syntax, or what-

everofany computer language). The example given

showssome typicalPDL ( Fig. I )

.

The listing of the program should include who
wrote it, and, of prime importance, when it was

written and last amended. Given two long and

nearly identical listings it can be murderous to tell

which is the most recent. Date things! The code it-

selfshould be a well commented and neatly printed

copy (Fig. 21. A good rule of thumb is that there

should be no less than one comment line for every

three lines of code. Basic programmers may well

disagree with this rule, as REM statements can slow

things down and become a bit of a nuisance. If

REMs arc avoidedthen the documentation, as well

as being even more essential, needs to be more de-

tailed with regard to the use ofvariables andsoon.

The test data (Fig. 3) should include a typical

example of what would normally be fed into the

program or function, and what should appear at the

other end. But it should also include the extreme

examples, like when there is tons of data, or none at

all. Examples of test data that go down every major

branch of the program, with details of the expected

results, is another useful inclusion. Admittedly for

many scientific applications this would be practi-

cally impossible, because of the complexity of the

program. Testing programs is really a full subject in

itself, and will be discussed in greater detail in a

future issueofComputer Answers.

The final section contains the actual print-outs

from test runs. Essential when trying to convince

someone (a boss) that it really does work. And what

happens if it doesn’t? Well you documented it as

you went along so it’ll be easy to find the bugs!

No?- Back to the drawingboard . .

.

By Dr Peter Turcan, technical editor ofCom-
puter Answers.
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ProgrammingSQUEEZING
YOUR DATA

O ne of a micro's biggest drawbacks is the

lack ofoff-line storage, especially for those

amongst us who cannot afford disk drives.

There is however, a technique by which this prob-
lem can be reduced - datacompaction.

For the user with two tape drives, part of the

benefits gained by this technique will already have
been acquired - faster access to data, reduction in

memory usage (only single tape users), less physical

tape usage for data.

The main benefits for both one and two drive

users is in reduced tape usage, for non-data and
faster retrieval. Using the technique described here
a quantity ofdata will take less physical space than
the conventional method when using the full length

ofa pre-defined field. It will also result in a shorter
time to read/write. In percentage terms, if we take

as an example a file of five, 10 character data fields

(fully used) per record, the technique will give a
savingofeightper cent.

In character terms, on a file of 1,000 records, the

saving would be 4,000 characters out of a total of
55,000. All this reduction is achieved by the conca-
tenation of the individual data fields into a record.

Faster access to data is gained by reducing the

number of read/writes required for a given quantity

of data. Also, because more data is ‘packed’ into a

‘block’, more data is read in less time.

Ifwe now usean example ofnine single character
fields, the data would previously have looked like

using more of the wasted space consumed when
data is written. On the Commodore CBM 4032 for

example, at least one carriage return is written for

every PRINT command used, regardless of the length

of the field, by eliminating these characters the

usage is reduced.

From this it can be seen that a one character field

will require two charactersof tape space in which to

be written. Using this technique80 single character

fields can be written in 81 characters of tape space.

By the normal method this would require 160 tape

characters, a saving in this case ofapproximately 50

The concept behind the technique is simple. All

data can be stored in alpha-numeric fields or vari-

ables. Interger and decimal fields can be convened
to alpha-numeric format by use of the’STRS com-
mand (decimal points will automatically be insened

as a ‘period’). Following on from this, all alpha-

numeric fields can be concatenated by using the '
+

'

action— the result is a record containing a number
of fields. To recreate the individual data fields the

string handling and numeric conversion commands
can be used, and these are LEFTS, RIGHTS, MIDS, and
’VAL(), which can be seen in theexamples.

To use the string handling commands, it is

necessary to know the length and start position of
the field within the record. It is obvious now that

the method just outlined will not be completely

adequate, as all fields have different lengths and all

numeric fields also vary. Now it can be seen that the

first action to be taken after the decision to use

Fig. 1 (left) shows a

(Mow) a Field Extraction

routine using the first

method ofprogram

100 xis^sTR^ccro
110 X2*=STR*< I

>

120 R*=Xl*+'’«"+X2*+' ,* ,’-l-NS+";

130 PRINT#1,R*

206 IHPUT#2 ,R* :X2= 1 :X 1=0
210 FORX= 1TOLEfKR$ 3

220 IFMIDSCR*,X,

1

>-"W'THENGOSUB250
230 NEXTX
240 GOTO500
250 X1=X1+1
260 0NX1OGTO280,290,300
270 PRINT"FIELDS ERROR" sSTOP
260 CX=VHL<M

1

0$<R$,X2 rX- 1 >

>

:GOTO310
290 I =VfiL CM ID* C RS ,X2 X—X2 ') ? SGOTO310
300 H*=MID*<R*,X2,X-X2>
310 X2=X+1
320 RETURN

45



OThere is no need to remove the special characters,

inserted to pad the field to its length, to enable

reconstitution of alpha-numeric to their original

form. For original numeric fields this does not pose

a problem, as theVAL command will ignore them

.

OCare must be taken in two, that the data fields do

not exceed their stated values or lengths. This does

Unfortunately although method one does have

these advantages over two, it does not give the tape

usage reduction benefit. As can be seen in the

example, the carriage return has only been replaced

by an asterisk. However, the faster access and core

usage reduction are still present.

If the data fields to be used are always the same

field length, then method two will give the most

benefits. Note here that the maximum field lengths

should be used when calculating the number of

possible fields in a record. If one record is not ad-

equate for all the fields, any number may be used,

however, a record type code will be required to

identify which record has just been read, to the pro-

gram. The coding for this type of data is more com-

plex than that in the examples, but the principle

remains the same.

Optimum record sizing is an important action in

this technique and must be carried out for each pro-

gram. Each machine will use a different ‘buffer’

size, and the number of records within the buffer

will differ in each program. On the Commodore

CBM 4032, for example, the buffer is 191 charac-

ters long -so using 80 character records would

leave 31 characters after each two writes. On the

next write the machine will have to output the buf-

fer area to tape and may write those 3 1 characters as

blanks. Therefore, the record sizing should leave as

little space in the buffer as possible.

Method one: Record Create (see Fig, I

)

Field Extraction (see Fig. 2)

Variables R$ Record field.

X Character field.

XI Field no.

•X1$ Temporary field.

X2 Field start character position.

X2S Temporary field.

Method two: Record Create (see Fig. 3)

Field Extraction (see Fig. 4)

Variables R* Record field.

X Character no. within field.

XII Expand/Contract input field.

X2 Field maximum length.

X2I Contract output field.

It is necessary to identify the end of file to the

program, and using this technique this is quite

simple. As the last record output on a file, the literal

EOF should be written. On reading the file this can

be checked for, before the reconstruct routine is

called, and the appropriate end of file programming

actioned. The methods and routines given here are

for general record usage, but with individual para-

meters added by the programmer. It is possible to

make the technique even more general by writing

those parameters as the first record on the file. On
re-reading they can be used to define the field

lengths, and so on.

An additional program is required to create the

data file originally, with the parameter record writ-

ten to it, but this could use the coding given in this

article, and of course one program would create all

files. So as you can see, this is just the first step along

the road to record handling.

By Len Keighley, a member of The Readers

Council.
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There are some
people who think

that if a Printer looks
like an Epson,

it will perform like one.

0*®*

It won't.

Imitation is

the sincerest form of flattery.

But there's only one Epson.

^ M Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.

Epson (UK) Limited
Freepost, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR

Sales Enquiries. Freefone 2730
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892

Telex 8814169



The first program in Software Farm’s

j
* HIGH-RES RANGE!

ZX-81 Resolution identical to the §PEC1

without any additionaWiardware!!

In 1849 the Great
American Gold rush started

Almost everyone who could
sold up everything and
dashed to the west coast to

look for this precious metal
- including YOU!
You must dig for those

nuggets (1) - But watch out for

the giant rats (2) They burrow

through the earth (3) to get into
1

your tunnel. You can delay themV__
for a while by knocking down - tA | 0

1

a support (4) which causes a /\I II , ^A*Ol
small cave-in (5) to block *

-

their way, but you can only C/^D V' joystick

destroy them by releasing a M • Fantastic and

but the further you have to go

to replenish that mound! Once
all nuggets have been collected,

a cave opens (11) allowing you
to pass through to the next

stage - if you can reach it! This

gives you more rats - but less

snakes to destroy them with!!

• Skill levels

• Extra man every 10,000

points

• Hall of Fame
• Define your own
keys for ease of

play or use with any

snake (6) from it’s nest (7), when
it heads straight for the surface,

destroying everything in it’s way.

All the time the Gremlin (8) is

busy digging it’s way through

your waste earth pile (9) to reach

the entrance to your mine. Once
it does you have no

escape!! - so you must stop it

getting there by returning to

the surface to replenish the

main mound (9) with the

smaller pile of earth which

appears on the surface as you
dig (10). The deeper you dig

the more points you score -

Available from all good computer shops

or send cheque/P.O. for £5.95 (inc P&P) to:

Software Farm, FREEPOST (No stamp required) (BS3658)B, Bristol BS8 2YY
Software Farm. 1SS Whlteladlea Road. Clifton, Bristol BS8 2RF. Tel: (0272) 731411 Telex 444742 AFMADV G Ring F

unique graphics on a

standard ZX-81 (with 16K)

• Only £5.95 - No more than

many ordinary programs
• A truly interesting and

exciting game that no
ZX-81 owner can afford to

be without



SECRET VISIONS
Programming

Hi

it. Then

n (sec Fig. 1). For instance, graphics mode 3
:4 numbers, graphics mode 7 has 96 numbers;

therefore we call this list of numbers the Display

er the Display List inside the corn-

gram (Fig. 2) we have used a screen that has a large

graphics mode 2 heading with a graphics mode 1

iub title. The rest of the screen is given over to

modes as we please. The Atari will only let

se 1 92 scan lines for graphics display. .

rat’s a scan line? Well, the television display

that you look at is produced by a light 1

n. It sc

ssthes.

implete

> right ai

id 50 tir

ond. Each line that iht

the screen is called a scan line. Each graphics mode
is a certain number ofscan lines high. Mode 8 is one

resolution of 192 line?. Mode 3, if you remember, is

Atari's maximum resolution of 192 scan lines.

In our example we have allocated three rows of
mode 2, two rows ofmode 1 and sixteen ofmode 3.

A mode 2 screen is made up of 12 rows, and if we
divide this into 192 the answer is 16. This is the

numberofscan lines in each mode 2 row. Mode 1 on
the other hand uses eight scan lines per row; this

means that our heading will have 40 eightscan lines

in mode 2 and sixteen in mode 1, making 64. This
leaves us with 128 scan lines. Surprise, surprise!

Each mode 3 row uses eight scan lines, 128
divided by 8 leaves us with 16 rows ofmode 3. The

istom display list is with

graph paper. Allocate 1 92 lines to represent thescan

lines and work within those boundaries.

it into the c

same time. But howcan they be exploited?

Inside the Atari is a list of numbers that tells the

sr which graphics mode it is in, and chang-

graphics mode for tl

program. This must be the mode that us

>st memory in our custom display list. In tl

ileitis mode 1 which uses 513 bytes ofRAA
ve must find where the display list begins.

it(Line20).

mber in the memory
ng of the display list,

line if the graphics

Line 40 alters the display list to giveus the required

graphics modes. We are already in graphics mode 1

so we have to alter the list to accommodate modes 2

and 3. To change the display list we POKE OUST
+ ROW number with the correct number for the

'. The n nbers a:

by subtracting 64 from the numbers gi

in the table above. Mode 2 is 7 and mode3 is 8. Line
40 alters the list to give us the required three rows
of graphics 2. Don't forget that we altered the first

row in line 30, which is why we arc POKEing into

only two locations in line 40. Line 50 alters the list

to give us mode 3 for the restof the screen.

Line 60 tells the computer where to end the dis-

play list. We do this because we have ended up with
less rows than when we started. Graphics 1 has
twenty four rows while graphics 2 has only twelve.

To do this we POKE 65 into the next display list

location. This tells the computer to return to the

beginning of the display list. We also remind the

computer where the beginning of the list is. When
usingyour own custom list you will have to alter the

locations for the display list (22, 23 and 24 are the

redundant row numbers in our example).
Lines 80 and 90 print the title in the desired

modes. Location 87 used in these lines puts the

graphics mode that you want to

Line 80 requires us to print in mode 2 so we

other ways of customising the

poke 87,2.

There art

display lists

the computer. We have used the one we always use.

because it seems simplest. Look around for othei

ways until you find one that you like. There are

many other sources, such as books and programs
printed in magazines. You can always tell the start

of the display list sub-section because it starts in a

line similar to line 20 in the Fig. 2.

Experiment with the program and make up your
own display lists. Once you get the feel for it you can
add a lot to the lookofyoi
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IN THE WORLD OF COMPUTER CHESS
THERE IS ONLY ONE

GRANDMASTER

AND THIS IS IT !

ALL VERSIONS £17.95 EACH INC. VAT)

-Audiogenic

GRANDMASTER IS NOT JUST A SUPREMELY POWERFUL CHESS OPPONENT.
GRANDMASTER ALSO INCLUDES THESE FEATURES TO HELP YOU TO ANALYSE
AND IMPROVE YOUR GAME!
* 10 LEVELS OF PLAY * HINT FUNCTION * TAKE BACK MOVES
* 'HURRY UP' FUNCTION * AUTOMATIC SELF PLAY * CHANGE LEVEL
* SQUARE PLAYING BOARD * CHOICE OF COLOUR SCHEME
* AUTOMATIC QUEENING, CASTLING, EN PASSANT
AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE FOR THE VIC 20 AND ON CASSETTE OR DISK FOR THE 64



msmmm

4990 REM SUBROUTINE INSTRUMENT
4995 REM CONTROLS THE UOICE

0020 DBTA55,0,11, 57,
0030 DATA69,0,5,23, 1,1,29, 1,3
0040 DATAB0, 1,5,8! ,0, I .82,0,6
0058 DATAB4, 0,9, 85,0, 12,87.0,3
0060 O0T089,0, 10,91, 1,6,92, 1,9
0070 OAT093, 1 , 8, 1 27, 1 , 1

0

DataLink32

Special Introductory
Offer £365

Send your urgent mail around the world, error

free, in the space of a telephone call. This 32
thousand character store and forward unit

allows reliable and inexpensive world wide
message transfer. The DATA-LINK 32 may
be connected to the remote office by means
of a modem or an acoustic modem and tele-

phone. It's two key control and menu driven
display ensure ease of operation. An 80 charac-
ter liquid crystal display allows the user to view
and edit stored messages. Any RS232 com-
patible device may be used to enter or print

out stored messages. DATA-LINK 32 user
selectable features include: Automatic error

detection and correction. Handshake protocols
- Xon/Xoff, ETX/ACK, DTR/DSR, Trans-
mission speeds — 75 to 2400 baud.

warranty.

Design
International

LIMITED PERIOD ONLY. Ltd.
52



for top quality programs

Spectrum programs £6.95 BBC, Electron & Commodore 64 £7.95 Atari £8.95

Ask for Stell Software at larger branches of . John Menzies.
and all good computer shops, where most titles are available.

In case of difficulties order direct from Stell Software. Dealers should contact their regular distributors.

Stell Software Ltd., 36 Umefleld Ave, Whalley, Lancs. BB6 9RC.

Make learning fun with these top quality educational gamesl
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GAME FOR
FOUR-SIGHT?
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Vega Apple
Price List

You
Save

«* Beit Buy# ««

Bargain Bundled
End of Season Sale of Complete Apple Systems

All genuine Apple Branded products Full pre-sale
training and post-sale support available

* APPLEHe 64KBUNDLES
Professional Home Pack
Apple He 64K, Disk Drive & Controller, TV
Modulator and assorted goodies £749 £1220 £471

Business Starter + Apple Printer
Apple He 64K, Disk Drive & Controller, Apple

Monitor, Apple Printer & Super Serial Card £ 1 249 £ 1870 £621

Full Business System
As above, plus second Disk Drive and
80-column card £1499 £2195 £696

*.APPLE III256KBUNDLES
Basic System
Apple III with high-res Monitor, in-built Disk

Drive and SOS Operating System £1975 £2395 £420
Apple III + Word Processing System
As Basic System plus Apple Daisy Printer and
Word Processing software £2795 £3898 £1103

Apple III Profile System
As Basic System plus 5MB Profile Hard Disk £2795 £4190 £ 1395

Prepayment only and subject to availability.

Special Terms and Prices for Educational, Government, Public 1

Sectors and PLC's. Call us for IBM PC prices. '
, |

10 Essex House
George Street

Croydon CROIPH
Tel: 01-656 8431,01-6804484

Telex 943763 Computers

******************



ADS THE ULTIMATE IN PERIPHERALS FOR THE
SPECTRUM. JUPITER ACE& BBC MICROCOMPUTERS

Advanced Digital

Systems Ltd.

COMPUTER ANSWERS



THE CHEAPEST
IN THE WORLD?
apple II COMPATIBLE

48K
Numeric Keypad
Upper/Lower case

RAN II
£250
INC. FREIGHT
TO LONDON

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

DISKDRIVES £159
CARDS FROM £25
JOYSTICK £8
FAN £15
SOFTWARE ETC ETC

fiutotGm
PO Box 147, Jeddah

Saudi Arabia. Tel. 660 421

2

Telex 402 276 ATORAM SJ

UK INFORMATION CENTRE

01-724 0201

0923 771 306
59



COMMODORE 64
OWNERS!!

• SECURES ALL YOUR GAMES
AND UTILITIES ON SEPARATE
TAPES, SAVES YOU POUNDS
ON REPLACEMENTS.

• COPIES ALMOST ALL YOUR
COMMODORE 64 TAPES.

• NO RISK TO ORIGINAL
TAPES.

• SOME ALLOWANCE FOR
LOAD ERRORS, COPY MAY
LOAD AND RUN BETTER
THAN THE ORIGINAL.

• FULL INSTRUCTION SET ON
SCREEN WITH STEP BY
STEP GUIDE.

• COST EFFECTIVE
AT £10.99.

SEND CHEQUE OR RO. FOR £10.99 PAYABLE.TO MOS CONSULTANTS

ORDER FROM MOS CONSULTANTS, 434 CORN EXCHANGE,
HANGING DITCH. MANCHESTER M4 3EY.

C0
IWABNING| S

Microcare
will give your 32K

Dragon
a massive

64k
of memory

,or Pfifl inctVU postage + VAT.

For details contact

MICROCARE, 1 OAKWOOD RD.,
RODE HEATH, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

COMPUTE* ANSWERS



Programming

R
ightly regarded as a software breakthrough,
the hugely-successful Hobbit was one of our
fave-rave games of 1983 (s

Answers January issue)--

more about the man who developed it,

Australian software wizard Philip Mitchell.

Mitchell, at only 23, has been writing Software
for nine years, from his home base in Australia.

In addition to his success with The Hobbit, Mit-
chell has also received a lot of praise for Penetrator,

a variation on the old 'Skramble' theme. In Pen-
ir you are not confined to the pre-programmed
capes, but with a special editor, the player can

n his or her own. But it is for The Hobbit that

Mitchell is best known. ‘The whole idea

was really tremendous because of the

out to do’, he says of his brainchild. ‘We all started

out on a part time basis and it went from there.’

The Hobbit story began back in early 1981 at

Melbourne University, where Philip Mitchell was
studying for a degree in computer science. At the

tic time, Alfred Milgrom, of Melbourne House
e book publishers, was trying to move the

mpany intothesoftware field. His aim was to pro-

ice a good adventure game, feeling that those

jund were not making the best of the computing
power available, and he wanting to produce some-
thing better. Before anything could be done, Mil-
grom had to recruit a programming team, which he
did by posting notices around the University.

Mitchell tried for one of the posts and got it. He
was an obvious choice -apart from using com-
puters as part of his degree, he'd also been building

and designing circuits forsome years.

Mitchell feels that his knowledge of hardware
and how it works has been of enormous benefit to

him, especially when it comes to programming in

assembly language. 'Being able to understand at a

level the way it (a micro) is doing things has

it easier to get to grips with a new machine' he

says. The Hobbit concept took adventure gaming

language analyser is a very important feature of the

program as it interfaces together all the other p
It also allows the user to enter quite complex i

: the program to unders

tupon.
ugh the language analyser is a large part of

the program, it (along with everything else) i?

dominated by a sizeable database. This defines tht

dictionary, objects (an essential part of any adven-
ture game), surrounds, locations, the various

charactersand theirpcrsonalities.

Finally there arc various ‘bits and pieces' that

manipulate the data in the database; the workhorses

behind getting everything moving. Though all this

sounds quite complex, virtually 95 per cent of the
code used in the program is machine independent,
the only things that have to be altered for different

Due to

ic I/O ro
i various legal complications, there is not

going to be a direct follow-up along the lines of‘Son
"
"ibbit'; what we are going to get is Sherlock

es, the stiff upper-lipped, pipe-smoking,
playing, detective. Unlike The Hobbit, the

will m

Such features as multiple word entry, and
actually talking to the various characters - some-
thing that is termed ‘Animtalk' - had never been
seen before. ‘The main concepts we were looking

for were a much more sophisticated language
analysis and a dictionary including as many words
as possible’,he says.

The job ofwriting the language analyser at ahigh
level was given to Stewart Ritchie, a languages

graduate studying for a computer science degree,
' ut all the code conversion was then done by Mit-
lell. If you’ve played The Hobbit, you will know
lat there are quite a few words in the program's

vocabulary. The Hobbit's finished version required

'ot ofwork on ‘packing techniques’ - cramming a

lot ofinformation intoa small space.

These analyser

Conan Doyle story,

information from variouso
However, it will not be just a revamped Hobbit

disguised in deerstalkers and capes-Mitchell
wants to make the new Sherlock game extend what
was done in The Hobbit, and tidy up a lot of loose

ends. The area that he most wants to refine is the

character's personalities. ‘Looking back on it now,’
he reckons, 'Thorin was a pretty boring person; he
followsyou around and sings about gold’.

At the moment Philip Mitchell is having to do
most of the work on the new program himself; he
has, however, had a special programming tool

developed for him to help in the structuringofdata-
bases. The game should be ready for the48K Spec-
trum early this year.

After the Sherlock program, Philip Mitchell isn’t

sure what direction he is going to take. But which-
ever, it will probably be more graphics orientated.

With progressive games such as Manic Miner and
Ant-Attack on the market, he feels that computer
imagery is thepath tofollow.

By Steve Applebaum, staff writer on Com -

rrAnsv

Castle Yord,

Richmond TW106TF.
Teh (Oil 9406064. 61
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Features include

• 255 MAXIMUM NO. OF ROWS
• 255 MAXIMUM NO. OF COLUMNS
• VERY EASY TO USE
• INDIVIDUAL CELL FORMULAE
• COPY BLOCKS OF CELLS
• COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PRINTERS
• EASY 132 COLUMN PAGE WIDTH
• GRAPH FORMAT FOR BAR CHARTS
‘ COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL INCLUDED
‘ INTERNATIONAL USER GROUP
• SORT ROUTINE IN ASCENDING OR
DESCENDING ORDER

' Rapid wiry modes lor led and data

lie one cell to fill a row or column with selectable

•,-.x.U),=

es: AND, OR, NOT
1

Conditional formulae: IF. . . THEN . . . ELSE
•

Trig, functions: SIN, COS, TAN,ATN
Log. Functions: LOG, EXP, SQR

• Misc. functions: INT. FX, ABS. SGN
' Range functions: SUM, AVERAGE, COUNT, Ml
• Nine digit precision

' User definable constant table

' User definable printer set-up commands

' Adjustable row height lo insert blank lines without wasting

memory
' Hide columns or rows
' Alternate print font selectable cell by cell ,

' Display/Print formats set by cell, row or column
' E-format, comma grouping, prefix or postfix signs

* Scientific notation, fixed point and integer formats

' Left or Right cell contents justification

' Full page formatting

' All formats stored with worksheet on disc/tape
' " " ' " "

"es in compact memory form

MICROCARE
1 OAKWOOD ROAD,
RODE HEATH,

STOKE-ON-TRENT

S (09363) 5695

I II I I

NOW . . . The worksheet calculator program
you've been waiting for is waiting to work for

you. EUTE’CALC is a powerful, full featured

spreadsheet for the Dragon 32/64 and Tandy
Color Computer. Answer 'what if. . .

'

questions, prepare reports and cash flow
projections, maintain records and perform
other tasks which, until now, required

sophisticated business computers. ELITE*

CALC is a serious tool for those who want to

do more than playgames on their micro.

Availible from stock on cartridge for the

Dragon 32 or 64 or Tandy Color
Computer . .

.
please specify. Shortly

available on disc for the Dragon Data or

Cumana/Premier or Radio Shack systems.
Also available in the S-format instead of the

E-format ifrequested.

I ^
c

p
I

II
1

THE BEST 0/1
FOR ONLY XM15

Elite'Calc has had excellent reviews in the American press and an
enthusiastic reception at the recent International Rainbowfest.

"Trulyone of the best programs I have si

John Steiner, Micro

ENQUIRIES INVITED FROM RETAILERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS (HOME AND OVERSEAS)

DRAGON 32/64
TANDY COLOR COMPUTER

1



ProgrammingSCREEN STORAGE
short machinc-code Droaram. which

T
his is a short machine-code program, which'
will enable you to store the screen display in
memory in approx 4/100 sec, and then to

retrieve it later on, for example during the running
of aprogram, inapprox 4/ 100 second

.

Before listing the program, here is a description
of how the memory is arranged in the 48K Spec-—n to help put the process in context. There— 65,535 memory locations altogether in the
Spectrum, called addresses, and one address can
hold one byte, which is a number from 0-255 (in

decimal).

Everything above the RAMTOP address is safe
from being overwritten by a Basic program (see
later for exceptions to this rule), or NEW then ENTER,
or CLEAR then ENTER. For this reason it is a good
place to put machine-code programs. You can
lower RAMTOP further and further down until y.

spore space for

dote or machine-code

programs

BASIC

PROGRAM
(mostly)

SCREEN DISPLAY

lower ham I ur turtner ana turther down until you
have enough room for yourmachine-code program.

nini'jf'll!.^i

MT
?,
P^r’edia,C

!
y
c
bel0W 'hc USer the "“chine-code program will still be in memory

defined graphics (UDG) area, and there is no room and the Basic program will not overwrite it because
tor any machine-code program above RAMTOP it is above RAMTOP (assuming the Basic program
unless you want to overwnte the UDG's. Use the does not POKE numbers into addresses 58431 tocommand CLEAR 50000 to set RAMTOP to 50000, and 58450). When you have a screen display that you
in this way make (65367-50000) = 1 5367 bytes want to store, type LET M= USR 58431 To retrieve
available for machine-code programs. Type CLEAR the screen display, type LET M - USR 58439. If you
40000 to set RAMTOP to 40000. Now you have even think you might have a variable M in the program
more room for machine-code programs, but less whose value must not be altered, then use another
memory for your Basic program, which fits below letter or string oflettersm place ofM.
RAMTOP.

_
You can BREAK into a Basic program as it isAs well as storing machine-code programs, you running, store the screen display as described (in

U1 store data above RAMTOP, if you know how to glorious tcchnicolour), and then type CONTINUE to
“Ia

,

ln
. .

Place (u*lng the P0KE com- get back into the program. If you want to save themand) and retrieve it (using the PEEK command). stored screen contents to tape, you must use a

JSPLSSUXsa ” “*
inclusive(shown diagrammatical* in Fig. 2). To save the machine codeprogram that stores the

I he program in Fig. I stores the screen display screen, type: SAVE • name " CODE 58431 20 To save
above RAMTOP. The screen display can be thought both the machine code program and the stored
of as 6912 data items. The TV display is derived screen, type: SAVE "name"CODE58431,6932,
from repeatedly scanning these 6912 data items in The following lines of Basic will store the screen
the 6912 addresses 16384-23295 inclusive. There above RAMTOP, save the stored screen on tape, and
ore 50 scans persecond. It is not necessary to utider- verify it:

stand which address of the 6912 screen addresses LET M - L
refers to which dot or colour on the screen display. RAMTOP.]
It is useful to check thenumber as follows. SAVE *

'nan
Each address refers to the colours on the screen VERIFY 'm _

“r to an eighth of a character (eight screen lines The following lines of Basic will recall themake up a full character) and can be from aero to machine code program and the stored screen, so
255. Zero is for blank paper and 255 solid ink. To there's no need to type in the program described
show this, type POKE 16384,255 (or another number, above:
smaller than 255). Put eight of these rows on top of CLEAR 58430 [after switchingmachine on and off.]
eadi other, and you have one character. LOAD ' " CODE (load on the stored screen plus the

lotal number of addresses needed for the TV machine code program)
display is equal to: 8 (per character) * 32 (charac- LETM= USR 58439 [copy the stored screen so you can
tersperrow) x 24(numberofrows) + 32 x 24(the seeitagain

]
attributes to give the colours; one attribute per area You can save the screen you are looking at with
occupied by a character). A total of 6912. To store SAVE name ' SCREENS, but you can't verify it. Note
a copy of the screen contents above RAMTOP, first that where you see ''name" in the LOAD, SAVE andCLEAR 58430 then type in the program in Fig. I and VERIFY statements, substitute your own filename,
tvpeRUN. and text in brackets after lines of Basic is for your

1 he machine-code subroutine is now stored in guidance,and not for typing in.
memory above RAMTOP, and you can delete lines By Stephen Fowler, author of The Draw IS
2,4 and 10. If you load on any Basic program now, and Cartoon Animation packages.

ie"CODE 58431.6932

2 FOR I = 53431 to 58450
1

: POKE I , X : IJFXT I

33,0,54, 17,S3, 228, 24,6,33,83,228,]'

arranged in the 48K
Spectrum.

I
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AGAMES SALEA
ONLY £5 ONLY £10 ONLY £10 ONLY £10

British Heritage (EMI) C
Cribbage/Dominoes (EMI) C
European Jigsaw (EMI) C
Nursery Rhymes (EMI) C
Super Cube (EMI)C
Marathon C
Maths for Fun C
Labyrinth Run C
Concentration C
Magatari C/D
State/Capitals (Atari) Rom

ONLY £10
Abuse D
Ali Baba D
Alien Hell C
Alien Swarm C
Apple Panic C/D
Astro Chase C/D
Astron IV C/D
Astro Warrior C
Attack at EP-CYS 4 C/D
ArmorAssault D
Beta Fighter C
Bug Attack C/D
Baja Buggies C/D
Basic Routines C/D
Bug Off C/D
Basket Ball (Atari) Rom
Battle for Normandy C/D
Battle of Shicoh C/D
Captivity C
Canyon Climber C/D
Claim Jumper C/D
Clonns Ballons C/D
Crush, Crumble, Chomp C
Crypts ofTerror C
Crypts ofthe Undead D
Draw Pic C/D
David's Midnight Magic D
Energy Czar (Atari) C

Escape From Vulcans Isle D
Embargo Rom
Fantastic Voyage Rom
Firebird Rom
Fort Apocalypse D
Frogger D
Galactic Chase C/D
Genetic Drift C/D
Ghost Encounters C
Ghost Hunter C
Guardian of Gorn C
Gorf Rom/D
Hockey C/D
Home Financial

Management (EMI) C
Invasion Orion C/D
Invitation Prog 1 (Atari) C
Invitation Prog 2 (Atari) C
Invitation Prog 3 (Atari) C
Journey to the Planets C
Kingdom (Atari) C
King Arthur’s Heir D
Krazy Antics Rom
Krazy Kritters Rom
Krazy Shootout Rom
K-Star Patrol Rom
Labyrinth C/D
Legionnaire C
Matchracer C
Monstermaze Rom
Oswald's Adventure C/D
Picnic Paranoia C/D
Plattermania Rom
Preppie D
Probe 1 D
Pacific Coast Highway C/D
Robby Robot C
Ricochet

,
D

Race in Space C
Rescue at Rigel C
Soccer C/D
Statistics 1 (Atari) C

Sea Dragon C/D
Sea Fox C/D
Sentinel 1 C
Shooting Gallery C
Shooting Arcade C
Starbase Hyperion C/D
Starship Duel C
Stellar Shuttle C/D
Stratos C/D
Super Breakout (Atari) Rom
Space Ace C
Scott Adams Adv.

(Nos. 1-12) C
TimeBomb C
Tricky Tutorial 1 C
Tricky Tutorial 2 C
Tricky Tutorial 3 C
Tricky Tutorial 4 C
Tricky Tutorial 5 C
Tricky Tutorial 6 C
Tricky Tutorial 7 D
Tigers in the snow C/D
Sands of Egypt D
Shattered Alliance D
SnooperTroops D
Upper Reaches Apsai C
Touch Typing (Atari) C
Track Attack D
Tumble Bugs D
Turmoil Rom
Tutti Frutti C
The Nightmare D
Wordmania C
Wordrace D
Curse ofRa C
PlayerM issile Editor C/D
Bowling C
Up, up and away C
Paint D
Music Box D
Halaro Run C/D
Bumper Ball C

Action Quest C
Adventures on a Boat C
Wizard of Wor D/Rom
Rocklan Invaders D/Rom

ONLY £20
Asteroids (Atari) Rom
Centipede (Atari) Rom
Space Invaders (Atari) Rom
Defender (Atari) Rom
Pacman (Atari) Rom
Star Raiders (Atari) Rom
Qix (Atari) Rom
Music Composer (Atari) Rom
Conversational

French (Atari) Rom
Conversational

German (Atari) Rom
Conversational

Spanish (Atari) Rom
Conversational

Italian (Atari) Rom
JumboJetPilot (EMI) Rom
Submarine

Command (EMI) Rom

Books
all at £5

Atari Pilot

Atari Prg with 55 Progs

Games and recreations

Your Atari computer

Atari Assembler

Inside Atari Basic

Basic exercises for the Atari

Vislcalc-Atari

Atari Sound and Graphics

Computes 1st book of Atari

graphics

To: Currys Micro-Systems, 5-11 Martineau Way, Union Street, Birmingham B2 4UJ.
Telephone: 021-233 1105

Please send me the following items of software. (C: Cassette, D: Disk, Rom: Cartridge).
o S

Title Media Qty. Price Title Media Qty. Price

Total Total

Add£1.00forp&pif onlyl item is ordered. Signed

I enclose a cheque/postal order for
|

£
~~|

Address

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard No.
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J~CrEEnpL3L|
] 34 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5JU. Telephone 04 1 -248 248

1

f CHICKAROO: A word recognition game tor

children. Find the missing letter is the name of

this game which can be used by up to four

PIRATES: A childrens game based on word
recognition. Identify the concealed word before

you reach the end of the plank or else face the

perils of the deep.

A vocabulary of 100 words is supplied with both

of these games, however, parents have the

option of adding their own data files.

/

C 'v
THE ILLUSTRATOR: A graphics design
package which can be used In a graphics
Modes 1 or 2 to generate full colour Illustra-

tions on the screen of your micro. This package
allows graphics and text to be mixed on screen
and saved on tape for later use.

MAD MONTY: A fast and furious version of the
snake in the garden game for the MODEL B
BBC MICRO. Monty — the well known python
— lives In a garden inhabited by juicy flowers.
Help him munch his lunch but mind those rocks

vj“ !

Z.J
BBC EDUCATIONAL BBC GAMES AND UTILITIES

r \
MAD MONTY: It's mealtime for MONTY the
MAD python and frogs are on the menul Guide
him round the garden gulping frogs and
munching magic mushrooms — beware those
toadstools and If you keep your cool mouse

THE ANIMATOR: The perfect DRAGON
graphics tool allows you to define your own
characters and then make them spring to life

on the screen. The animated routine can then
be saved on tape and combined with others to

create your own games.

's_T 2

( N
MAD MONTY: This version of the snake game

sublime to ridiculous. Monty munches frogs for

lunch and Is partial to the odd mouse for afters.

COMING SOON: Complete machine code
toolkit for the 64. Assembler, Disassembler,
Monitor, Hex dump.

v J
DRAGON 32 COMMODORE 64

SCREENPLAY SOFTWARE MORE FUN THAN GAMES
Our range of software includes games but we believe that your micro should do more than test your
reflexes. For example, CHICKAROO and PIRATES are educational products designed to help you extend
your childrens' vocabulary.

THE ILLUSTRATOR turns your TV screen into an electronic canvas. The only limit is your imagination.

DRAGON users are you bored with other people's games? Let THE ANIMATOR help you create your own.

LIBERA TE YOUR MICRO WITH SCREENPLA Y SOFTWARE

CHICKAROO
PIRATES

THE ILLUSTRATOR

MAD MONTY

DRAGON 32

THE ANIMATOR

MAD MONTY

COMMODORE 64

MAD MONTY

COMPUTER ANSWERS

I enclose Cheque/P.O. to the value of £

made payable to Screenplay.

SCREENPLAY, 134 St. Vincent St., Glasgow G2

ALLOW 14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.

APRIL, 198•



COMPUTER CROZZLE— WIN£13
Programming

names of six high-level languages are hidden
m across, down or diagonally in die grid of let-

s. Each name is four letters or more (no Cs
ascl),and none ofthelanguages are obscure.
A short program will generate the grid of letters

m the grid ofnumbers given below, and PRINT it

the screen for you to search for the hidden
languages.

e the instructions: each number will give

grid. To get each let

number; take the square root of the difference so
obtained, and subtract this from an integer, 1,

le lies between 84 and 96 < 84 < I < 96).

This final result is the ASCII code for the letter

(fromA-Z, thecodes run from 65-90).

Here is a dry run using the firstnumber, (416), as
anexample,andtrying90asthevalueofl:

'

0416- 247=169.
OThe square root of169 is 13.

O90- 13= 77, which is the ASCI I value forM.
... So if90 is the correct value of I, then the lett

M should go in the top left hand comer of tl

Since there are 10 possible values of I, there

possible grids, but only one contains the hid<

names of the high-level languages.

Once you have found the names, fill th

the blank grid provided in their

67
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COMPUTER HOUSING UNITS

MARCOL CABINETS,' 1 69. SOUTHAMPTON 509 7EO. TEL: (0703) 731 168 (2*hr ANSWERING)
Ring Round 56IS



HAPPY WINS THE RACE WITH WARP DRIVE SPEED!

HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT
• The only change needed lo i

• Plug in P.C. board requires n

• Comes completely assemble

I WARP DRIVE software

IIS PERFORMANCE
< (ATARI rev B format) read time:

< (ATARI rev C fast format) read I

' disk (any format) read time with

NEW HAPPY WARP DRIVE SOFTWARE
WARP SPEED HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM
• Completely automatic nothing to figure out, Insert disks and press re
• Only program on the market guaranteed to backup any disk
• Can write to a blank disk: format write and verify in one operation
• Automatic program tracing, copies only the tracks that are used
• Efficient memory utilization: reduces the number of disk insertions
• Requires onlyone ENHANCED disk drive, backups will work on a sta
WARP SPEED MULTI DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM
• Same features as above plus support of multiple ENHANCED drives
• Can be used with up to 4 ENHANCED drives
• Source and all destination drives read and write in parallel
• Format write and vertfy 3 complete disks in less than 3 minutes
WARP SPEED HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM
• Reduces the number of disks required to backup your library

• Compacted disks run only on an ENHANCED drive
• Pays for itself by saving on disks
• Single or dual ENHANCED.drive operation

HAPPY WARP DRIVE DOS
• Improves ATARI DOS 2.0S to use warp speed readir
• Use all features ol BASIC. PILOT. FMS, and DUP at
• Warp speed I/O software module available separate
HAPPY WARP DRIVE SECTOR COPY PROGRAM
• Standard format whole disk read, write and verify in

• Use with sngle or dual drives, mix ENHANCED and I

HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM (sold separately S99
• Creates custom format disks of any specification
• Any type bad sector, duplicate sector numbers, or in'

• Easy lo use but requires an advanced level user to I

REVIEWED IN POPULAR MAGAZINES
ANALO G.COMPUTING-July/August 1 983 ".. The installation Instructions lor ll

HAPPY COMPUTERS. INC.

COMPUTER ANSWERS



PLOTTER
Bulk purchase makes incredible

Roland DG DXY100R plotters

available at under half price including

XYOR 1 ROM free and one year's warranty.

£399 inc VATU

Call for brochure or demonstration.

Ideal for Apple. BBC, Spectrum etc.

This X-Y plotter is designed to offer high performance I

FUTURE MUSIC ass:

A3 SIZE!

T3
PROGRAMMABLE IN BASIC!

r professional use and yet it is priced low enough for hobby us

SMiTPliiiiiS |plppp
For a great G.T. it is accurate, easy to use and practical

to carry. Complete package contains drawing board with
drawing area 20" * 13", fully detachable carrying case,

8 drawing programmes giving a powerful and versatile

CAD system. Spiral bound manual and reference card.

For BBC Model B (Disc or Cassette)

£150 + £11 p&p + VAT.
Develop your own designs. You'll be amazed

what you can do.
PHONE: (0622) 59778.

70
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Electroneqinp
in

Hampshire
Authorised BBC Dealer & Service Centre

SPECIAL OFFERS
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Je 20 station Econel and Troctinel sy

3" Micro Disc
£129.95 (inc VAT)

Disc Interface + Drive
£198.95 (Inc VAT)

Micro Disc Drive for the BBC Micro

s. The dr all version ol a 5'/« Inch disc

a 3 inch dir this is enclosed in a protective hard
.vote protect switch.

The micro drive requires the standard Acorn disc interface, but a new
t ling system rom. Acorn DFS may be exchanged for the micro
tor £12.00. The new micro disc filing system allows 60 files per
surface and it can read and write to Acorn DFS discs. Thus if a
Inrh anri a micro floppy were connected on the same cable files

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
URGE STOCKS— 24 HOUR DESPATCH

Carriage 50p to £3.50

EPSON
RX-80 £263.12 +VAT
FX-80 £366.09 +VAT

e includes cable for

C and screen dump

TORCH*
computers -iim-

perfectly Made in Britain

M3 U49M !»
<03 T»cn Com£5»' Mm «OK SriDSCMg.B,) 245500 ME
ss sas ssi^ ass aHM0 Torch Compute. 20Mb Wlncheslei CH520 5650.00 6491

^4CORN J
COMPUTER AElectronequip

Kings Lynn Branch
Tel: 0553 3782 ^
LBBC ill

36-38 West Street. Fareham, Hants



BBC COMPATIBLE
FLOPPY DISC SYSTEMS AND

DRIVES
CASE to hold two drives (complete with-

blanking panel for use should

only one drive be installed).

Switch on rear of case to select

40 or 80 TPI operation when
using FD55E or FD55F.

THIS CASE CONTAINS ALL HARDWARE
NECESSARY FOR TWO DRIVES. JUST
SELECT ONE OR TWO DRIVES FROM
THOSE SHOWN BELOW. IF YOU SELECT
JUST ONE NOW. THE SECOND CAN JUST
PLUG IN LATER.
CASES ONLY SUPPLIED WITH DRIVES.

PRINTER AND PLOTTER
—MCP 40
• 4 colours

• Selectable 40 or 80 characters

of print per line, ideal for

plotting pie charts, bar graphs,

biorhythms, etc

• Uses 4Vt" plain paper

• High resolution—over 100 steps/inch

DIGITAL PERIPHERALS LTD.
Rodney House, Church Street, Stroud, Glos. U.K. GL5 UN Tel: (04536)71387. Telex 43551. Gri/tie

72
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GRAPHPAD: AN EASY WAY TO INPUT GRAPHICS?

Need a quick screen dump?

PLUS pages of answers for users of
the Spectrum, Commodore 64 and Vic,

Dragon, Oric, Atari and Apple,

starting on page 97.







r

l



I The complete AMS disc drive package, tailored to your
BBC micro, is compatible with all disc interfaces and
includes cables, a comprehensive manual and utilities

on disc and EPROM. Housed in a steel case, matching
the BBC micro, these reliable and robust Hitachi 3"

disc drives are the ultimate for home, office and

I The 3" disc is totally enclosed in rigid plastic and a

unique automatic steel shutter protects the delicate

disc surface from dust and finger marks. For the first

time discs can be used in industrial
,
educational and

commercial environments without the worry of

corrupting precious programs and data

I The disc is "flippable" like a cassette tape and has a

storage capacity of 100K on each side in single density

mode (twice as much when used with a double density

interface). A neat plastic switch can be flicked back
and forth to write-protect valuable discs.

I The AMS disc drives are completely hardware and

software compatible with 5' 4 drives which can be

used in parallel so allowing easy transfer of software

Consequently the 3 drives will operate with all the

standard floppy disc interfaces They take their power
from the outlet provided by the BBC micro there s no

onboard power supply to corrupt data.

I The AMS package includes utilities on both a disc and
an EPROM for formatting and verifying discs. The
EPROM, which is easily fitted, offers a simple to use

and permanent alternative to using the utilities disc.

I The impressively engineered Hitachi 3" drives feature

an eject button allowing single handed operation, a

multi-colour LED indicating the disc side in use, and a

brushless direct-drive motor for reliable operation

The super fast track-to -track access time of 3ms is at

the forefront of disc drivB technology. The longest of

programs are loaded in a flash.

Advance withAMS
3" Disc Drives -The Ultimate Choice

Single 100K -£225

Double 2Q0K-E399
includes VAT and delivery

to your door



GAME CONTROL

WARNING!
THIS PANEL ISA
PROFESSIONAL

MODULE. IT IS NOT

%
exceptperfect

The
on

2/4/8 WAY GATE INTERCHANGE
COMPLETE QUADRANT^CCURACY

PRICE £38.50
(VAT INCLUDED)

For VIC 20— COMMODORE 64 - ATARI —
SPECTRUM (..ihim.rt.c.)

fromriWAIA
COMPUTING

PINFOLD LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BRIDLINGTON, NORTH HUMBERSIDE
TEL: (0262) 602541/2. TELEX: 527381 EMAX G

24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

™“
ADDRESS PROFESSIONAL £38.50

RCOfpl

ACCESS No, P&P

1.1.1 1 1 1 1 I IJ.LLLl.l-l-] Enclosed Cheque/P.O. £
“

Now available from leading computer stores.



Is there anyprogram
which stores data to

be randomly accessed,
not just to draw the
keyword string,

is there anyway to get

colour into the View
package on an ordinary
TV?
JohnD Stettajord, Hens.

programs on the market which

could be used in the way you

describe. When you set up

your database, each record

made up of, say, three fields,

such as date, description of the

event, and book re

You could then

database and retr

events that took

search all the eve
• the word
trieve infor-

are Psion's VU-File at £14.95,

Gemini's Database at £19.95,

or you could go for a plug in

ROM with GCC's BeeBASE
at£45.94.

The problem with View is

program, the screen is cleared

All the Basic colour com-
mands are no longer available,

COLOUR. It would have been

colour commands in the View

ROM, but unfortunately

Acomsoft didn’t. It is, in fact,

possible to change the screen

directly programming the

video ULA via *FX calls, it is

Clinic
not particularly easy. The fol-

lowing is the sequence ofcom-
mands to produce the famous

Mode 6 white lettering on blue

FX 155.84

FX155.100

FX155.116

20 PRINT'"FX155,4"

30PRINT'"FX155,20"

If you change mode after

entering View, the default

For further information on
•FX155, look in chapter 19 of

the 'Advanced User Guide’.

Psion,

2 Huntsworth Mews,

Gloucester Ploee,

London NW1 6DD.

1 8A Utlleham Rd, Exmouth,

Devon EX8 2QG.
Tel: (03951 265165.

GCC (Cambridge),

66 High St, Sowston,

Cambridge CB2 4BG.

Tel: (0223) 835330.

‘TAPE-WORM’ CURE
I am unable to loadmy
ownprogrammes
successfully recorded on
tape - at all volume
settings the word data?
appears, which the
manual states means a
cyclic redundancy check
error - and that means
nothing to a beginner
such as me. Can you help?

KWJ Wood, Crickhotvell.

A cyclic redundancy check is

similar to a parity bit, except

in the case of the BBC corn-

based on a whole block of data

ratherthanone byte.

Like a parity bit, or a check-

help check that programs have

been correctly recorded.

When the program is loaded,

the two byte number is recal-

culated, and if it is not the

error has occurred. In other

words, a cassette CRC error

means that what has been

exactly match what was saved.

The fact that you get any

message at all confirms that

the wiring of your connecting

lead is correct, so the problem

lies with the tape recorder.

Commercially produced tapes

such as the 'Welcome' tape

tend to be recorded at a much
higher level than normal, in

differences.

However, your recorder

probably has an automatic

recording level, and as the

ible’ tape recorder, which

should cure your problems, or

which will definitely solve your

difficulty!

IS THE
MODEL A
AROUND?
I have been thinking
about purchasing a BBC
Model A, and I am
wondering ifAcorn will

be continuing to support
it. What’s the position?

that they are no longer to

manufacture the BBC model A
computer. With its limited

16K memory, the Model A
had been overtaken by most

new home micros, including

Acorn’s own Electron. The
Model A has never been

offered on the overseas

to continue to support existing

Model A owners. 79
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The Hobbit. Now the best is i

I3.3E-

— - Melbourne House



3 available for:

a

a

MR. JOHN HARRIS, Kuwait

The children were immediately en-

thusiastic about the program (even

dedicated footballers gave up some

playtimes to use it!). Many children

borrowed copies of “The Hobbit’ from

the library to read for themselves."

JUNIOR EDUCATION MAGAZINE

'The Hobbit’ arrived and single-

handedly set the standard for

adventure games to come, with its

sophisticated mixture of advanced

language analysis and beautifully

detailed graphics."

MICROADVENTURER

kVJ
PiM

Melbourne House Publishers

131 Trafalgar Road
Greenwich, London SEIO

Correspondence to:

Melbourne House
Church Yard
Tring

Hertfordshire HP235LU

All Melbourne House cassette software is

unconditionally guaranteed against

malfunction.

Trade enquiries welcome.

Please send i

Please send me:

ur free 52 page catalogue.

SPECTRUM

Spectrum "The Hobbit" 48K £14.9!

f>e-efarw4» £69!

Terror-Own 404» .£&y

Meboume0ra»4M £8.9*

HUM. 48* £149*

Abend:Mb 4» £14*

U Classic ktort.n 48X £149*

COMMODORE 64

Commodore 64 "The Hobbit" £14.9!

Commodore 64 Hungry Horace ...,..£5.9!

DRAGON 32

Dragon 32 Hungiy Horace £5.9!

BBC

BBC "The Hobbit" Mode! B £14.9!

0RIC1

One 1 "lire Hobbit” 48K £14.9!

VIC 20

Cosmonauts, Unexpanded VIC 20 ......... £5.9!

£ ....

Please add 80p for post and pack £ . . .-ft

TOTAL £

I enclose my cheque

money order for £

Please debit my Access card No

Expiry Date

Signature .

Address . .

.

Postcode

%
Access orders can be

telephoned through

on our 24-hour ansalone

(Oil 856 7397.

I
Poeac

E



Clinic MODE
METHOD
I have been trying to

80x32*two colour text

only, so that it would
only take 80x32 bytes or
about 2.S to 3K bytes of
memory to ‘map’ the
screen. In other words,
it is a mode 7 with 80x32

text. I have tried typing

in mode 7: VDU 23with
the appropriate
parameters, but it did
not work. Any ideas?
Bao Birth Tran, Birmingham.

UPGRADES COMING?
I have heard a lot about
the half-priced BBC,
the Electron, but have
not been able to find any
expansions which will be
available for the
Electron in the near
future. Will you be able
to upgrade the Electron
to aBBC specification,

to use all BBC software?

BBC software that doesn't

POKE the video ULA, nor

make use of the Teletext mode

7, should be able to be run

Electron, which perhaps

explains why there seems to be

more Electron software than

Electrons.

is very "different' to the BBC.
and the cost of upgrading it

fully will probably exceed the

cost of a BBC. The Electron

can play only one sound chan-

nel, compared to the BBC's

ROM’ sockets, nor printer,

user, and joystick interfaces.

The Electron is slower than

the BBC, especially in the hi-

will be able to overcome this.

Solidisk Technology has

produced a General Purpose

Interface for the Electron.

This has a Centronics inter-

face, Atari-type joystick port,

three sideways ROM sockets,

and other features. It costs

£39.90.

Solidisk Technology,

17 Sweyne Avenue, Southend-

on-5eo, Essex, SS27JQ

Tel: 107021 354674.

mode 7 Teletext display is

created entirely differently to

all the other modes. If you

BBC User Guide, you will see

that mode 7 has its own
character set compared to the

others. The VDU23 command
allows the BBC’s 6845 cathode

ray tube controller chip to be

programmed, and can in fact

be used to create new modes.

The Advanced User Guide

‘mode 8’, which allows 16

colours to be used, but only

requires 10K of RAM, ena-

bling it to be used on a Model

A. The catch is that you can

only have 10 characters across

the screen!

JOYSTICKSHORT-CUT?

82

I recently bought a
Quickshot
programmable joystick

which was very tedious

to use due to the need to

load the joystick utility

program into the BBC. I

would like toknow ifit is

possible to change the
current programmable
interface to a non-
programmable one
which fits into the user
port ofthe BBC? Ifso
where can I get it?

I would also like to know
which is a good BBC
word-processor tobuy -

any recommendations?
Wai Chung lPang, Glasgow.

We haven't been able to find

anyone supplying just a joys-

tick interface for the BBC.
Since the standard Acorn joys-

with the addition of rubber

bands!), it is surprising that

type self-centring joysticks to

With regard to word-pro-

features you get. Computer
Concept's Wordwise (£39 exc.

VAT) is excellent for short

pieces such as letters, and is

very easy for the complete

beginner to get to grips with.

Text and formatting com-
mands are entered in Teletext

clear display, with good use of

colour. If memory allows,

your text can be previewed in

mode 0, formatted as it will

appear on paper. Special

printer commands (for

printer’s functions, at the cost

of having the printer manual

handy.
Acornsoft’s View (£59.80

inc. VAT) displays the text on

the screen as it will appear on

the paper. You can select any

to be bought seperatcly

.

Braimech’s BeebPen uses a

Mode 3 grccn-on-black screen

Unlike the previous iwo

ROMs, commands are entered

with the text still displayed

.

We suggest you go either for

View or Wordwise.

Computer Concepts,

1 6Wayside, Chlpperfleld,

Herts WD49JJ.
Tel: (09277)69727.

Acornsoft,

c/o Vector Marketing,

Denlngton Estate,

Wellingborough,

Northerns NN8 2RL
Tel: (0933) 79300.

Braintech,

81 Rydol Crescent,

Perivale, Greenford,

Middlesex UB68DZ.

COMPUTER ANSWERS



EPSON

Never before has somuchbeen available
to so many.

83
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ClinicTHESUPER-DOOnin

?

Cameo Computer Services Ltd.

Probably the Lowest

Printer Prices in England!

EPSON ™°
0.FT

MX-IOO

£365.00

£267.00

£399.00

3C ES

CAMEO COMPUTER SERVICES LTD.

packages are under develop-

ment. One is a CAD package,

allowing the user to define

symbols and shapes, and store

them in directories of 16 sym-

bols each. These can then be

placed on the screen, and con-

nected with lines, coloured in

or whatever. As yet, fancy

things like rotation, magnifica-

tion and so on are not imple-

mented.
Generally we found the pad

particular the scratching of the

pen on the perspex and the fact

graphics systems (for example,

the Bitstik), but having full

listings will help the knowledg-

able user develop their own

By Dr PeterTurcan,
technical editor of

Computer Answers.

Grophpod [£143 inc.VATI ond

CADprogrom (£18inc.VATI from

British Micro, Penlold Works,

Imperial Way, Wotford. Herts.

Tel; 10923) 48222.



LB ELECTRONICS

What thecompetition
hasn't beenwaiting for.
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MULTI-FORTH 83 FOR THE BBC MICRO

INFOjRMfl
APPLE II, II+, lie

£5 buy, you a

^



I

r.

arc things missing (apart from
memory) that are vital to good,
creative design. FILL and
CIRCLE commands would have
been useful, but the designers

To close the gap some way,

Computer Concepts (designer

of Wordwisc) has developed the

Graphics ROM that gives the

user the ability to go further,

with more ease, thanAcorn has

so far allowed.

We looked at sprite gener-

atorprograms that create easily

of Computer Answers.

dorc 64 have sprites as stan-

dard, and control them
through hardware; but others,

such as the BBC, can only

manipulate pseudo-sprites

through software. This

method usually means a

cassette or disk has to be loaded

design a sprite. However, all

the routines for designing up to

32 different sprites arc held in

the Graphics ROM, so there’s

no need to continually load

programs.

Before defining a sprite, an
area of memory must be set

aside in which the character

can be stored. The command
•RESERVE (address one) to

(address two) saves the space

(this will depend on the mode
that's being used-O, 1, or 2
only); all addresses have to be
given in hex, but to help those

who have not got agoodknowl-
edge of the notation, the

manual gives two locations that

should provide enough space

for most users’ needs. The

the way it helps die less knowl-
edgeable user, but unfortu-

nately there are some places

where important commas or
colons have been left out, so

somedebugginghas tobedone.
As sprites are useful for ani-

mation, Computer Concepts
has included a command,
•FILM, that makes easier than

on most machines. If *FILM is

followed by thenumbers ofthe
sprites (between 0 and 31 in-

clusive), it can be called from
within a Basic program and
made to execute each character

there are obvious advantages

for the 3D games designer.

To complement the com-
mands in the ROM, Computer
Concepts has included a series

of error messages that not only

enough room in memory, but
also give the whole syntax for a

possible to use virtually all the

commands from just the syntax

messages and the helpmenu.
From our impressions of the

Graphics extension ROM, we
think Computer Concepts has

Yet again the carpet has been

managed

had on tht

By St.

staff-wri

Answer!

mall company has

they should have

; Applebaum,
r on Computer

The Graphics Rom costs

£33.20 line VAT) from:

Computer Concepts,

16 Wayside,

Chipperfield,

Herts WD49JJ.

Tel: 1092771 69727,
87
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Eprom Programmer
for the BBC Micro

This compact, elegant unit combines the
following attractive features:

• high quality, low cost • easy-to-use 28 pin zero insertion
force socket • free 2764 eprom containing programming
software - no cassette loading problems • menu driven
software incorporating the following commands: program,
testblank, save, checksum, verify, select eprom
• programs 2764 and 27128 eproms as used on the BBC
Model B machine • built-in voltage converter • integral
cable connects to user port: no other connection needed
• comprehensive documentation plus one year's guarantee

This product is available in quantity NOW!
Programmer and data sheet from Softllfe Ltd.

87 Sllvertown Way, London E16 4AH Tel: 01 474 0330

64 SOFTWARE
64 SOFTWARE
64 SOFTWARE

Latest titles in stock include: -

Quicksilva RING OF POWER E7.95
Quicksilva QUINTIC WARRIOR ’ £7.95
Quicksilva PURPLE TURTLES £7.95
Supersoft LORD OFTHE BALROGS £9.95
Supersoft GOBLIN TOWERS £9.95

Supersoft STYX £8.95
Anirog HEXPERT £7.95
Anirog MOON BUGGY £7.95
Anirog KONG £7.95
Virgin BITMANIA £6.95
Virgin FALCON PATROL £6.95
Games Machine EGBERT £7.95

„ „ THE FABULOUS WANDA £7.95
Taskset COSMIC CONVOY £6.90
Channel 8 CIRCUS £9.95
Channel 8 GOLDEN BATON £9.95
Melbourne Hse. HUNGRY HORACE £5.95

„ THE HOBBIT £14.95

Chqs. P/O'sto:-

BYTEWELL (Dept. CA), 203, COURT ROAD,
BARRY, SOUTH GLAMORGAN. CF6 7EW

Telephone (0446) 742491

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHERS

QUALITY IN
CONPUTING

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES FOR THE ELECTRON
byJim McGregor and Alan Vtfett

If you are only using your Electron to run simple

programs and play other people's games you haven't

even begun to explore its exciting possibilities. Now.
with this book, you can do just that. The emphasis

throughout is on applying these techniques in programs

of your own. There are plenty of suggestions for

further refinements and developments of the material

presented here, and you are sure to come up with ideas

By the time you have worked your way through the

book you may be surprised, but you'll certainly be
delighted, at what your Electron can do.

352pp/il!us/February 84/0 201 145 1 7 0/£8.95

Cassette/0 201 14518 9/£8.95 + VAT

INTERFACING PROJECTS
FOR THE BBC MICRO
by Bruce Smith

Your BBC Micro can do more than just run programs -
it can control and react to events in the outside world
as well. If you have ever wanted to interface your BBC
Micro to external devices but have been deterred by a

lack of machine specific information, or ifyou have

already done some interfacing and are on the lookout
for new ideas, this is the book for you.

The projects include:

• a burglar alarm • a rain detector • a light pen
• an EPROM programmer • an X-Y plotter

1 44pp/i lius/February 1 984/0 20 1 14503 0/£6.95

Should you have difficulty in ordering these books through

your local bookshop or computer shop, please fill in the

Please send me the following books/cassette:

14517 McGregor & Watt- book
14518 McGregor & Watt - cassette

14503 Smith - book

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ OR
Please charge my Access/Visa/American Express/DinersClub

mTi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

Signed Date

Name

Address

DeptC
Addison-Wesley Publisher

S3 Bedford Square Londo
Tel: 01-631 1636
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SPY2 is the new comprehensive debugging monitor, dis-assembler and
disc utility ROM from SYSTEM,

SPY2 encompasses all the superb easy-to-use facilities of the renowned
SPY debugging monitor, additional front panel commands,
a new set of powerful disc recovery utilities, a formatter,

a relocator, program trace facilities and a versatile dis-

assembler.

single-stop through or

tear .breakpoints

ruble ANY ROM

£24.1 5 inc vat

SYSTEM SOFTWARE Dept. CA 12 Collegiate Crescent Sheffield S10 2 BA

PRINTER EXTRAVAGANZA
We challenge you to find a better deal!\

£223.10 y aSHIMWA CP80 (DOT MATRIX) £194 + VAT
EPSON RX80 (DOT MATRIX! £218 + VAT
EPSON RX80FT (DOT MATRIX! £247 + VAT
EPSON FX80 (DOT MATRIX) £324 + VAT
EPSON EX 1 00 (DOT MATRIXI £437 * VAT
DAISY STEP 2000 : « u , m-me

M lour cost - high quality Daslyuiheell . .

.

£279 + VAT
tl 6100 £379 * VAT
P 40 £109 + VAT = £125.35

DYNEER iDaisywheel DIVIO Parallel

I

£299 + VAT = £343.85
DYNEER IDalsywheel DIVIO Serial! £329 * VAT = £378.35
NEW LOW PRICES

£435.85

£189 * VAT =

FIDELITY 14 COLOUR MONITOR £18
. . £259 * VAT £297.85

7.35 STAR GEMINI 15.x £325 +

SEND NOW FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

We have interfaces for all types of

computers, including CBM 64. VIC 20.

APPLE. TRS 80. IBM el
k ‘

WE WILL MATCH ANY GENUINE PRICE
SCI(UK) IS NEVER BEATEN ON PRICE

Tf
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Post lo:- LEGEND (UK Mail Order) FREEPOST
1 Millon Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY

Please send me Copy/copies of

VALHALLA (or the 48K Spectrum.
I enclose cheque/P.O. (or £
(£14.95 each mcl. VAT and P&P) W
Of l w.sh to pay oy Access/ Barclay! ate Visa

Card No
Please psci name and accress

Address

i s gesture

LEGEND (UK Mail Order) FREEPOST
1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY
(0223) 312453



Epson Fx 80

Printer

Including lead for BBC.
Send £399

to include VAT, p&p.

200K 40 Hack
Single & Double

Disk Drive (Mitsubishi)

62 file names
including cable and power lead.

Send £215 to include VAT, p&p.
inc. formatting disk & manual.
800K& 800K switchable with
power supply available - ask for details.

800K
Disk Drives

800K&800K Switchable

124 file names
including cable& power lead.

Send £490 to include VAT, p&p.
Send £499 for 800K Switchable.

Sanyo/BMC
Monitors

12 amber or green screens.

Send £110 to include VAT, p&p.

Diskettes

Memorex. in packs of 10
SS40tk £18 00
l)S40tk '

£23.00
£26.00

DS80tk £29.00
Including VAT p&p.

yMICROMKRE
Unbeatable for

price & service

400K
Disk Drive

£187
including all necessary leads.

Send £399 to include VAT, p&p.
inc. formatting disk& manual. £346

Juki

Daisywheel

Printer

CQ/lfi 18 CPS including cable.

Send £399 to include VAT. p&p.

Epson

Rx80 FT
Printer

Including lead for BBC.
""

Send £299 to include VAT, p&p.

Accessories
BBC Stands. £15.00

\^ Dust covers. £5.60 |

Disk storage boxes. (for BBC,

£17.00 (takes 35) Dnvesand

Disk storage boxes Printers)

£25.
.

Prices include VAT, p&p.

SK DRIVES

DRIVES
CHABLE

JUKI PRINTER
SANTO BMC-AMBER
SANTO BMC-CREEN
EPSON RX 80 FT
SS 40 DISKETTES
DS 40 DISKETTES
SS 80 DISKETTES
DS 80 DISKETTES
BBC STAND
DUSTCOVERS
DISKSTORAGE (35)

DISKSTORAGE (80)

/iiCROMMRE
637 Holloway Road, London N19 5SS.
"telephone: 01-272 6398/6237
telex: 297598 MICROWG.

I enclose my order for the above productsSv

TOTALSUM ENCLOSED (Cheque or credit cart no.)£
ALL PRODUCTSARE BRANDNEW. BOXEDAND OFFERED WITH FULL
MANUFACTURERS VNARRANTV.ALLQUERIESWILLBEANSWERED BYMAIL



Commodore

PRINTER CONTROL
I am having difficulty in
usingmy Commodore
1S2S printer under
program control. While
it is easy to get hard
copies ofprogram •

listings, as usual, the
Commodore printer

number you aren't usin

some other file (such a
datasette). So you could w

passed to the buffer, not i

printer. If the buffer is

flushed to the printer, we
to tell the computer to do so by
closing the file: 40 CLOSE PTH

nothi:

ig you

forthcom
200PENPRT.4

ig appears

il the i

) happ

within i

toprin
output, file contents and
screen dump. Can you
help?
Colin FMoon, Sheffield.

Outputting ti

Commodore 64 hi

so far as copying a file is

teemed, it is only necessary

read strings from the file,

1 print them to the printer at

i be achieved by PEEKing

Comi e 64 rt :s that

‘SIMON’SNAGS
the cartridge plugged in.I recently purchased a

Simon's Basic, and both
the cartridge and

•e faulty.
Com
tplaced the cartridge,

but ignored my request
for a printed list of
errors for the manual. I

see no difference
between a faulty device
and a faulty instruction
book - does the
warranty cover both?
What can one do?

se faulty, so the a

problem
tridge

explaining

We sympathise

from this problem

y hard tc

Iown a Commodore 64
equipped with a
Simon’s Basic
cartridge. The problem
is that it won’t load with

re that it works-

alent character. For example,

the top left hand comer of the

screen is at 55296 so pi

PTR, CHR$ (PEEK(5S296)(

output
*

impletc

and the inner one for

column in the row. PS: (You
may find the Q&A b

'Interfacing', ofinterest.)

|

Answers

FURTHER
INFO
SOURCES

rogra
Reference Guide, the
use ofthe special

function keys is still

unclear. Can you give
me more details or
recommend further
literature?
Can any other disk

drive be used apart from
Commodore units?And
which printers can be
connected directly
without an expensive

ampbell, Co Antrim.

imply ge

ate the ASCII codes 133-140,

and can consequently

recognised by inserting GETS
at strategic places in your pro-

gram. Their use is dealt with

in detail in Easy Programming

the Commodore 64 by Ian

Stew Jon
(published by Shiva at £6.95).

a IEEE488 interface.

Thes
Comi : disk:

in the

170K, but the

operating system is rather a

pain to use. Nevertheless, you
will probably dc

'

with Commodore. They also

do two printers that interface

directly with the serial

this machine. The
printer, although

in the 1525.

:eably

INTERFACING
What would be the cost
ofan interface to
connect an Electron to a
disk drive/printer?

Also, can I connect a
Commodore 64 to a
printer without an
interface?

The obvious inte

purpose woulc

IEEE488, but a

know one is not

for the Electron.

A Commodore 1525 or 1526

orlhumberland. and isprobably your best bet. J 97
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Answers LOAD PROBLEMS
POKES
PLEASE
Simple question: what is
the POKE to disable the
break key?

I wrote a program to aid program mis-loads four
the selection ofhymns times out offive, with an
for church services and error in loading report,
print 30 choir hymn lists Other programs load
and have had consistent and save with total
loading problems. reliability. This
Program has about 1200 problem has persisted
lines, includingmany while about 50 lines have

is loading in more data than it

should. Try CLEAR and then
RUN before starung the pro-
gram. This should reset the
system variables. It also dears
any data you may have stored.

It is also possible that due to
the long loading time that

disable the BREAK key on the
Spectrum; this can only be
done in machine code and then

large (if/or/il /etc/then) so memory limit cfoes
section forhymn search not seem to be the cause,
with character codes. Can you help?

supply may be upsetting the
program. To test for this, try
making up another long tape

not with complete success.
You can, however, cause the

program to crash if it stops

statement by POKE 23659.0.

This is because when the pro-

for messages at the bottom of

to load. When loading, The screen lines around th
screen lines and sound screen (the border) will be
are confused until near confused - that is the data you
the end when lines are seeing coming in from th
become regular and tape recorder! It sounds as i

sound becomes pure your system variables arc cor
tone. At this point the rupted, and that the program

in a program, so that inserting
another program line gives an
‘Out of memory error’. SAVE
this, and then try to VERIFY it.

This should determine
whether you’re having mains
noise problems.

the screen, so when an error
message is attempted after

"BREAK" the ZX Spectrum
crashes.

MODIFIED
MONITOR
Where can I obtain a input is the one to use and
suitable interface to should be obtained from the
connect my Spectrum expansion interface via an
to a US-madeAPF edge connector after connect-

The jn8 the VID strap inside the

SPECTRUM
ON-UNE

KNOW
A GOOD
MODEM?
Is there any software
available at the moment

POSSIBLE?
Is there any equipment
available to access
Ceefax and Oracle on
the Spectrum?
L FOver^Edmonton.

use a 300 baud modem
with aZX Spectrum
(with RS232 interface)?

75 and ‘high only). This is near the video
impedance'. I would like modulator (the large metal
to retain the Spectrum’s box); the connections on the
compatibility with the expansion interfere are

way device (from the TV to
the user), Sinclair seems to
have no intention of providing

would be required to
show up anddown
loading ofprograms, as
well as straight forward

rBarrett, Nor,ham,. I/OasVIDEOandO VOLTS,

^mcrorfismion' fre u"
1" °" “ M°de‘ 3’

S have ,he Vidco

DECIMAL
SPREAD

TBBS systems and
on a frequency of 50 HZ. This ate both at the same time, but package for the

Spectrum Communications

"8-
• TV signal.

The 75 ohms impedance
answers correct to
decimal places, with

Teletype program from JWV
Software will allow a ZX
Spectrum to communicate
with both Prestel and TBBS
(including our own CABB). It
ran j>e set to 300 or 1200/75

While it will allow straight

lie transfer^T d^s 'noThave
Xmodem error checking pro-
tocols. Specterm by Andrew
Glaister (published in the
March issue of Computer
Answers) has Xmodem, but
currently is not configured for
1200/75 Prestel use. Both use
the Micro Mania interface
also available from JWV Soft-

BOARDING UP
I have bought a Bi-pak trum as long as the Interface 1ZONX81 sound board, is not used, but will be noisy aswhich isnow being it uses the clock signal from
advertised for the the computer to generate the
Spectrum, and tones. The add-on board pro-
wondered ifit could be vidcs a clear crystal clock and
used on the Spectrum sounds better,
without connecting an The Kempston joystick is
nterface. compatible with the ZX8I.
I have also bought a Using IN A, (32) will read in theKempston Competition value of the joystick Each

oystick for my ZX direction adds a different
Spectrum, and number to the total when
wondered ifit is used. The total is zero when
ompatible with my the stick is in the central
ZX81 by using the position. Do not forget that

automatic rounding up
and down?

I notice that the Psion
VuCalcprogram uses
only integer arithmetic
on the Spectrum
version, whereas on the
illustration ofthe ZX81
version it shows answers
to two decimal places.
.7N Kirkland

, Blackheaih.

When you first load Psion’s
VuCalc from tape, the default
format for the cells is integers.

However, the program can
handle real numbers with two
decimal places. The command
to convert the entire table to

real numbers is 'Ef,a,$'r', or else

you can set individual cells to

9bL

JWV Software,

39 Allington Drive,

Strood, Kent ME2 3TA.

UTCR ANSWERS

nstruction IN (PORT)? can produce two numbers, if
A Kuchcn, Uxbridge. used on the diagonal direc-

rhe Bi-Pak sound board will dons, and a check for these
™rk directly on the ZX Spec- mustbemade in the program.

general format for both types.

When making a calculation

with on integer result, VuCalc
automatically roundsdown.

APRIL, 1984



THE TOP
AMERICAN
JOYSTICK
IS NOW
AVAILABLE
IN THE U.K. . .

ONLYpiQSPECTRUM\£ IZJ.99+ E150P+P
• Including Interface to plug straight into the Spectrum.
• The first Joystick to give you "Arcade" feel and control.

• "Jet Style"heavy duty, diamond cut grip.

r m. m & w
NOTE: THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF THE MANYCOMPATIBLE G

Also available for CommodoreIAtariIBBC I

SPEECH
SYNTHESIZER .

WITH BUILT
IN JOYSTICK
INTERFACE
FOR THESPECTRUM

* Simply plug into an exciting new world of computer speech synthesis.

* Latest State of the Art Electronics. • Uses the Aliophone system.
* Produces any word or phrase from an unlimited vocabulary.
* Speaks directly through TV speaker.

* Also Amplifies Spectrums own sound through TV speaker!
* Built in Joystick Interface accepts any Atari typejoystick for full

games control. (Kempston compatible).
* Complete with Demo Cassette. • Full Instructions.

Triga Command Spectrum . . . £19.99 Triga Command BBC . . . £19.99
i

i Triga Command Atari . . . £12.99 Vox Box, Spectrum
. . . £29.99

Triga Command Commodore .... .
. £12.99 L Vox Box andTriga Command .... ... £39.99

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME ALLOW 7 DAYS Postage Please Add £1.50

5ILIOTS05*!0$
TE3S
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Dragon j

Answers
DIRECTIONS
EXPLAINED
Could you explain the
assembler directions
FCB, FDB,FCC, and
give examples ofhow
they might work?
G Smith, Warwickshire.

label an addres

FDB is used for 16-bit v.

between 0 and 65535,

example ©LABEL
and FCC is used fo

example ©LABEL F

ASTRING".

FCC will poke the ASCII
values of the characters in the

string into memory locations

©LABEL.

rings fo.

These
ised fror

: only

Atari

ATARI
‘JOYSTICK

BUTCHER’
RESTRAINED
Can I butcher my Atari
2600 games machine to
work on a Spectrum
48K?Ifso, will it work
with joysticks and Atari
cartridges (the ideal
situation would be to
end up with the Atari
module plug in to the
rear ofthe Spectrum
Interfaces 1 and 2)?
DJ Meekins, Herts.

The answer is a big no: but-

won’t work with the

n, but you can get an

that will allow Atari

joysticks to be used. There
was a full feature on joysticks

in the February 1984 issue of

AUTO-REPEATPOSSIBLE?
Is it possible to use
software to make the

keyboard ofthe Dragon
32 ‘auto repeat’? Also is

it possible to disable the
‘break’ key,and can a
program be made to
‘auto run’ on loading?

This holds the

You c imulate

address ofthe ‘read next state-

ment’ ROM subroutine by 4
This can be done by putting i

DUMP CODES

system stack. Your rot

should finish with an RTS
instruction and this will by-

pass the BREAK checking rou-

Programs can be made to

auto-run with a little software

assistance, but once again, this

.1 low-level programming

Can you supply code for
dumping from screen to
printer and end of
program?
TA Judd, Kent.

The following code will (very

slowly) dump a hi-res screen

from the Dragon to a Seikosha

GP100A printer. (It would
benefit greatly from trans-

FORY-0TO255
A“ PPOINT(Y,X) + PPOINT

(Y,X+ 2J*4 + PPOINT

.(Y,X+ 3)-8+ PPOINT

(Y,X+ 4)'16+ PPOINT
(Y,X + 5)-32+ PPOINT
(Y.X + 61-64+128

I PRINT H-2,CHRS(A)

) NEXTY
) PRINTf-2,CHRS( 13)

) NEXTX
» PRINT *-2,CHR*( 15)

To use the program, di

11 poke t

locations &H9D/E. CLOADM
your main program and then

call the EXEC routine in ROM.
This program will need to

in memory protected bj

CLEAR statement.

Comp
Jan' of

MACHINECODELOAD
How does the Atari 400
load machine code
programs? I ask this

because although most
games load on my Atari,

K Brookes, HartUpiool.

machine code programs are

booted in. To do this, put the

tape in the recorder, press

‘play’, then switch on the com-
puter while holding down the

you have bought prog

ns still refuse to that do not load, take them
ining and demag- right back to the shop an

. Don’t forget that the your

PIN CONNECTIONS
Why do Atari
computers have a non-
standard 13 pin I/O port
instead ofa standard
5 pin DIN, as others
have?Where canI
obtain leads with 13 pin
plug? Can I obtain
an adaptor to convert
the Atari for use with a
5 pin DIN plug? Can a
printer be used with a
400? Ifso, how, and
which are the cheapest

I (0753) 24561 for

You don’t say why you require the 400 in the

a 5-pin DIN outlet Mr Con- used with an

stable, which makes life

ward as we could hat

n. Un-

adaptor of the type you men-
tion. The only source of 13 pin

plugs we can think of is Atari

themselves. Try ringing their

Customer Relations Depart-

adaptor like the 850 pi

xi by Atari, or one of t

iy on the market whi

! into the joystick port

.
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H
H &H

SOFTWARE H
PRESENTS 3 NEWTAPES

for the

BBC 32K COMPUTER
to add to their existing range of games

and educational software.

LOONEY LIFT
A new action packed arcade game with hi-res
graphics, full colour and sound. Keep your guests
jumping, operate the lift and watch out for the
luggage. The alternative is the sack

! _

£7.50

CHEMIPLANT
Another first? A chemical plant simulation. Avoid
explosions, spills and other disasters on your way to
your first million. Plant manual included. Hi-res
graphics.

£7.50

STORY
Electronic storytelling

!

First make up some scenes using pictures from the
computer bank or use your own drawing skills. Then
write your story. Up to 7 screens can be displayed.

£6.50

To get more information about our new and
existing software, ask for a catalogue. Please send

*•* Disc versions available: please add £1.50 ***

Please send orders and cheques/PO to:

H & H Software, Dept C . 53 Holloway,
Runcorn. Cheshire WA7 4TJ. Tel: 09285

65566

ALPS DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE II*

Slimline halfheight disk drive for the Apple n. Use with Apple disk

controller card.

Box of disks £13. Disk storage boxes (35) £14 (80) £19
•Apple Is a registered trade mark ofApple Computers

PHOENIX 12 PLASTIC MONITOR
24 MHz monitor for thebest possible resolution for80 columns.

80column card for Apple n Hus £109

160 cps. user definable fonts and graphics.

Parallel Interface card £78. 16k buffer£79. 32k buffer £109.

Ribbons £4

C/WP Computers
Willow House Willow Place

London SW1P 1JH
Telephone 01-8289000

Hease send me details of/1 enclose cheque/Access/

Barelaycard (No.)

—for£ andam ordering'

Alps disk drive Phoenix monitor

Epson FX80 Other

Name
Address

Telephone

‘Delete where applicable Delivery charge £3.00



II

Oric]

Answers
MODEL
HARDWARE
Is additional hardware
available to enable me
to interface the Oric 1 to

my model railway
control, so I can
program timetable
connected movements,
and so on?
CA Shill, Crediwn, Devon.

Nothing seems to be currently

available to interface the Oric

1 to the real world, although

Tevward Microtcch Ltd are

currently advertising an I/O
board as ‘out soon'. Appar-
ently the board will have a

6522A VIA chip to give six-

teen I/O lines, plus a serial

port two timers and more.

Besides giving a capability to

control model railways and the

like, it should provide for

intermachinecommunication

.

Tevward Microtech Ltd,

403 Dallow Road,

Luton LU1 1UL
Tel; (0582)418906.

Apple
|

1 see from the May issue
ofComputer Answers
that the CPS 1 1 lightpen
costs £249. In October
1980 U-Microcomputers
were advertising a
lightpen for the Apple II

at £34; however, they are
now unable to supply
this item. What is the
reason behind this

enormous difference in

price? Surely ifEltec
computers can advertise
a light pen for the BBC
micro at £34.50 it should
be possible to do the
same for the Apple.
R S Ridoui ,Haywards Heath, West

102

The differences between the

lightpens from an operational

point of view are mainly con-

cerned with their resolution

and capabilities. The cheap

version connects to the Apple
via the games I/O socket on the

motherboard, and Basic

subroutines are published to

operate it, which can be incor-

porated into yourprograms.

The LPS II (Gibsons

Laboratories), however, is a

true light pen system, with its

own interface card containing

SAVING LINENUMBERS/
AQUARIUS COMPARE
Would an Oric save data
which had been written
with line numbers? Also
how does the Oric 1

compare to the
Aquarius?
Philip Rhodes,W Sussex.

If an Oric program containing

DATA statements is saved onto

cassette, then dearly when the

program is loaded again the

DATA statements will appear

with line-numbers. However,
if a section of memory con-

taining data is saved, then no
line-numbers will appear,

because program and data

areas are separate on the Oric.

In fact, the data area follows

immediately after the program
in memory, its start address

being held in bytes 156 and

157.

Single-valued variables arc

followed by arrays; however,

string variables do not store

their character contents expli-

dtly in this data area; a pointer

is held after each string data-

name showing where its actual

make the storing of Oric data

on cassettean irksome task.

The Aquarius and the Oric

are in different price bands,

and naturally the facilities pro-

vided correspond to thdr
price. Aquarius Basic is

limited, and if, as the first part

of your question suggests, you .

want a data retrieval system,

the Aquarius is not suitable.

Oric on the other hand, with

the release of the new Atmos,
might be a reasonable choice.

The Oric l’s cumbersome
approach to data storage and

recall has been improved on

the Atmos -two new key-

words have been introduced to

provide these fadlities. The
STORE instruction can be used

to save an array on tape, and
the array’s memory organ-

isation is totally transparent to

the user. The format of the

instruction is where the array

can be real, integer or string.

An optional S can be added for

storage at 300 bauds rather

than the normal 2400 bauds.

RECALL can be used to load an

array from tape, and has a

similar format to STORE.
For a sophisticated infor-

mation retrieval system on the

Oric, a good choice is Oric-

Base by Tansoft, which works
with a 48K Oric/Oric Atmos
and provides file storage, up-
dating and reporting facilities.

The Aquarius is not a com-
puter we’d recommend.

Mattel who originally mar-

left it in the hands of its manu-
facturer. It is very basic (with

a teeny 4K of RAM) and not

suitable for serious work.

More information on the Oric

Atmos Is available from:

Oric Products International,

Coworth Park, London Road,

Ascot, Berkshire SL5 7SE.

Oric-Base is available from:

Tansoft,

Units 1/2, Cambridge

Techno Pork,

Newmarket Road,Cambridge.

Tel; (02205) 2261.

LIGHTPEN PRICES
all the operational software for

its many capabilities. A soft-

ware driver is hooked into the

computer's video signal, ensur-

ing the exact axial position of

the scanning, dot is known.

This allows accurately tracking

real-timedrawing.

There are four complete hi-

res drawing systems available,

allowing all the required

graphics operations together

witha hi-res text generator.

U-Microcomputers no
longer stock the cheap light-

pen, but say they should be

able to get hold of one if you

ask them. For an alternative

graphics input device for the

Apple, the Bit Stick from Robo-
com is highlyrecommended.

The Gibson lightpen IS28I.75

inc. VA Tl is available from:

92New Cross St,

Brodiord BD58BS.

Tel; 10274) 575973.

U-Microcomputers,

Winstontley Industriol Estote.

Long Lone, Worrington,

Cheshire. Tel; (0925154117.

Robocom,

Tel; 101) 263 3388.

STUNGBY THEHUNG
I bootmy system
Master diskette into my
Apple II and type:

RUN RENUMBER
(RETURN) (RETURN)
LOADCOPYA (RETURN)
&F1000 (RETURN)
8, H (RETURN)
_OAD COPY A (RETURN)
& M (RETURN),
and the computer
‘hangs'. How can I avoid
this?

We have tried the operations

you quote on several Apples

and did not find any which
‘hung’. This could suggest a

fault with one of the memory
chips in your Apple. We sug-

gest you list the relevant

memory contents after each of

the quoted operations to see if

any fault is readily apparent.

The program disk Master

Diagnostics from Nikrom may
prove very useful, as it will test

the memory and much more,

ofyourApple.

However, we fail to sec why
you are carrying out these

operations as stated, unless it

was to illustrate a fault, as they

will result in two identical seg-

ments of program in the com-
puter memory, one starting at

line 10 and the other at line

1000. Normally this facility is

used to combine different sec-

tions of program, stored on
disk, into a single program.

Care should be taken when
using this that duplicate line

numbers do not occur in any
of the sections to be combined,
as both sets of statements at

these line numbers will result.

Wehope these points are ofuse.
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QUALITY 5V« FLOPPY DISKS
Mte our choice ofthree top qualitybrands - BASF, Wabash or

Xidex. C/WPhas tested most available disks and offers these as the

best value for money, combining reliability, with low prices.

Singesided, singe-density (100k)

Singe-sided, double-density (800k)

Doublesided, double-density (400k)

Double-sided, quad-density (800k)

IncludesVATperbox of 10.

£13
£17
£82
£29

LISTING PAPER

8000 sheets fanfold listing paper 9 inch or 14 inch.£12 W

SELF ADHESIVE LABELS

1, 2 or3 across. Per thousand £S inc VAT

C/WP Computers
Willow House Willow Place

London SW1P1JH
Telephone 01-8289000

Pleasesend me details of/I enclose oheque/Access/

Barclaycard (No.)

for£ and am ordering'

Floppy Disks (size ) l~l Listing Paper/Labels

Storage Boxes (size) Ribbons

Address

Telephone

•Delete where applicable Deliveiycharge £3.00
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Answers

Allsorts

HOWCAN
/CONVERT
MY ‘UFE’?
Could you please tellme
how I could convert
your 6502 assembly
listing of ‘Life’

( ComputerAnswers
October issue) into a Z80
assembly listing,

suitable for the
Newbrain.
David Scott, Scotland.

A full translation from Z80 to

6502 code would take a con-

siderable amount of time and
effort. It would probably be
slightly easier to hand-trans-

late the Basic listing of Life

given in the previous issue to

the one that the 6502 listing

was published in (that is, the

September rather than the

October issue). What would
be a lot easier would be to

translate this Basic listing into

Pascal and then use the New-
brain’s Pascal compiler to pro-

duce a binary file that should

run at an acceptable speed.

MUSIC TO
LOAD BY
I have read that it is

possible to record a
computer program and
an aural sound track at
thesame time, so that
when the program is

loading you hear the
aural sound track, not
the squeaks ofthe
program. How is this

done? (I have an Atari
800.)

The easiest way is simply to

host cassette first (you will

need a stereo recorder), on to

the left track only. The com-
puter will record the program
track on the right. You may
have to play around a bit to get

volume levels right. You may
find it easier to record the pro-
gram ontothe tape first.

If you want to play music
through the TV speaker while

you program then POKE
54018.52 to start the 410 or

1010 Atari recorders. POKE
54018.60 will turn it off. 105
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New-SindairQL
There's no comparison chart, t><

The Sinclair QL is a new computer. Exdusive: newQDOS
operating system

it* not just a bit better than this,

Detow - ana tr you aon i agree, rai

up the challenge at the end of the

advertisement

If you do agree, there* only

one course of action you can take

get yourself aSindair QLat the

The Sinclair QL has

128K RAM. Big deal?

Several micros otter 128K RAM. or

more, as standard.The'WhatMicro?

table for December 1983 lists over

50 ofthem - but 40 of the 50 micros

listed cost over £2,5001

The SinclairQL offersyou 128K

RAM for under £400, and an option

to expand to 640K. That* a lot of

bytes to the pound!

The Sindair QL has

a 32-bit processor.

Who else?

New professional

keyboard



£399
.because there's no comparison!

New - the Sindair QLUBAdvanced new friendly Induded - superb professional software
language - Sindair The suite of four programs Is written by Mon specially for the QLand The QLUB is the QL Users Bureau.

SuperBASIC incorporates many major developments. All programs use full colour, and
_
r ... .

data is transportable from one to another. (For example, figures can be

w" th'^llarifyrfMSIC th
,ransferred from spreadsheet to graphics for an instant visual presentatloa)

a number of major developments
which allow the QUs full power tc

Word-processing graphics

i dearly-defined blocks; ex-

tendability allows new procedures to

be added which will work in exactly

thesame way as the command pro-
'

s built into the ROM;
"

iption of £35,

QLUB members receive one free

update to each of the four programs
supplied with the QL,and six

bi-monthly newsletters. Sinclair has

also made exdusive arrangements
forQLUB members to obtain soft-

ware assistance on QL Quill, Abacus,

Archive or Easel by writing to Mon.

TV(UHF) Monitor

1 tJ

: a new standard of

excellence, QL Quill uses the power of

the QL to show on the screen exactly

whatyou key in,and to print out
exadly what you seeon the screen.

A beginner can be using QL
Quill for word-processing within
minutes

QL Quill bringsyou all the

facilities ofa very advanced word-

QL Easel isa high-resolution colour

program so easy to use you probably
won't refer to the manuall It handles
anything from linesshaded curves or
histograms to overlapping or stacked

The Sindair QL challenge

If you're seriously consideringany
other computer, post thecoupon for a
blow-by-blow comparison. VVte'll take
a publishedcomparison chart for the

machine you're considering (not one
we've created ourselves) and give you
the SinclairQL figures, detail by detail.

bars or pie charts QL Easel does not Take action today!

and scaling automatically c
your control. Text can be added and
altered as simply asdata

To order by mail
- complete the coupon and send
it to the FREEPOST address below.

Spreadsheet Database management

Microdrive extension slot
—

Two 100K microdrives

built in

The Microdrives for the Sindair QL
are identical in prindple to the

popular and proven ZX Microdrives

but give increased capacity (at least

100K bytes each) and a faker data-

Iransfer rate. Typical access speed is

35 seconds and loadirg is at up to

15K bytes per second. The SindairQL
hastwo built-in Microdrives If

required, a further six units can be
connected

Four blank cartridges are

supplied with the machine.

possible to extend your credit limi

Full details will be sentwhen we
acknowledge your order.

To order by telephone

QL Abacus makes simultaneous

calculationsand Vvhat if model-
construction easier than the/ve ever
been. Sample applications an.

provided, including budget-planning

and cash-flow analysis QLAbacus
allows you to refer to rows, columr

.

and cells by names, not just letters

and numbersFuncBon keys can be
assigned to change a variable and
cany out a complete Vvhat if

calculation with a single key-stroke.

QL Archive isa very powerful filing

system which setsnewstandards using
a language even simpler than BASIC
It combines ease of use for simple

applications - such as card indices -

with huge power as a multi-file data
processor.

An easy-to-use labelling facility

means that you don't have to ask for

your file by its full name -a few letters

; your credit card (Access
Bardaycard, Trustcard) number ready.

It may be possible to extend your

existing credit limit Please ask our
telephone staff for more details

Please do not use this number for

other enquiries

For more information

Phone Camberley (0276) 686100, or

use thecoupon togeta QL brochure.

Due to demand, delivery may take
more than 28 days Vbur order will be
acknowledged immediately with an
expected shipment date. Remember
that Sindair offers a 14-day money-
back undertaking

Send to; Sindair Research Ltd, Computer Division, FREEPOST Camberley, Surrey,CU153BR

Postage& packing (any on

Please tick the appropriate box-

1 enclose a cheque made payable to Sindair Research Ltd for £

Please chargemy Access/Bardaycard Trustcard AccountNo

Please send me a chart comparing the SinclairQL computer v

Please send me a SinclairQL brochure

inrfaii—
Sinclair Research Ltd. Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU153PS.
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I Logic seeking in P/IQQ
dot address mode + VAT

from BBC Micro screen - \ size mode

MTEGREX

With Centronics parallel interface

and free BBC Micro dump listing.

Options available:

• Buffered RS232 interface.

• Viewdata & RS232 interface.

• Apple II interface.

• IBM PC dump.



Small business can now
stop going by the book.

-

The Invoicing package.

This program stores details of products,VAT

numbers and, of course, the names and addresses

ofyour customers.As orders

come in, you simply record

them.Then, when it’s time

to invoice,you just press a

few keys and each invoice

or credit note is printed

automatically in seconds.

Allowing for variable terms of trading, the
,

system calculates and prints discounts. And it

should help to improve your cash flow dramatically.

The Order Processing package.

With this program,

you can confirm your

customers’ orders, prepare

and print despatch notes

and make fast analyses of

individual orders or

of all the orders

stored on disc.

The Accounts Receivable package. I

Now, it couldn’t be easier to keep
j

customer accounts under control, i

In an instant, you can analyse

debtors, produce

statements, keep

a check on any

limit and

VAT out-

put automatically.

Using this package

=0UW/Xmm
in conjunction with the invoicing package,

you can also keep tabs on payments received 1

against payments outstanding.

keep

fully up-to-date

on how much you

owe and who to. In

addition, it calculates

For under £1,000 a small business can now
equip itselfwith aBBC Microcomputer,adiscdrive,

a word processor and printer.

(ATI tax deductible by the way.)

Once you’ve parted with that money, you’ll

find that business has never been brisker.

Because now, there’s a new series of floppy

disc software specially for the smaller business.

It has been developed by Acornsoft, the

software division of Acorn Computers who are

the manufacturers of the BBC Micro.

For only £24.95, each disc can store volumes

of vital bookwork which can be updated and

amended in a fraction of the conventional time.

a disc to cover most aspects of

book-keeping.



inputVATand, used with the Accounts Receivable

package, produces instant VAT returns.

It also highlights settlement discounts,

produces remittance advices and provides an

immediate analysis of all creditors.

The Stock Control package.

Touch a lew keys and you have instant access

to stock status and auto-

matic analysis by quantity

and value.

Consequently, its l ... .

for you to maintain correct
“

-STOCK-
stocking levels, having an CONTROL
early warning of out-of- —
stock situations or the likelihood of over-stocking.

mm

Average value ofthe businesstheydo with you, or

whether they are good or bad payers.

Then, when you are doing a mailing, you
simply choose the group or groups of customers

you want

At £24.95 each, these packages

could be priceless.

Each package comes with clear instructions

on how to get the program running so that you

can devote much more of your time to more
profitable activities.

II you’re a credit card holder,you can orderany
or all of the packages by ringing: 01-200 0200
anytime. Or 0933 79300 during office hours.

(By ringing the same number,you can get the

address of your nearest stockist, or full

details of the BBC Microcomputer

system ifyou don’t already have one.)

Alternatively, you can order

the packages by sending the order

form below to: Acornsoft,

c/o Vector Marketing, Denington

Estate,Wellingborough,Nortbants

1NN82RL Please allow 28 days

for delivery.

© Credit card holders,

phone 01-200 0200, anytime.

Or 0933 79300, during office

The Purchasing package.

All your suppliers' names and addresses go
onto the disc.Then they can be retrieved instantly

for preparing and printing

orders.

All order data can be

recalled in seconds, allow-

ing you to checkon orders,

and suppliers’ invoices and
to record all deliveries.

The Mailing package.

Instead of the shotgun method of sending

mailshots, this package enables you to refine each

mailing down to the customers who are most likely

to respond.

It gives you a rapidly

accessible mailing file of

your customers, according

toany criterion you choose.

Size of company, for inst-

ance, or type of business.

To: Acornsoft, c/o Vector Marketi

Wellingborough, Northants NN8
Please send me the following bus

packages at £24.95 each.

PROCRAM QUANTITY

ig, Denington Estate,

RL
ness software

TOTAL
|

Accounts Receivable

I enclose PO/cheque payable to /

Card Number

Please send me details of the BBC

Address

Signature

»C0RN

comsoft Ltd. Or charge my

Microcomputer System 1

Postcode

VAT No. 215 8123 85

S8FT



Ever bought
a game that’s not as

good as its box?
Everybody has seen the home computer

game packs that sparkle with imaginative colour
and graphics, and lure buyers into the store.

Sadly, somewho have bought have found that

the game sparkled less than the box. For, as more
and more companies jump on thehome computer
bandwagon, it becomes evermore likely that most
of the imagination and excitement is concen-
trated in the pack. Instead ofplaying a fast game,
you lose a fast buck. Or, more likely, several.

Yet games have become increasingly soph-
isticated. Scenarios are more varied, levels ofplay
have been increased, and high resolution colour
graphics capabilities are being used together with

dramatically improved sound effects. The trick is

to know which games are as good on screen as
they are on the pack.

Relax. Help is at hand. Logic 3, publishers of
the most effective self pacing programming
tutorials, have selected The Best Games for
Britain's top home computers.

So buy only the best. Send today for your free

copy of The Best Games from Logic 3. and learn

how you could save £2.00 when you buy your
next computer game. Ifyou’re a dealer, we won’t
hold it against you — trade enquiries are
welcome.

Do it. Now.

Send the coupon.

Have a good game without being had.

|
Please rush me my free copy of The Best Games. I already have/am
thinkingofgetting a home computer.

I Name

|
Address . .

I
County Postcode.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J
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LOGIC 3
— THE KEY TO THE WORLD OF TOMORROW.
Logic 3 Ltd, Mountbatten House, Victoria Street, Windsor SL4 1HE

APRIL,



Breakdown!
Insurance Scheme for

Personal Computers
When your warranty has run out
can you afford the repair bills?

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
IBEK SYSTEMS
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OPERATING
SYSTEMS

THE SECOND PART TAKESANOVERVIEW OF THEOS MARKET,
SHOWING JUST WHA TISA VAILABLEAND WHA T YOUSHOIJID IOOKFDPWhen wondering ‘which is the best op ...

ing system’, the question ‘for whom?’,
must be asked. The programmer and the

end user will be impressed by very different things.
Simplicity of use, a good range of packages and

an error-proof robust environment are ofprime im-
portance to the business user. The computer
expert, on the other hand, will expect a vast range of
sophisticated functions, a wide variety of languages
and many system utilities. Both will want, in a
multi-user application, password protection and
proper fileand record locking.

These will be some of the areas we’ll be looking at
in this, the second part ofour overview of operating
systems- delineating between the most common
systems, the old favourites, and those tipped for
future success, finally closing on the battle for
middleground.

All OSs will provide the basic disk file functions
ofcopy, erase, directory listing and format, but the
more sophisticated systems will incorporate many
others. The larger systems now' appearing on
micros (Unix and Pick, for example) are here not
because they have been trimmed down to fit, but
because the microhasgrown to encompass them.
The greatest jump in power comes when the

move is made from single to multi-user. To have a
‘safe’ environment a whole range of guards then
have to be incorporated. Password protection is

needed, preferably with a number of access levels

and, going still further, separate control over read,
write and execute. Locking the protection against
two users accessing the same information, also
needs to be at a number of levels. To allow two or
more users to work on the same file will require pro-
tection at record lock level, some only allow file lock
or worse still disk fock

‘

OSHISTORY \
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early years of the UK micro business. The micro
started life in just the same way as the mainframes
are at present-very manufacturer dependent.
However, to the surprise ofmany people, especially
the powerful manufacturers, portability seems to
have superceded the ‘tied’ approach.
This obviously can have many benefits for the

humble user, but it does force the buyer into having
to decide which operating system to go for. Some
machines offer very many operating systems; the
IBM PC can run atleastnine(aithclast count! ).

Of the three early manufacturer-specific systems,
only TRSDOS from Tandy looked something like

an operating system of today. The Commodore
DOS (disk operating system) and Apple DOS 3.3,
for example, both incorporated the file handling
that you would normally expect to find in the pro-
gramming language interpreter or compiler.
DOS 3.3 is the present version on the Apple II,

and is a simple system. In addition to the basic com-
mands, there is a facility to auto-load programs and
some simple directing ofoutput and file protection
against deletion, but notpassword controlled. Faci-

lities for loading, saving and executing machine
code programs are provided. The SOS (Sophisti-
cated Operating System), provided with the Apple
III, improves on a number offacilities, but still falls
far short of the claims its name suggests. It is device
independent, and offers some input and output
routing and it can also emulate DOS 3.3, which
enables it to run all your old favourite Apple 1 1 pro-
grams (including thegraphicgames).
The latest in line, the Lisa, is so different that

comparisons are difficult. The seven main appli-
cations (LI SA-calc, list, project, write, graph, draw
and terminal) are intimately linked with the operat-
ing system to such an extent that applications and
operating software totally blur together; this is no
surprise, as it was the original design intention. For
a discussion on the concept see the section on
Smalltalk (Canon), the system on which the Lisa
was based. At present only one suite of accounts
packages exist forthemachine in the UK.
The first Commodore Pet computer, the 2001,

was a cassette-based system and therefore had no
need for a DOS. Later versions (3000, 4000 and
8000 series) all included a steadily-improving oper-
ating system. Commodore DOS is part of the
BASIC stored on ROM, and hence it does not have
the same ‘feel’ as the more conventional disk based
systems that have separate command languages of
their own. Despite this point, it has all the facilities

associated with asimpleoperatingsystem.
Tandy’sTRSDOS has fallen from favour, which

is a shame because compared to some of its rivals it

was far more user-friendly. The system had help
levels, both short and long error messages and on
screen clock.

All the above manufacturers are attempting, in
varying degrees, to re-join the evolutionary main
stream of micro computing and avoid extinction.
Apple has been able to support (although not from
Apple sources) CP/M for many years, but the use of
a Z80 card,and Lisa is soon to have Unix and CP/M
68. Commodore is reputed to soon be offering CP/M and Unix on its new series machines. Tandy’s
Model 4, an improved version of the Model III,
now supports both CP/M and TRSDOS, and the
Model 16 Unix.
The Digital Research family is probably the

largest ofthe operating system families. It consists
of the following units: CP/M 80, CP/M PLUS (3),
CP/M 86, Concurrent CP/M, MP/M, MP/M 86,
CP/NET,PERSONAL CP/M.

It all started in 1977 with Gary Kildall writing his
own operating system for a simple disk system he
was building for fun. The result was CP/M (Con-
trol Program for Microcomputers) which was writ-
ten in 8080 assembler. This was capable of running
on just three 8-bit chips, 8080, 8085 and the Z80,
and although it had many faults it became the de
facto standard. It is still with us today, after a
number of revisions, but tends to be known as CP/M 80 (the ‘80’ in 8080) to differentiate it from the
16-bit version, CP/M 86 (the ‘86’ in 8086). The first

version of the multi-user system MP/M for 8-bit

APRIL, 1984



room. It first appeared on a PDP-7 at Bell labs (a

subsidiary of the AT & T company) in 1969. We
heard that at a Unix conference it was originally

called ‘Eunuchs’, as it was a castrated version ofthe

time sharingsystem!

It has only recently appeared on the commercial

scene, as US anti-trust laws prohibited AT & T
until 1980 from making profits from the system.

Prior to then universities and similar institutions

' had been receiving it virtually free. The system is

large and requires a powerful 16-bit (usually 68000)

machine with at least a 5Mb Winchester.

Unix has helped to spread the popularity of the

language it was written in, C, and Digital Research

is re-writing all the CP/M systems in the language

for portability. The system has many complex faci-

lities ideally suited to the programmer and these

will be covered moredeeply in thenext article.

Briefly, the system is very hardware indepen-

dent; it has a directory tree structure, and many
input and output routing facilities. Its passwording

is particularly good, with many options for access

control. Its critics highlight the inconsistency of the

command structure, its large size and lack of user

friendliness. To some extent the latter point has

beenovercomeby 'friendly front ends’,such asView-

nix supplied by Redwood, or the menu on the

good things about the 16-bit version, MP/M 11. At
the opposite end ofthespectrum, Personal CP/M is

about to be released for the ‘home’ computer on
ROM. This is to be a little brother to the disk

system, allowing greater interchange of software

(for more details see Computer Answers Jan ’84

issue). There is also a networking system, CP/
NET, but we have never seen this installed. On the

8-bit side, CP/M plus (or CP/M 3.0) has been

bringing’ it in line with CP/M 86 - whilst still main-

taining CP/M 2.2 compatibility.“
"

THEMICROSOFTFAMIL Y

its laurels virtually free from competition,MSDOS
appeared and all hell broke loose. IBM, instead of

developing its own operating system for the PC,
went to Microsoft, world famous for its Mbasic

been a quantum leap in the quality of documen-
tation from Digital Research and rapid develop-

ment (and improvement) ofboth systems.

Rather than concentrate on the systems in iso-

lation, we are going to try and produce a compare

and contrast section, using the top offerings from

each company: MSDOS 2 and Concurrent CP/M.
Both systems have time and date stamping in the

disk directories, background printing (to a spooled

disk file), automatic program loading and sophisti-

cated disk handling using cache and hashed direc-

tories. Concurrent CP/M has a full range of pass-

wording, good help levels and erase with query

(eraq). MSDOS 2 has many similarities to the

multi-user system Unix, but it is not yet directly

compatible. It has root directories, a sophisticated



Professional

portability, networking,

good range of basic
applications

; DPC/OS has

able to use some of the

software and CP/M
compatibility; P-System

has wide portability, and
Pick is based on a
database concept.

Fortune system. Another early criticism was
the lack of packages. Two years ago there

werevery few - a glance to theend ofthis article will
show that this too has been remedied.

BOS
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Business Operating

(Computer Analysts and Programmers), one of the

larger mini and mainframe computer consultancies
in the country. CAP was probably the first of the

‘old’ school to take micros seriously and view them
as business computers with a future potential. The
system was developed complete with its own
language, MicroCobol (still the only one available),

helped by approximately £1 million ofgovernment
money from the NEB.
The product was a professional operating system

with a number of packages all designed for the
‘office’ environment, using traditional DP tech-
niques. This was not an immediate success, prob-
ably because they were too early and the market was
not mature enough to appreciate many of its vir-

i. MPSL Micro Products Software was formed
981 as an off-shoot of CAP to support and

exclusively market BOS. This has proved to be a

success and thesystem is expanding quite rapidly.

Portability is one of its main features, and it is

available on over 50 machines, from the humble
Apple 1 1 to powerful minis (such as the PDP 1 1 and
the Data General Nova). This is possible because
each machine has its own specially-written BOS
interpreter, which then runs the portable BOS
intermediate code produced by MicroCobol. A
similar principle is used with P-code (of more

The strong points of the system for the user arc

hardware portability, networking, multi or single

user, a range of basic applications from the sup-
pliers (database, key word system, word-process-
ing, full accounts and a calc), and a good number of
quality vertical market software (for GPs,
Insurance brokers and so on) from independent

For the programmer, the system has many utili-

ies (including library, sorting and menu design),

three file access types, and print spooling. The
systems hardware interface is set up on the initial

installation, and therefore programs do not have to

be individually configured for screens, and such-

Dec/osm-nmeU*
A number of systems in the market place such as

DPC/OS (BRIDOS and MMMOST and others)

are very generous; rather than share a processor

amongst a number of users, like Unix would, they
give users one each. The situation historically was
that 8 bits did not really have enough power to drive
a number of users, hence the more powerful 16 and
16/32 bit chips. The other tack, which resulted in

the multi-processor systems such as DPC/OS, was
ifan 8-bit can only drive one user, then provide one
processor for each user.

In actual installations each user has a processor
and 64K RAM, which for all intents and purposes
is their own computer. Within the system itself are

one or two other processors controlling the
common resources such as disks and printers;

therefore, until the disk is accessed the individual

processors will be running at full speed and
additional users on the system do not degrade per-
formance. The extent at which disk usage effects

the system depends upon the applications being
run; systems such as word-processing have low
access requirements, but an on-line enquiry system
will make big demands.

One advantage can be the ability to use some of
the popular single user software (in single user
mode of course), and many of these systems offer

CP/M compatibility. Taking the concept to its full

conclusion, a number of systems are providing the

more powerful 16 and 16/32 bit chips in addition to

the 8-bit options for even more power, and for

maximum flexibility a mix of operating systems
within the same machine is also possible.

[ P-SYSTEM
Another system which has wide portability like

BOS, and for the same reasons, is the P-System.
Both operate by having a resident machine specific

interpreter, which is capable of directly executing
an intermediate code -in this case P-code, the
product ofa varietyofcompilers.
P-System was developed in 1974 at the Univer-

sity of California in the midst of ‘Pascal fever' -
around that time, the Pascal language, according to

the pundits, was going to sweep all languages away
(Cobol, Basic and Fortran included) and be the

dominant language, especially on micros.

The first installation was on the ubiquitous PDP

/

1 1 and then the Apple II, hence the system's greater

popularity in the US, where the Apple had its

largest sales. The system has now spread to
virtually all the popular machines, and the P-Code
can be produced from Basic and Fortran compilers
in addition to Pascal. The system itself is quite easy
to operate, as all the commands are via menu driven
options. Additionally, Turtle graphics, one of the

first portable graphics systems, is available with the
P-System.

_PICK ZJ
An operating system that is hitting the news at the

moment is Pick - developed by one Richard Pick
while at CMC, to run on a Reality mini. It is

designed around a database language and many of
the commands arc involved with these functions.

Its nearest equivalent on a micro would probably be
dBase If. We apologize to any Pick enthusiast at

present ripping their hair out after reading that

comparison, but most people have not studied data-

base theory at university: Pick can interact with the

stored data in the way that dBase commands can be
directly typed to produce, for example, a sorted

report. The language is known by a number of
names, but usually English or Access, and the com-
mands can be customised by the user to any key
words they require.

Facilities to list, sort, count, sum and simple stat-

istics are all included and this is supplemented by a

greatly extended (Dartmouth) Basic. Down from
the mini it runs on a number of powerful 68000-
based micros and Pick is working on an IBM XT
version, running under MSDOS and linked to the

8087 maths co-processor. Pick has few packages as
such, but according to the manufacturer, this is

owing to the fact that applications can be built with
great ease (using the database facilities directly) to

the user’s requirements. To facilitate this for non-
computer users, a type ofprogram generator called

System Builder is available.

We have included Smalltalk here not because it is a

mainstream operating system, but because i

spawned a way of thinking which may well change
the very design ofoperating systems.

its first offspring was the Apple Lisa, and its rela-

tives are the various window systems that are at pre-
sent being heavily promoted. It started life at the

Xerox research centre at Palo Alto in the US and
the first ‘product’ we were aware of was a press



Guide to buying dust covers:
Make sure it is designed for your particular model.

It is anti-static. Static can lead to breakdown, especially on printers.

It is flame retardant to a British standard. Ordinary covers can flare up alarmingly if

they are accidentally set alight by a match or cigarette.

The on/off indicator light can be seen through the cover as a double check that the

machine is not left switched on when covered, and possibly overheat.

It is waterproof, to protect against spilt tea or coffee. Equipment should be covered
even during the day when not in use. Keyboards often have to be replaced if coffee is

spilt on them.

it Rafl\tf£r9Terrace

KingsLang)ef
Hertfordshire

Kings 1 -angle^ 659^)

DUST COVERS AVAILABLE FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS
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@SANYO COMPUTERS
The hardware and the software!

The fabulouse new Sanyo MBC
550/555 with IBM compatibility

128/256K Ram, 16 bit (8088),

MS-DOS, choice of colour or

monochrome display. Single

(550) or dual (555) disc drives.

Networking facilities are

available.

Included with the 550 are MS-DOS, Sanyo Basic and Micro Pro’s, famous Wordstar and
Calcstar. With the 555 you also get mail merge, spellstar, datastar, reportstar and

supersoft!

Call us for details, prices and latest news.

Peripherals

Printers Epson FX80, RX80, RX80F/T, Shinwa CP80, Juki, StarDeltalO, DaisyStep

2000 etc. Also, the fabulous new FT-5001 from KDC. From £199 + VAT.

Recorder Sanyo DR 101 £39 + £5.85 VAT. Monitors Sanyo and Teco

NewBrain Computer and Expanded NewBrain system. On special offer. Call us!

We specialise in NewBrain and Sanyo equipment. Free Delivery (England & Wales)

Call us by prior appointment only, please.

To place your order or for more details.

Ring us on Stevenage (0438) 812439 mi. Accessweicome)

or send Cheque/PO/Access no. to:

ANGELA ENTERPRISES \
4 Ninnings Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn, Member

Herts AL6 9TD. Tel: Stevenage (0438) 812439 E3
COMPUTER ANSWERS APRIL
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AMSOFT
MACHINE CODE, ASSEMBLER,
AND BULK DATA HANDLING
SYSTEMS FOR THE SERIOUS

SINCLAIR USER
NO EXTRA HARDWARE NEEDED

AM-ZXFILE allows you to create data files of

unlimited size on cassettes from your own basic

programmes. You can read and write files in the

same program, and use tapes just as if you had a big

machine. Ideal for club records Et small businesses.

ZX81 and Spectrum versions £4.00

AM-ZXSP will load a saved ZX81 basic program

directly into the Spectrum, leaving it ready to run,

save or edit., No more hours of retyping those old

ZX81 programs. Just load ZXSP into the Spectrum,
and it does the work.

Spectrum version £6.50

AM-ZXMON is a superb machine code monitor and
operating system which allows you to create, edit,

run, and checkpoint machine code routines, and to

save them on tape. You can build libraries of your
own routines on tape, and merge them into new
programmes. AM-ZXMON is the operating system
for the other programs below.

ZX81 version £6.00 Spectrum version £7.00

On the ZX81 you can create assembly language
source tapes and assemble them into machine code
using AM-ZXEDIT and AMAZON, running under
the control of AM-ZXMON. AMAZON can assemble
programs of up to 6K in size at one time, and accepts
user symbols, hex., decimal, and string constants,

and the full Zilog mnemonics.

Combined pack, two tapes, of AM-ZXEDIT and
AMAZON, for ZX81 £9.00

On the Spectrum AM-EDIZON is a combined
editor/assembler with all the facilities you need to

assemble and save machine code programs fast. It

can be used to create, edit, and assemble up to 1500

lines of assembly language text at one time &
produce up to 4V4 K of machine code. The code and
source program can be saved on tape for later use or

for merging with other programs. Output tapes can
be added to BASIC programs by the LOAD CODE
command. Code can be assembled to run at any
address, at a speed of 800 lines/minute.

Spectrum version £10.00

AM-ZXCONV will load tapes created by the ZX81
versions of AM-ZXMON or AMAZON, and load them
into the Spectrum; the easy way to transfer machine
code from one to the other.

Spectrum version £4.50.

Allprices include VAT, post &packing. We provide a
telephone advisory sen/ice from 9.00-6.00 Mon-Fri
and 9.00 until 12.00 Sat.

AMERSHAM SOFTWARE LTD.
Long Roof, Hervines Rd„

Amersham, Bucks.

HAVING TROUBLE
OBTAINING QUALITY
COMPUTER LENGTH
CASSETTES? . .

.

JP MAGNETICS CAN SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM

10 x C.15 for £4.50 + 50p P&P
CASH WITH ORDER

We are specialists in the supply of bulk

custom wound audio/computer cassettes

EDUCATIONAL AND
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VERY COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE
- CONTACT US FOR PRICE LIST/

QUOTATIONS NOW
0274.731651

Duplication facilities are available.

JP MAGNETICS LTD
UNIT 4. 7 MARY ST, BRADFORD BD4 8SW

TEL: (02741 731651

GAME FREAKS
IF YOU WANT JOY . . . STICK TO US

We can supply Joysticks for most
leading micros including Atari,

Commodore, Oric,

Spectrum and Dragon.

For further details

phone 01 -203 6366/7
and ask for David Bishop.

~v~\V The UK's leading

VULCAflV Joystick Distributor
ELEC IHDniCS LID ^TtnRVtOEU
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STOP
Ask yourself these questions:

• Do I NEED instant breakdown service

• Can I afford to RENT a replacement
computer

• Am I insured for ACCIDENTAL damage
• Am I insured for NEGLIGENT breakdown

• Have I financial help to REINSTATE lost

• Am I insured for FULL derangement

I Are programs I design covered by
PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY

•Am I insured for LEGAL EXPENSES re

copyright litigation

• Have I yet consulted the experts in

computer insurance

If the answer to any of these questions is

NO then contact us:

PETER DAVIES ASSOCIATES
Hi insurance pensions finance

29 Dalton Street, Cardiff CF2 4HB 0222 394277

All computers mainframe to micro, home and abroad

INTERFACES

SPECTRUM DISK

DRIVES

INTERACTIVE

INSTRUMENTS
ctive House

at Central Stri

0533 551594

AMOEBA
SOFTWARE
54 WALDEN AVENUE, CHISLEHURST, KENT

Telephone: 01-857 8999

LAZE BLAZE
Superb machine code action. Pit your beam against

the 2 beams of the computer. Race your opponent for

the random fuel dumps. For the very strong of heart,

battle to the death in the maze. 9 speed levels. Over
500 Options in this fast moving arena.

48K Spectrum. £5.95

TANKTRAX
A TWO player game to stretch your skill. Destroy your

opponents tank before he obliterates yours. Choose
the battlefield, fire over the mountains or select

foothills and have an eyeball to eyeball confrontation.

Sounds easy, but don't forget as in all real situations

weather plays an enormous part in success or failure.

This game is no exception. The wind must be allowed

for if you have no desire to blow yourself up.

Uses all the 48K memory of the Spectrum. £5.95

"Games that grow

lo AVCE6A SOFTWAHf S4 WALDEN AVENUE
CHISuEHURST KENT
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ALL IN
THE HEAD?

I ist P rint I d. drive

S ave W rite D irectory

Directory of B: ???????? ??? Page 2

STAT .COM BRAIN .COM MIKE .DOC DAVID .BRN

BILL .DOC WOODY .BRN VIV .DOC

122
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& For home or business the

IBM compatible
? ! ^ g\

Advance

16 Bit Micro-Computer

Under £350*

Languages Included

JKiffiE,

KS?

To Advance Technology UK Ltd . 8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8HB

Please send Model 86A. Micro-Computer & Keyboard I enclose £404.99 including VAT & Delivery

Please send Model 86B which includes Model 86A plus Expansion Box & Software. I enclose £1250 plus £187.50 VAT plus £10 Delivery

12BK expansion £125* VAT Cheque/Barclaycard/Access No.

Company

Address.

124-----------------------------
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dBEST.
dBASE II® is, quite

simply, the best-selling

database management
system made for any
computer, ever.

And because it is so

powerful yet so easy to

use, it has become the

standard for managing
data with a micro-

computer.

Over 150,000 users.

So far.

Doctors and lawyers, accountants and
salespeople, stockbrokers and students,

big businesses and small are all managing
their data better with dBASE II. All over

the country, around the world, users have

found thatdBASE II is the best solution to

all their information needs.

Knowledge is power.
With dBASE II, you can quickly and

easily create a full business information

system that does exactly what you need
done. A system that will handle today's

problems yet grow with you.

All ofyour data is at yourfingertipswith

dBASE II. Using simple English-like

commands, you add, delete, edit, display,

print and manipulate your information.

Once you've decided on whatyou want
done, you save the instructions so that

even your least experienced personnel

can perform the most complex business

functions with two words: Do Invoices,

Do Payroll, Do anything that needs to be

done.

A legend in its own time.

Already, books have been written about
it Hundreds of independent businesses

are based on it And other microcomputer
programs measure themselves against

dBASE II.

To see why, visit your nearestcomputer
dealer and ask for a demonstration. Then
take a package home and use it for 30

days. If it's not everything we said it was,

return it and get your money back.

But we think you'll keep it

Can over 1 50,000 users be wrong?
For the name ofyour nearest dBASE II

dealer, contact: Ashton-Tate (UK) Limited,

Cofferidge Close, Stony Stratford

MK1 1 1BY. Telephone: 0908 568866

AS1 ITON -WEB



situations. How do you

WhichPRINTER

^What COMPUTE
ro General the specialists for Printer Select!

Contact us for our expert advice on all your Interfacing problems f
not just a question of plug in and letsgo. Thereare now over200 different connector

that yourcomputer will accept the printer ofyourchoice? We at MicroGeneral
er foryour computer.

MICROLINE LOW COST PRINTERS
• UP to 25% faster thru-put than nearest rival.
• Near letter quality (92/93/84).•

' Ideal printer for business systems.
• High Res Graphics (92/93/84)

MicmllH SO BO cps ms
dlenllitlM 120 cps rtrs

Complete p»cki|i

msting
- HIM Include* High Bn monitor

twin disk - CUM includes High Res monitor

3 5 SONYDOUSLESIDEDMICRO FiOmOES 1 44 M&rlu

TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take advantage ofour

INTERFACING CONSULTANCY
—

INTERFACES & CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:
VIC 20
PET

SPECTRUM
ATARI
BBC

APPLE
NEW BRAIN

ORIC

DRAGON
COMMODORE 64

TANDY
SHARP

OSBORNE
SIRIUS
SAGE

and more!

EPSON MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON RX80T 100 cps £245+VAT

EPSON RX80F/T 100 cps E285+VAT

EPSON FX80 160 cps £385+¥AT

EPSON MX100 100 cps E4I5+VAT

EPSON FX100 160 cps £499+VAT

MICROLINE 80 tor SPECTRUM Microline 80, Interlace and Cable for

your SPECTRUM with SCREEN DUMP Software. 500 Sheets of Listing Paper.

icro Always call for the best possible price E33 Access/Visa

ene L3 1 Unit 25. Horseshoe Pk, Pangbourne. Berks RGB 7JW. Tel: (07357) 44B6
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The Alphalronic Personal Computer makes playing, learning
and working more fun. more fullfilling, more rewarding. But
when you put it to work, then it really means business. In

fact it's probably the cheapest way to access business
programmes through CP/M software.

The games first though — enough for the most ardent
player. Some just plug into a socket at the back, with their

own 16K Rom module. Others can be played from virtually

any cassette recorder. There are arcade games to sharpen

instruction and BASIC interpreter manual. \lp.

Now to business. The Alphatronic PC is unusual in nar
giving you low-cost access to a complete version of CP/M. 40
the world's most popular operating system for business
software. You just connect up one or two floppy disc drive* ies
and a printer, then you can run a whole host of new nat
management programs: office word processing, business ;tat

accounting packages and financial planning — the choice -,ou

tremendous.
reflexes and test imagination. Educational programmes to

increase knowledge, plus chess and other traditional games.
You'll benefit from the learning programs. There are

cassette instruction courses on writing programs in BASIC.
Other cassettes get you and your family off to a flying start

into skills like typing, household budgeting, tax returns and
investment management. And of course there's our own

The keyboard is a real delight compared with -njc

competitive models. There are very few confusing multi- or <,

function keys, and a really professional numeric keypad is

included. Six separate keys can be programmed and iam
Indexed for special routines. And the full alphanumeric
keyboard is just like a modern electronic typewriter.

You may recognise the keyboard, because the



i try the Alphatronic PC.

TRIUMPH-ADLER
jmited, 27 Goswell Road, London, EC1M 7AJ.

PC means business



LOOKING FOR
A FIX?

WHAT SHOULD YOUDO WHEN YOURMICRO SYSTEM BLOWS



DataFile

USEFUL ADDRESSES:

A N Electronic,

1 30B North Lane,

Aldershot, Hants.

Tel: (0252) 25608.

IMicros and Peripherals.)

Astronics,

Unit 2, Eastern Industrial

Jackson Close, Cosham,

Portsmouth, Hants

P06 1 QW.
Tel: (0705) 3266223.

(CBM, BBC, Dragon,

Lynx, Oric.)

Atlantic,

217 Devonshire Road,

Forest Hill,

London SE23 3NJ.

Tel: (01) 291 2223.

(Sirius, Superbrain,

Televideo.)

Cable and Wireless,

21 Glasshill Street,

London SE1.

Tel: (01) 261 1712.

(IBM.)

Compulence,

Warwick Chambers,

1 4 Corporation Street,

Birmingham B2 4RN.

Tel: (021)643 7113.

(Warranties.)

CDS,

Downham Road,

Ramsden Heath,

Billericay, Essex

CM11 1PU.

Tel: (0268)710292.
(Apple, IBM, Sirius.)

Computer Field

Maintenance,

Excell House, Trust

Industrial Estate,

Wilbury, Hltchln,

Herts.

Tel: (0462)51511.

(AHmakes.)

Computercare,

1 3 Redcross Street, Old

Market, Bristol BS2 0BA.

Tel: (0272) 25183.

(Apple, IBM.)

Computer Terminal

Bryant House, Bryant

Strood, Kent.

Tel: (0634) 724333.
(Apple.)

DTT Maintenance,

58-64 Northfleld Road,

Kings Norton,

Birmingham B30 1 JH.

Tel: (02 1)459 5959.

(Apple, BBC, IBM,

Osborne, Sirius,

Superbrain.)

Data Type,

Llantamam House, 1 04
Llantamam Industrial

Park, Cwmbran, Gwent.

Tel: (0633) 71 177.

(BBC.)

GCS Bus Shop,

1 3 Mount Road,

Hanworth, Feltham,

Middx TW13 6JG.

Tel: (01) 898 5251.

(ApprovedApple, NEC,

Sarje.)

Halls,

Town Road, Stoke-on-

Trent, Staffs.

Tel: (0782) 280251.

(Apple, CBM, IBM,

Sharp.)

Station Road,

Tel: (0249)813771.

(RML, Winchester Disks.)

Micro System

Maintenance,

Unit 1 6, Westmead
Industrial Estate,

Westlea, Swindon, Wilts.

Tel: (0793) 45346.
(Apple, BBC, CBM,

Epson, Sinclair, Torch.)

North Amber,
Canberry House,

Tolworth Close,

Toiworth, Surrey.

Tel: (01 ) 390 4074.

(Printers, Epson,

Osborne.)

Prism Micro Care,

Wellington House,

Ashford Road,

Maidstone, Kent.

Tel: (0622) 571 61.

(Warranties.)

Q-Com Computers,

Bristol Street,

Birmingham B5 7AS.

Tel: (021)622 7165.
IApple, BBC, CBM, Sirius,

Superbrain, Televldeo.)

School Lane, Chandlers

Ford, Hants S05 3YY.

Tel: (04215) 66321.

(Fortune, IBM PC, Sirius.)

Screencare,

263 Lower Addiscombe Rd,

Croydon CR0 6RD.

Tel: (01) 654 9538.

(Cleaning.)

Telemaintenance,

1—3 Ship Street,

Shoreham-by-Sea,

W Sussex BN4 5DH.
Tel: (0791 7) 61 444.

(Transtec.)

Terminal System

Four Lanes End,

Horsley Woodhouse,
Derby DE7 6AY.

Tel: (0332) 883333.

Trident Enterprises,

37 Linden House,

Common Road, Langley,

Slough, Bucks SL3 8TT.

Tel: (0753) 48785.
(CBM, Spectrum.)

TV Services,

Cheston Mill, Frenches

Road, Cambridge.

Tel: (0223) 358366.
(Sinclair.)

Peter Williams,

Williams House,

821 Woolwich Road,

London SE7 8LS.

Tel:,(01 1855 7104.
(Apple, CBM, Sharp, Sirius.) 133
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WHAT’S THE PRICE OF
IMPROVIHG YOUR

IBM PC?

£9.50.

'and unique magazine

I and ready-to-use programs

il to ensure you make Full use

i couple of new

i builds into a definitive

r special introductory price

oupon on this page. Send it to

Business Publications BV,

IW1A2HG.

: 53/55 FrIUi Street. LondonWIA 2HG.

I enclose a cheque made payable toVNU Business Publications BV.

Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners Card No:

I



XANAGRAMS
Over 5,000 permutations

. in this game of skill for all

DINKY DIGGER (Spectrum 16K/48K B

. ,
Electron CBM 64)

It's super-fast, furious and
as mpan as thpv rnme. As the temperature rises,

strange happenings begin

in Pengwyn's frozen world.

'B' Electron)
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Silver worth its

weight in gold.^ 48K Spectrum
SPECTEXT

This full word processor program, combines text

formatting and handling facilities with file main-
tenance and merging. In addition to letter and
report writing, this allows the user to maintain
files of (for example) addresses. The program
will then automatically fit these into relevant
positions in a stock letter.

* Prints to any line width on ZX or full size
printer. Includes software for Kempstone Hil-

derbay and Interface 1 ports.

Approved by Silver Reed for use with EX 43/
44 typewriters.

07 084713 4

PROFILE 2
A SPREADSHEET FILE HANDLING
SYSTEM FOR ONLY £13.95 inc VAT
An upgraded version of PROFILE 1, this file

handling system enables you to really use your
spectrum as a data management system for all

kinds of filing, record keeping, mailing lists,

indexes and catalogues. PROFILE 2 makes your
TV screen a window onto a giant spreadsheet
file. Each record occupies a single line.

* Makes full use of spectrum colour facilities

* Provides a complete range of functions, i.e.

entry, deletion, insertion, find, validate a
numeric field, total numeric fields etc.

* Prints out text mixed with sections from
records

* Fully definable field size and number
07 084741 X

Help cards: A postcard to send direct to
our software support service is enclosed if you
have any problems.

ORDER FORM

138

Please send further details

and software in this series.

McGraw-Hill Book Company (UK) Limited.
Maidenhead. Berkshire SL62QL, England.

BBC MICRO REPAIRS
by MICROFIX

ACORN AUTHORISED SERVICE CENTRE

We will repair your faulty BBC micro,

disc drive or monitor quickly and at

a reasonable charge. Most repairs

cost between £10 and £20.

We can also offer extended warranties

on all your equipment.

Send S.A.E. for full price list.

Phone 01-969 0819
or call in at

191 Freston Road,
(Latimer Road Tube)

London W10
and ask for Mark Duffill or Derek Mullings.

COMPUTER ANSWERS

THETFORD CB AND MICROS
THE THETFORD HOME COMPUTER

SERVICE CENTRE

Specialists in Spectrum maintenance
as well as all the home computers

NOW IN STOCK COMPUTER
HARDWARE

AND
SOFTWARE

including a SOUND EXTENDER
manufactured for the Spectrum

ONLY £8.95

For further information please
contact: Pete Auster on 0842 61645

Open 7 days a week
9.00 until 6.00 £££

THETFORD CB AND MICROS
21 GUILDHALL STREET

THETFORD, NORFOLK IP24 20T

_



Advanced Graphics with
the Sinclair ZX Spectrum,

bylO Angell and BJJones.
ee yourselfas the Miro of

micro graphics? Or per-

present some information pic-

torially? Whatever your

interest in computer-generated

pictures, you’ll probably find

something for you in Advanced
Graphics for the Sinclair ZX
Spectrum.

The first thing that should

be pointed out is that the

‘advanced’ in the title means
just that: many of the tech-

niques presented are very com-
plex and require a good knowl-

edge of maths if you're to

understand them. The auth-

ors’ style is rather dry at times,

and the book reads rather like a

textbook, which is really what

it is -the sheer quantity of

material covered necessarily

The book assumes a famili-

arity with Sinclair Basic, but

does start with a look at the

graphics-related features of the

language which are essential

for the rest of the text. Many of

these features are illustrated by
a game, which is fairly trivial,

but fun all thesame.

The next chapter turns to

more serious matters, looking

at the mapping of arbitrary

objects in two-dimensional

space to pixels on the screen.

Our introduction to two-

the form of routines to draw
polygonsand abstract patterns.

After this relatively inoc-

cuous beginningwemove on to

some pretty heavy co-ordinate

geometry. The topics covered

include the vector represen-

sions, and a very important

little routine which clips any
lines we might ask the com-
puter to draw, so that they

don’t go off the edge of the

The maths gets even harder

in the next chapter, where the

use of matrices to perform

transformations is introduced,

along with the techniques used

to draw complicated pictures

from simple building blocks.

All these techniques are later

extended to three-dimensions,

where the added complication

of projection from three to two

dimensions is required. If you

don't know the difference

between orthographic and per-

spective projections, you will

after reading this book.

Hidden-line algorithms, which

ensure that lines hidden

behind other objects don’t get

drawn, are also described.

One big advantage of this

book is the way the programs

arc presented. Not only are

they very clearly printed, but

they are also exceptionally well

written. The use of modular
techniques means that, even if

you don’t follow all the maths,

you should still get a good

overall idea of how the various

parts of the programs fit

together. Some of the routines

are very long, and will only

work on a 48K machine; there-

fore it’s something of a relief

that a cassette of the programs

from the book is available.

If the book contained just

the material described so far we
could recommend it as an

excellent, if necessarily math-
ematical, introduction to co-

ordinate geometry on a com-
puter; but there’s more than

just this. Also included is a

chapter on character graphics

which includesa complete util-

ity program to allow you to

design your own graphics

characters. Examples include a

’Mastermind’ program, and

one to drawa chessboard.
Then there’s a chapter on

diagrams and graphs which
covers histograms, pie charts

and line graphs -all with the

relevant programs. Finally

there is a chapter on advanced

programming techniques

which culminates in the design

ofa fairlycomplex video game.

The authors are to be con-

gratulated on producing a

really excellent book. They
cover an enormous range of

topics and include a large

number of useful programs.

Anyone who wants to go into

graphics in some depth would

do well to look into this book.

It contains just about all you
need to know to make the most
of the Spectrum’s graphic

abilities.

The BBC Micro
,
an expert

quide , by MikeJames.

Microcomputers are

rather more compli-

cated than most

domestic appliances. While

your toaster, hairdrierorTV set

comes with a slim instruction

pamphlet, this would hardly be

enough for even the simplest

micro. When your home com-
puter gets as complex as the

BBC Micro, you find that a

chunky User Guide ofover 500
pages is required.

But even this weighty tome
doesn’t cover everything you

might want to know: because it

has to start by assuming that

you know nothing about com-
puters, there just isn’t room to

give in-depth coverage ofall the

features of this excellent

machine. For the more exper-

ienced user who wants to go
beyond the straightforward use

ofBasic we now have ‘ The BBC
Micro,an expertguide'.

The book aims to cover the

more advanced features of the

BBC Micro, both the hardware
(which is rather neglected in the

User Guide), and the software

(because of this quite a

taken for granted). It is assumed

that the reader is already quite

familiar with microcomputing.

The acronyms, part numbers

and hexadecimal fly thick and

fast right from the start. There
isn’t even an introductory sec-

tion on binary and hex!
Because the author believes,

quite correctly, that a proper

appreciation of the micro can

only come through some under-

standingof the hardware, that is

where he starts. The
chapter gives a fairly detailed

overview of the main sections

within the computer. As well as

the CPU and memory, we find

sketches of the video section,

the serial interface and the vari-

ous parallel interface. Even this

fairly short treatment gives a

valuable insight into the hard-

ware, and makes some of the
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The BBC Micro, an Exper

Guide f158 pages) by
Mike James, is publishet
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The emphasis on software

continues in the next chapter i

with a look at the Machine 1

Operating System (MOS). The i

MOS is a collection of subrou- '

tines, nearly as large as Basic, i

which can be called by the user.

way via the MOS, the user is
'

insulated from future hardware

or software changes.

As well as the simple use of i

these routines, this chapter also 1

Although he warns of

dangers of POKEing .

with the hardware register

.c programmer might find

the going a bit tough. For thost

already familiar with Assembly

either for the6502orsome othei

machine, there should bi

The first of the two chapters

with the MOS calls pro-

techniques i

: of the To help you

.•re is a program to help you

eriment with envelopes. But

n there are also hardwat

til for those of us who can

p our sticky fingers o

internal registers. Simili

details of the A to D convent

and user port are provided i

the chapter on interfacini

These are the only types mec

The last two chapters look a

s plenty of very useful

>1 in this book. It’s not

: word on the BBC m:

pens will find plent

APPEARING NOW ON THE BBC

BBC Micro Programs in BASIC
Derrick Dairies

Hare is a bumper collection ol 27 games progr

lacilities ol the BBC Micro. The games will run’

presents an absorbing variety of progr

torpedoes . . even

B or Model A with upgrade. Derrick Daines

.- ybu can run horse races, play word games, shoot

role ol Moses leading his people to the Promised Land! Each program is

vorks, how to play it, the effects produced, and a list of variables used.

0408014156 £5.95

Exploiting BBC BASIC
A P Stephenson and D J Stephenson

This book has been written to complement the User Guide provided with the BBC Micro; its purpose is

to emphasise the power of BBC BASIC and to show how the machine can be put to serious use. The

book concentrates on the special strengths of BBC BASIC, comparison and explanation of the difterenl

modes available with the machine, structured programming, applications, storing and retrieving

information, and the sound and animation facilities.

Sottcover 176pages 040801437 7 £6.95

Cassette 1 0 40800972 I £6.90 (incl VAT)

Cassette2 0 40800973X £6.90 (inct VAT)

Available from all good booksellers

jlewnes Technical Books Borough Green, Sevenoaics, Kent TN15 8PH
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THEBIGGER THEYCOME
T

his month's Legal File

features a computer
horror story of truly

aweful dimensions. At the

heart of it is a Southsea firm of

registered insurance brokers,

who last May purchased about

£14,000 worth of 1CL multi-

user computer hardware from

a local systems house. It also

bought software to look after

their client files, unit trust

investment activities, motor,

generaland lifeassurancework.

Now in terms of the current

capabilities of computer

systems, there is no reason on

earth why such a configur-

ation should not have provided

the brokers with a more than

adequate service, but unfortu-

nately -in the words of the

firm's principal - they ‘have

had no satisfaction right from
the very beginning’ and are

now ina terrible mess. Here are

just some of the problems they

have encountered

:

ODespitc specifying a 10Mb
hard disk unit, the brokers firm

was initially supplied with a

5Mb system, and then put to

the considerable trouble of

having to reload all their data

when the 10Mb unit eventually

OThe floppy disk drive

repeatedly rejected secured

disks,and every systems-house

engineer who came to examine

the problem gave a different

and contradictory explanation

for the fault.

DOn s

reached the conclusion that the

time for negotiation is now
overand that litigation is possi-

bly the only way to reach a

settlement. But this in turn

raises a number of further

problems.

Should they sue ICL if the

system’s poor performance is

due-as it might appear -to
defective ICL hardware? Or
should the systems house bear

the brunt of the blame? With
regard to this, the reply must
be sue the systems house, as it

than 50 per cent of the client

files disappear without a trace

into the system and can only be

recovered via the firm’s

secured disks.

OThe systems ’house have

provided ‘the most dreadful

service imaginable’, sometimes
taking up to six days to reply to

an urgent telephone call for

ODespite being sold a life

assurance program back in

May, seven months later that

systems house had still not

even got around to writing it.

OOn top of all this, the firm

now finds itself caught in the

middle of a demarkation dis-

pute between ICL and the

systems house with regard to

the responsiblity for the faults.

Needless to say the firm is far

from happy and is seriously

considering not having any-

thing further to do with new
technology/computcrs. On a

more serious note, it has also

So what sort of action and
what sort of remedy should the

brokers pursue? Quite simply,

when a company contracts to

sell you an article designed to

perform a specific task and it

fails to do so, the supplier is in

breach of contract and the

buyer is entitled to sue for

damages -in other words,

financial compensation. In a

case like this the measure for

damages would probably be
the cost of getting the system

put right by a third party, plus

wasted by the members of the

broking firm (since last May) in

trying to load data and get the

system up and running.

In addition, it may well be
that because of the gravity of

the case and the total lack of

satisfaction they have received,

the brokers may also be able to

claim the remedy of ‘re-

scission’. This means that the

whole contract is scrapped, the

systems house get its computer
back and the brokers firm get

its money returned.

The brokers’ allegations that

the systems house have con-

sistently provided a poor ser-

is certainly good material

a the se

broking firm formed it’s con-

tract. In law this is known as

the doctrine of ‘privity of con-

tract’. Admittedly the system

house may in turn blame ICL,
but that is a matter for them to

sort out between themselves

evidenceof its inefficiency, but

it may not provide a separate

course of action in itself. If

however the brokers have a

separate maintenance and ser-

vice agreement with the

systems house, or if the ques-

tion of service was specifically

mentioned in the terms and
conditions of the original con-
tract of sale, this may consti-

tute another ground for suing

for breach ofcontract.

Then there is the question of

the system house’s failure to

produce a life assurance pro-

gram. As this was one of the

reasons why the brokers chose

this particular system in the

first place, it would appear that

the systems house are also

capable of ‘misrepresentation’,
which means that the brokers

were only induced to enter into

the contract in the first place on
the strengthsofpromiseswhich
were subsequently found to be
untrue. One again this legal

‘wrong’ entitles the brokers to

sue for damages and/or re-

Finally -although given

their misfortune it seems hard

to believe, so you can only

admire their pluck- the

brokers firm wants advice on
where it might be able to find

assistance on selecting a decent

computer system for it’s office

(or at least be given advice on
what they can do to improve
theirpresent system).

Probably the best bet here

would be to contact an inde-

pendent computer consultant

on this problem. The Associ-

ation of Professional Com-
puter Consultants can provide

assistance on this score. Some
of it’s members are also quali-

fied to give impartial advice as

‘expert witnesses’ on the suit-

ability of a system with a view

to pending litigation, so too can

a commercial organisation

called DBA Computer Scr-

To sum up then, the brokers

would Iprima facie) certainly

seem to have plenty of causes

for legal action, for breach of
contractand misrepresentation

against the systems house.

Furthermore, they stand a very
good chance of being awarded

a substantial amount in

damages.
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UsefulAddresses:

Association of Professional

Computer Consultants,

109 Baker Street, LondonW

I

Tel; 1011 2357292.

DBA Computer Services,

1 1 West Halkin Street.

London SWI.
Tel; (01) 235 1466. 14
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SPEED UP ANY BASIC PROGRAM
WITH OUR COMPILERS
Up to 40 times speed increase, reduced program size.

St«#P? PASCAL iSWWIC
Quality ZX SPECTRUM* Software

HISOFT PASCAL 4T
latch Hisoft's Pascal" . . . Using the Spectrum Micro — Autumn 1983
any Spectrum programmer . . . -David Bolton ZX COMPUTING Aug Sept 1983
- vertul and virtually full implementation ol Standard Pascal.

~
all. structured programs .

—

1 —
' ' ~

' ml Hisoft F

m

. inclusive
SHARP MZ700 etc) £35 plus VAT

Hisoft Pascal 4D. many disk formats E46 Inc.
(ZX SPECTRUM) El 4 inclusive
(NewBrain) E25 Inclusive

--STOP PRESS-— Hisoft Pascal for the SPECTRUM now comes cor
allowing fast and easy production of complex graphic displays.
Hisoft Pascal and Hisoft Davpac also available on ZX Microdrive, please i^ HISOFT

i ) 13 Gooseacre, Cheddlngton
Leighton Buzzard. Beds. LU7 OSR

Tel: (0296)
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NOW A TRUE SPREADSHEET, FUNCTION GRAPHING, EQUATION
SOLVING, DIFFERENTIAL PLOTTING, INTEGRAL FINDING,
GRAPH MANIPULATING, MATHS TEACHING PACKAGE IS AVAILABLE.

7f(«) dx WllT a,b -2,-1

\ X./1 /-7^ytKp^4 5

/f(X) dx—0.675987
re ^

it's called Cartesian wo it's i*re fin than a gak.

HIGH RESCUmON GRAPHICS WO EXCELLENT DCOIENTATION ICAN

THAT IN A MKT THE 101 SOJLD ABSORB NET CF TT£ COWEPTS

RELATING TO CALCULUS WO TTC SO.UTICN CF POLYNMALS.

RENTH N STARTS...

fw BBC ‘B’ & APPLE lie,

Cartesian cces re following:

* HAIO.ES TRANSCEIOENTAL FUNCTIONS. CIIO.ES. aiPSES, PaYNMIWS.

* GRAPHS FUCTICN TO EXTREKLY HIGH (K LOW VALUES CF X AXIS

* PLOTS DIFFERENTIAL CURVE IN CONJLNCTICN WITH PRIWRY.

* EXTRACTS ROOTS PRECISELY USING (CWICN RAPHSCK METHOD.

* MAGNIFIES CURVES FOR FIfE DETAIL EXAMINATION.

* CETERMINES DEFINITE INTEGRAL (area ureter curve).

* SCLVES COPLEX EQUATIONS.

* BRINGS WITH IT AN T8 PAGE BCCKLET VHICH IS WELL VRITTEN

AIO EXPLAINS ALL DE IM3ERLYING miWMATICW. PRINCIPLES.

* SPREA09EET FEATIRE ALLOWS ALMOST IPFINITE TRAVEL UP CR

OCMITTC X AXIS.

Price : cassette £24-90 01* £27-75 ini. pip.

pi |TE M 7 Findrum, Convoy,
software Ca Donegal, Irelar

K NI 0)

MAIL CROER TELEPHCAE 01

Ca Donegal, Ireland.

Dealers vtio are inta-ested In hi^t quality educational software sh

53 74 22286 BARCLEYCARD (visa)

53 74 22025 t. ACCESS VELOTE.

COMPUTER
EXTENDED

WARRANTEES
In days gone by when a computer filled a
room 12' x 12' and it took 2 engineers 2
days to find, let alone cure the fault it was
probably justified to charge 10-15% on a
maintenance contract. IS IT NOW?

Extend your computers warrantee for an
extra 12 months, (renewable) for approxi-
mately 5%.

Write orphone
for details to:

COMPUTENCE LIMITED

Warwick Chambers
14 Corporation Street

Birmingham B2 4RN
Tel: (0299)21656
Telex: 334264

COfTlPUTEflCE

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

DUCKWORTH
HOME COMPUTING

Write in tor a descriptive leaflet (with details ofcassettes).

DUCKWORTH
The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent London NW1 7E

Tel: 01-483 3484'
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The latest addition to the Prism range ofmodems is theModem 2000 above. It willform
part ofpackagesfor the Sirius and IBM PC. The modem should allow both 12001 75 and

12001 1200 (halfduplex) communications.

The next development will

be to restrict the board (CABB)

a password* before gaining full

access. If this happens just

<CR > to the password ques-

tion, fill in the questionnaire

and then call back later to see if

you have been registered. We
stress this is only to keep out

that we should thank all those

responsible for getting TBBS
going. This includes Tandy,

Cumana for their superb disk

drives, Westrex of London
NW2 for the Epson printer,

Molimerx for the latest version

of LDOS and Ebert Personal

Computers for the excellent

TBBS software. Our thanks

also to Peter Tootill, John

Nolan, Leo Knaggs, Trevor

Smith, Fred Brown, Andy
Hood and all the others too

given advice and encourage-

CALUNC ALL PRISM

[

VTX5000 OWNERS!
Spectrum enthusiast Stephen

Gold has at last discovered how
to make the Micronct adapter

for the Sinclair Spectrum

(Prism’s VTX5000) work as a

1200/75 baud modem using the

existing software in ROM.
Power up the Prism as usual.

Ensure the mode switch is set

to M/Net. Press the appropri-

is displayed. Dial up the 1200/

75 baud database you wish to

access. When the host com-
puter’s modem answers, flick

light should come on). Replace

telephone handset. Select

the title page should appear. If

not try send a few V charac-

ters. We tried it and it worked.

Here are a few databases for

you to try this on:-

C-view- Tel: (0702) 546373

Password: any OPTEL-Tel:

(0908) 653911 password

0000000000 pub Viewdata

SW - Tel: (0752) 661866 pass-

word654321 6421

More databases and useful

the Micronet pages which

Stephen edits. Use your Prism

*800651102/*. This won't work
for CABB as it is not Prestel

compatible.
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StarBASE...
anewdatabase

StarBASE...
fortheBBC

GCC (Cambridge) Limited
66 High Street Sawston, Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330/834641
Telex: 81594 SAWCOM

E3S

SUSSB00I
2nd edition

U the user specifically wishes to connect a

microcomputer to theOCTET or HERMIT

COMPUTER ANSWERS



VALUE VALUE VALUE

lisiS" SpSSE
SSS8B"
sssss*' SS3S3S:

lllaM »,,/». s„„Oi

ya»]*xh;19isw

»ik
COMMODORE 64

SOFTWARE

/.ASff? STRIKE
DISC £10.50, CASS £7.50, POSTERS £2.50

HIGH QUALITY

PROGRAMS REQUIRED

ISIS HATHOR

R+E| CDUIPUTERHIRRE
4/.Z. THE BESTFROMA+G*

NHfS^s^,S3»e;,s5;r,rK
'nd"'“s,g.S;gX‘*“

’“SEKiM 11

F

'pfease add V^T-To alS totals^
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PRINTOUT
AMBER £400

MATRIX PRINTER
LOW RUNNING COST USING

PLAIN PAPER
USED WITH MANY COMPUTERS
INCLUDING BBC.UKt01 .ATOM
DRAGON.NEUBRAIN,ATARI

,

£ 78
+VAT i, £2.95 P8.P

Or for details send a
large SAE to’

LETHJLBY NUMBERING SYSTEMS LTD.

Central Way
Walworth Indus!

Andover
Hampshire SP10 SAL

E3

POOLSWINNER
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM

PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but NOSCORES.
AWAYS and HOMES

IT WORKS

EASY TO USE

DATABASE

NEW ORIGINAL GAMES
FOR THE COMMODORE 64

• NIGHTMARE PARK IS in lacl a compendium ol

PRICE £7.99

• DOTS & BOXES Is^an imelligenl^am. where the

most boxas whilst skillully minimising Ihe number ol boxes given

PRICE £6.95

• HEXAPAWN For strategic and persistent play. The

opponent (computer) has no Initial strategy bi

• CHOPPER LAND v

£5.95

S (BI. COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, SPECTRUM
(4BKJ, ZXB1 (16K). ATARI (48KI

CIS (all Inclusive)

SflM Software 1^1

Send Cheques/PO:

A.R. SOFTWARE
86 Avonbrae Crescent
Hamilton Scotland

Tel: 0698 282036

DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

COMPUTER ANSWERS APRIL, 1984
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mmst
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'SANYO
•MICROVITEC
•FIDELITY
•PHOENIX

£199HT

|
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

YOUR CONTACTS AT AKHTER ARE

raKEs^
.

'

‘

COMPLETE WORDPROCESSING
SYSTEMS

INCLUDING DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
From £695 * VAT

,,x

ORDERING INFORMATION:

coctiputer group
' ”

RPiHTER

HARLOW
R
ESSEX

L
CM20 2HU U K OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-6.30pm, SAT 10am-5pm



COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
sut (Stock Light Me • o.o.loble lor VIC-20, CBM44, BSC/B)
comes complete with three freegomes - AcSees On TV! £29.95

Stock lighten r- (available lor VIC-20. CBM64. BflC/B. Alon
400/80(5 supplied with one free game on cassette £2*75

Other gomes ore crvoiloble, titles include:-Othello. Life, Go.
DcouqMs. lost in the labyrinth. Crossword Twister, Shuffler,

Seek* Destroy and Simon, cock game costs £5.75

Stock 4-slot Motherhood (switched) £33.35
Slock Utility Cartridges:-

For cossette based systems:- Arrow (Taolkit/FostCosselte) £33.35
Arrow Plus |os Arrow with Assembler) £44.85

For disk based systems:- Help (Toolkit/Monitor/Disassembler^

Super Help (os Help with DOS/Assemblerl M0.25
These products ovarloble for CBM64 only

Stock Aerdogue Joystick {available lor VIC-20, CBMA4. 88081.
B80B only £13*0 V1G20/CBM64 only £1495

Stock Storeboard (memocy expansion systeml

Ik Ranpack (or use wilh Stock Storeboard 130.70

4k laupock C10.35

Stock 4-slot Motherboard Iswildted) £27.40

Slock 3k 'Hikes' Memory Cortndge £1150
V1C/P£T Rom Emulator Pockoge £57.50

Vrdrit 2 |P'ogtommersA.ds/Ht Res Commands) Cortndge £32.20

Viddt 4 [High Speed Cossetle/M^Monitor) Cartridge £76.45

Vkkd
5 JFor use wnh^vaihTjKovtoes Assembler

* VidDB ovaloWe to Epronrs only suWroct £1035 (roe obote*
Stock Rara'ttfom Cottier (tokes 7 Roms * 31 Rom) £930

These products ore available lot the VIC-20 only.

StockDuskovers
VIC-20/CBM64 Computer £2.00
C2N.'T 530 Cassette Deck £1.75

1540/1530 Disk Drive £3*5

1574 Prime' £6.90

BBC (A or 8} £2.90S& i
RS232 Interface Cartridge £3335
IEEE-4418 Interface CcdAdgn £62.10

Centronics Interface £20.70

These products arailahle for VIC-20 and CBA464

1
BBC Epson £18.40

Other cables available on request

Slock Data Cassettes C12/CI5 £0.55
| |

* Jl' . .a -rpos age onheBBCB^^

sindai— commodore mfTJ[fj

atari Spectrum a complete range of peripherals from just one source! dff

Please send me a Free brochure, price list and fhe

address of my nearest stockist. Ln. is fh {

J

Address

E. & O.E.

COMPUTER CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

A sound deal for software publishers.

If you are a software publisher and require high
quality cassette duplication at very competitive
prices, then you should be talking to Spool.
Spool Ltd. is a modern high speed, high quality

cassette duplication plant, using dedicated data
duplication systems, which can duplicate
software for all computers with cassette storage,
and of course our service also includes side

labels, insert cards, and library cases to your
requirements.

We can supply as little as 200 or up to 50K
cassettes per week, and blank computer grade
cassettes of any length under your own brand

unlabeled, can be supplied. We have

hardware manufacturers and many small :

publishers, where our professonal services and
technical excellence are of paramount impor-
tance in promoting their own product image.

Contact Roy Varley on 051-709 6288

I Data Duplication Technology
I Spool Ltd., Mulberry House,

I I Canning Place, Liverpool LI 8JB

151
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Back Issues
\

ISSUE 1
(Nov/Dec 1982):

Ifyou want a copy ofan article

page for address) marking the

envelope 'Copy service'. Wc
will send you photo copies of

the appropriate pages. Jupiter

Ace, DEC Rainbow, Commo-
dore 64 (reviews); ZX81 up-

grade; 8/16 bit choice; Z80
cards; ASCII code; Program

swapping; I/O concepts;

Printer plug-in; Assembler

course (introduction); Program

generators; Basic queries;

Graphics; Communications;

Database management sys-

tems; The UCSD p-system;

Multi-user systems; CP/M
utilities; Bad-quality software.

ISSUE 2
(Jan/Feb 1983);

CP/M Plus (CP/M facelift);

Memory (RAMs and ROMs
explained); Baud explained;

Configurations (WordStar on
Epson); Program editors;

Assembler course (part I); List

sorting program; Program con-

currency; CP/M revealed;

Computer Answers File

No 1: Home Computing
(domestic applications); Word-
processing advice; Communi-
cations modems; Maintenance;

Sales talk; Legal File (mainten-

ance agreement small print).

ISSUE 3
(March/April 1983);

VisiOn and Lisa (reviews);

Torch upgrading (the Tube);

Changing print characters;

Z80 workhouse; Assembler
course (part 2); APL program
language; CP/M utilities and
corrupted disks.

Sinclair Clinic; Systems

expertise; Beware of selling

hype (‘relational databases’);

Business graphics (principals);

Stargazing and biorhythmic

software; Copyright clauses;

Budget micros; Micro manu-
facturers answer back; Rent-

ing software; Legal File

(piracy problems).

ISSUE 4 (May 1983):

Sage IV (review); Microflop-

pies; Data preservation; Apple

lie (review); Government’s
choice of micros; Monitors;

Slide-show controlling; Digital

input; Random numbers;
Assembler (part 3); Professional

152
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Missedan issue? Starved ofthat vital information? Need tofill a hole inyour micro
database? Don't despair - back issues ofComputer Answers are only asfar asyour

localpost box. Here’s a complete run-down ofwhatyou might have missed . .

.

Dragon and Texas
Clinic; Making music on
micros; Spreadsheets (Plan-

ner-Calc); Business graphics

(practice); Toolkits; Ergono-
mics: Legal File (small claims

ISSUE 5 (June 1983):

Pinball Construction Set (re-

view); VisiWord (review);

micro’s muscles); IBM
Clones; Buses; Data struc-

tures; WordStar Workshop
(part 1); Number base conver-

sion; Random numbers; Gw
Basic; BBC Clinic; Business

Operating System; Horserace

Forecast Package (review);

MasterCalc (review); Class-

room computing; Games
simulation; Software security;

Setting up (selling your own
software); Legal File (defauit-

ISSUE 6 (July 1983):

New Osborne Executive (re-

view); Lotus 1-2-3 integrated

software package (review);

User-friendly software; ‘Tur-

tle’ conversion job; Com-
munications (file transfer-

ence); Commodore Clinic;

Lisp language; WordStar
Workshop (part 2); CP/M
supervisors; Computer aided

Plan); Micros in the music

holidays.

"SUr

.

ISSUE 7(August 1983):

System speed; Choosing a

sion; Preserving on Proms and

Eproms; 'Turtle' conversion

(Part 2); Assembler course

(final part); Programmers Ten
Commandments; WordStar
Workshop (part 3); Atari

Clinic;

Exploiting Operating Sys-

databases (reviews); Computer
Aided Learning (CAL); Pilot

(CAL language); Data
management; Selling your

programs to companies; Legal

File: the intricacies of copy-

right.

ISSUE 8
(September 1983):

AMS 3 inch microdisks (re-

File No 2: Interfaces;

Making 3D images; WordStar
Workshop (part 4); dBase II

Workshop; Numbers; Recur-
sion; Game of Life; Program-

ming logic statements; Data

compaction; Apple Clinic;

Microsystem’s insides; BCPL
(language); Speech synthesis

and recognition; Spreadsheet

formulation; micros in

schools; Abstract computer
Art; High street retailers;

Legal file: the cost of going to

ISSUE 9 (October 1983):

Colne’s Armdroid robot (re-

view); Advanced VisiCalc;

Coping with cassettes; Tandy
100 versus Epson HX20;
Translating Basic into

Assembler; Data Program-
ming; WordStar Workshop
(part 5); dBase II Workshop
(part 2); Bill Budge interview;

True Random Number Gen-

Logo (language); CP/M
Clinic; Probing the processor;

micro-designing computer;

database reviews; Spreadsheet

graphics on Rock albums;

Disk prices; Legal File:

customer/dealer disputes

.

ISSUE lO
(November 1983):

ACT Apricot (review); Hard
disks (overview); The Sord

M5/CGL M5 (review); Spec-

trum expansion (add-ons); Vic

port project (Rs232 card);

Break into Barcodes; Getting

RAM; Wordstar Workshop
(part 6); Tandy, Dragon,
Genie CUnic.
Memory Mapping; Periph-

eral chips; MSX Compati-

bility; War games (reviews);

An Epson in Turkey (roadtest

exotique); Keyboard trainers;

Computer training courses;

Brixton ITeC (Econet); Buy-
ing second hand systems;

Legal File (problems of setting

ISSUE 1 1
(December 1983):

New generation of cheap

system; Disk benchmarking

test; Mice-like inputting

ware; Using arrays; Seymour
(‘Logo’) Papert (interview);

Programmers Workshop
(‘Wolf Fence Algorithm’/‘In-

strumentation’); Worms; Sin-

clair Clinic; Device drivers;

Bulledn boards; dBase version

2.4 (‘dBase III'); Spreadsheet

DIF facility; Choosing a user

group; Correspondence course

in computing; GOSH - the

Guild Of Software Houses;

(Also incorporaung the

Computer Answers Up-
grade Supplement (gratis),

which contains full informadon

on the upgrading possibilities

of the 13 most popular micro-

ISSUE 1 2
(January 1984):

Elan Enterprise; Atari 600XL;
Spectravideo; Cheap daisy-

'83; Personal CP/M; Convert-

ing one Basic into another;

BBC/Electron CUnic
Cassette editors and

Bank Street Writer word pro-

cessor; Reflexive VisiCalc;

Start your own user group;

Furniture to keep your micro

ISSUE 1 3
(February 1984):

Inside the Oric ROM; IBM
PC jr; Joysticks; Scope (games

writer); Instructional games
videos; special effects from
dot-matrix printers; Interlace

1 problems; Beyond Basic;

Getting Sound Effects; Game
of Go (Part 1); Game of Nim
(Part 1); Programmers Work-
shop: speeding up; Commo-
dore 64/Vic 20 Clinic;

Microcache package; Business

databases; Everyman database

package; Disk corruption;

Cassette duplication; Second-

hand peripherals; Setting-up a

bulletin board; Legal File:

ISSUE 14
(March 1984):

Memotech MTX; Dragon 64;

Vic 20 add-on boards; adven-

ture game writing packages;

fancy fonts for the BBC;
RS232 interface revealed;

Bluff (game); Go (Part 2);

BBC disk file expansion; Nim
(Part 2); Fog Index (game);

Wordwhizz (game); Assembler

Workshop; Basic Workshop;
Spectrum/ZX81 Clinic;

Operating systems; Business:



Data File

We reveal the winner ofour Cypher
competition, and the full solution. Plus
beefed up version ofthe encyphering
program, so you can exchange super-sei
messages with your friends.

espondent reports back
cw generation ofMSX
that there’s much worth

Your questions answered on the
Commodore Vic and 64, plus a gs
will run on two Vies connected together,
upgrading the 64, and converting Vic
programs to run on the 64.

We review the powerful new games
designing program from Melbourne House,
publisher ofthe standard-setting Hobbit

ist a set ofprograms that will enable The 68008 chip is set to offer a new order of
Spectrum users to generate hi-res machine processing power, thanks to the Sinclair

graphics and animate them. QL. We measure the difference it will make.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Future-proofyour micro knowledge by taking out a
subscription to Computer Answers - just £8.50 for 12
issues.

BACK ISSUES AND BINDERS
Your past issues of Computer Answers will be a constant
source ofhints, tips, ideas, solutions, and entertainment in
times to come, so best keep them in good order and repair
by sending offfor a Computer Answers binder. Each binder
holds a year’s issues and costs only £3.50, including postage
and packing.

Please allow 21 days for deli'

at £3.50 ea

layable to VNU Bi

Card.

I I I

\PR1L,VNU Business Publications. :t, London W1A 2HG.
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PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THE NEW

Roland i DXY-800/DXY-101

FUTURE MUSIC
10 BADDOW ROAD, CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX. Tel: 0245 352490

High-Speed X-Y Plotters Operable at 60 ° Incline

• These flatbed X-Y plotters, the most compact units of their

kind, have an effective plotting range 360mm x 260mm.
• Roland'DG X-Y plotters can operate on incline up to 60°.

• They achieve a maximum plotting speed of 180mm/
sec., very high for this type of plotter, and have a
selection of 2 speed settings to best support the
type of pen and paper used.

• The multi-pen model is provided with 8 different

color pens. In addition, 4 pen holders included
can utilize usual type of pens on the market.

• Roland DG X-Y plotters are featured with a
variety of command applications: vector com-
mands, character commands, graphic
commands, and pen exchange commands
(for the DXY-800).

• The RS-232C Serial and Centronics parallel

interfaces are standard fixtures.

• The DXY-800 comes with paper holder or
easy paper setting.

• A full compatible with IBM PC.

• With DC pack type power supply.

£599

Outstanding

features at

affordable prices

and compatible with the following

software

£460

COMPUTER ANSWERS



A NEW IMPROVED
ZX81 KEYBOARD ATTHE SAME

OLD PRICE.£&95:

There’s only one thing wrong with the

ZX8L Its keyboard.

Or rather its lack of one.

Since it’s flat your fingers dpn’t feel as if

there’s any response to the pressure put on
the keys.

/ \
ZX81KEYS FILESIXTYKEYS

In other words, you’re not quite sure

which keys you've pressed until the screen

actually tells you.

Our new, improved push button keyboard
changes all that.

It matches the ZX81 perfectly. And the

keys give a real calculator-type feel.

To set it up all you have to do is peel offthe

adhesive backing and stick it on top of the

ZX81 touchpad.

Because no tampering or soldering is

involved the guarantee is not affected. And
will last for up to 3/2 million operations.

But our keyboard doesn’t just come
loaded with features. With it comes a separate

overlay and a set of coloured stick-on labels to

make game playing easier.

Its yours for the original price of £9.95.

Whichever way you look at it, we think

you’ll agree that its a keyboard thats quite

outstanding.

I Orders to Filesixty Ltd., FREEPOST, London W9 2BR I

I Cheques/PO made payable to Filesixty Ltd.

I

Please send me (qty.) Keyboards at £9.95 each
I (including VAT and P&P).

I Total£
|

|
Name

ock capital!

Address

Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, LondonW9 2AN, England. Tel: 01-289 3059. Telex: 268 048 EXTLDN G 4087. 155
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If you have been waiting for printer

prices to fall THE WAIT IS OVER !!

SHINWA CTI CP80 IDEAL FOR

The most popular 80 CPS Matrix Printer available

!

Designed to be Epson compatible, with all

the same features.

* FRICTION & TRACTOR AS STANDARD
* 80 CPS * BI-DIRECTIONAL, LOGIC
SEEKING * TRUE DESCENDERS
* HI-RES BIT IMAGE + BLOCK GRAPHIC
PRINTOUTMODES * SUB & SUPER SCRIPTS
* ITALIC PRINTING * AUTO UNDERLINING
* CONDENSED AND EMPHASISED PRINTING
* EXPANDED AND DOUBLE STRIKE PRINTING
* COMPACT LIGHTWEIGHTDESIGN

DAISYSTEP 2000 IDEAL FOR QUALITY PRINTOUT

A new low cost, low noise, fully featured Daisywheel Printer.

* WORDSTAR COMPATIBLE * QUME COMPATIBLE RIBBONS AND
DAISYWHEELS * 20 CPS MAXIMUM * 10, 12, AND 1 5 CHARACTERS
PER INCH * PLATEN LENGTH: 13" * INTERFACE: PARALLEL -
CENTRONICS, OPTIONAL RS232 * WEIGHT: 9.5 kg.

Telephone

Tick box for details of Serial Interface options I I

Tick box for detailsofInstant Credit up to £1000 1 I

LIMITED
Enterprise House, 44 Terrace Road, Walton-on-Thames,

Surrey. KT1 2 2SD Tel: 09322 42777

/ enclose my cheque no. for

I'.'eos t charge my An ess iBarclo/card Card :Vo

Signature..

C!_
WELCOME



Compare our
prices for
1984

The Advanced User Guide for the BBC Micro:
Over 500 pages ol detailed informa- BBC computer. We sold over 1 0,000
tion on commands, programming, copies in 6 weeks; buy it and you'll

interfaces and hardware, including see why! Excellent value at £12.95
|

the complete circuit diagram of the

the advanced
USER GUIDE
FOR THE BBC MICRO

it
{
b 3

IK i:fi
Si Si

WAl-.DICKENSSHOLMES

Word-processing:
a complete

package for £899—
including VAT

Jt
Package comprises: BBC Model
B Microcomputer • TEAC disk
drive 100K • SHINWA CP80
printer, complete with cables,
ready to use.

TYPE ’N’ TALK
SPEECH COMPUTER
Developed and manulaclured in

Cambridge, the Type 'n' Talk is a
very powerful software package,
optimised to convert any text into

speech faster than it can be spoken.
Connected to any computer via an
RS232 or RS423 serial link, it allows

you to type in words or numbers
which are then spoken out loud over

a powerful speaker. All in all, an
amazing new concept in man/
machine communication. £171.35

PRINTERS
EPSON FX-80
EPSON RX-80FT
EPSON RX-80T
SEIKOSHA GP100A
SHINWA CP-80
JUKI 6100
BROTHER
Delivery charge: £6.00 per it

£395.00
£315.00
£275.00
£220.00
£275.00
£395.00

DISK DRIVES
1 00K TEAC Slimline, complete
with cables, etc. £155.00

200K TEAC 40/80 switchable.

complete with cables, etc. £1 90.00

400K TEAC/MITSUBISHI 40/80
switchable, complete with

cables, etc £250.00
Delivery charge: £6.00 per item

MONITORS
SANYO 14" green £86.31

KAGA 1 4" yellow El23.45

KAGA 1 4' green £1 08.00
KAGA 12’ colour £300.00

MISC. ITEMS
Printer cable for BBC
Disk drive signal cable BBC
Disk drive power cable BBC
Diskettes:

3MSS/DD set of 10

DS/DD set of 10

SS-96TPI set of 10

DS-96TPI set of 10

Delivery charge: £1.00 per Hem

£16.50

£7.75

£3.50

£5.95

BOOKS
Dragon 32
Over the Spectrum
Understanding your Spectrum

£7.95

Practical Programming for

the BBC £6.95
Creating Advanced Programming
for the BBC £6.95

, . .and many other books.

Cambridge
/Microcomputer

Centre
Distributors ol Computers & Computer Peripherals • Publishers

1 53-4 East Road, Cambridge CB1 1 DD
Telephone (0223) 355404 Telex 817445

APRIL, COMPUTER



DISKING means
business

DISKING MEANS BUSINESS
* FREE SOLIDBRASSLACQUER PEN for ALL Computer Us

Write or call (24hr answering) lor our General Price List. Nam
magazine and you will get your pen.

OUR business is here to serve VOUR business, and II you don't li

slickest and most reliableUK disk supplier - we ll refund your mor

FREE WITH EVERY TEN-PACK
OF DISKETTES FROM DISKING

1. SEE 10LIBRARY BOX
The Superb See 1 0 library

drspUying ten diskettes ,/Vr

CK .

NG
2. Disking COLOUR I

CODERS
multicoloured pack ol ten I

„na MAXELL -TheGold Standard
Maxell's newly packaged diskettes, consistently

A quality to match the best.

5V. DISKETTES
Certified lor Single OR Double Density48 tpi

media with hub ring

PRICES EXC VAT
10-40 50-90 100+

MD1-DS/S48lpi 24.90 23.90 22.90

MD2-DD/S48lpi 32.90 31.90 30.90

MD1-DDS'S96tpi 32.90 31.90 30.90

8 MD2-DDDS 96 tpi 42.90 41.90 40.90

H 48 tpi suitable for35 or 40 track

j{
96 tpi suitable tor 77 or80 track

0 1 0& 1 6 Hard Sector atsame prices

1 - 8 DISKETTES
8 PRICES EXC VAT
a 10-40 50-90 100 +

{j
FD1-128S/SS/D ... 29.90 28.90 27.90

1 ft FD1-XDSSD/D 34.90 33 90 32.90

|

FD2-XD D/S D/D . ..39.90 38.90 37.90

32 Hard Sector available atsame price

Dysan

0m
Dysan Qualify 1

® maintained - prices reduced

DYSAN
With new lower prices Dysan s impeccable 1

reputation is now a bargain Go on. spoil yourselll 1

5V. DISKETTES
Certified lor Single OR Double Density, and all 1

with Hub Ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT
10-40 50-90 100+ 1

104 IDS S48 tpi 2390 22.90 21.90 1 !

1 04/2D D/S48 tpi 34.90 33.90 32.90 1

204:1 DS/S 96 tpi 34.90 33.90 32.90 1

204/20 D/S96 tpi 42.90 41.90 40.90 I

48 tpi suitable for 35 or40 track

96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100*

3740/1 S/S S/D 29 90 28.90 27.90 1

3740ID S/SDO .32.90 31.90 30 90 1

3740/2DD.SD.D. .40.90 39.90 38.90 1

32 Hard Sector available at same price

PERFECT DATA' CLEANING KIT

In our experience the only cleaning kll lhal really

Part No: Description Price

CK5 ForSV.-Dnves 14.90

CK8 For 8" Drives 14.90

SSSdB 5VV DISKING SUPERMAILERS
Will mail up to4 diskettes in their envelopes, and

very rigid due to copyright design. Packed in

!°gj) Part No: Desc. 100 200 300

DSM Mailers 24.90 22.90 19.90

23= &===r

MEMOREX

issetpr .... 3590

DISKING 'SHATTERING' OFFER

MEMOREX
i ••tf

SONY
3% MICRODISK 10-40 50-1

OM-D3320 S/Sided 42.90 41.!

(Auto shutter 0.5 MByte rating)



/* diskettes
1 -2 PACKSeach pack (n 95p
3-5 PACKS each pack in 75p
6-9 PACKSeach pack (® 60p
10+ PACKS 1 POST FREE •

/.CLEANING KITS
Same postal rale as packs ol 51.

es, 10+ POST FREE

(0428)722563
858623 TelburG
Page 2477310 - Please allow 5 days

U.K. SHIPPING RATES INC. INS. BUT I

8 DISKETTES
1 -2 PACKSeach pack (a 1 .60

3-5 PACKSeach pack m 1.20

6-9 PACKS each pack (®90p

DISKING INTERNATIONAL
FREEPOST
LIPHOOK
HAMPSHIRE
GU307BR
UNITED KINGDOM

+ PACKS 'POST FREE'
8 CLEANING KITS
Same postal rale as packs of5W

I

i-Dalalile.

SV.' DISKETTES
or SingleOR Double Densily, and all

fRICESEXCVAT°
Ce

10-40 50-90 100+
MD525 S.'S48 Ipi 22.90 21.90 20.90
MD550 D S 48 Ipl 29.90 28.90 27.90

MD577 SrS 96 Ipi 28.90 27.90 26.90
WID567D/S 96 Ipi 36.90 35.90 34.90

96101 sc

SEE 1010+ (rt20p

8 LIBRARY BOXES
LB8 1-4 off (ft 1 60p
LB8 5-9 off@ 45p
LB810+(« 30p

Vferbatim.

10-40 50-90 100+
MD200-01 SSSOSoR
MD200-AS S S S 0 Apple 19.90 18.9C

8 DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100+

IDSODSo# 29.90 28.90 27.9C

STOP PRESS * STOP PRESS *
STOP PRESS* STOP PRESS

DESPERATE ORDERS U.l

400 Brand New. Unlabelled Grey Superluxe Disk
Libraries (20 minidisk capacily) al hall price lo

clear. Minimum order quanlily tOpieces

Only ... 4.90 each. (3.00 pip per 1 0. 30+ FREE)

This oner isopen lo Ihe Irade OR end users.

HARD DISKS FOR YOUR MICRO
We can supply Hard Disksub systems lormost
micros- SMb from 1 1 90.00up lo 40MB Irom

2480.00- please call lor details.

SAGE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
With a SAGE fully Integrated Sales. Nominal S
Purchase ledger system costing only 375.00how

In fact Ihey even let you try-belore-you-buy for

only 20.00, and refund that against your purchase
Please call for a full list ofpackages and prices.

We will enclose a FREE pack of ten diskettes with

every SAGE software package sold.

DATAPOST Next day U.K. -order by 3,00pm or:

EXPRESSPOSTSame day (ENGLAND) -order by

PRICESSUBJECT TO EXCHANGE RATESi
AVAILABILITY

WATCH THIS SPACE TRADE COHHER WATCH THIS SPACE

** FREE AEROPLANE**

Being in Ihe micro Irade means you're dynamic
and energetic but probably sit in front of your VDU
loo long like we do. So we've devised a way of

getting you oul into me fresh air - an aeroplane

course we ll send you our 1984 trade price list

(Yes it's primed al Iasi and even our secretary

can't believe II) We'll include your FREE sample
unlabelled diskette and supermailer AND an
application term tor a DPC card lo enable you lo

buy at our 1 0.000 prices yel order only in '50s.



ADVERTISERS INDEX

Micro desks designed

for your homeJggte



I

) ladders, slide E
down the chutes, use transporters and trampolines to jump across divides to escape and I
outwit his pursuers. Six screens with three levels of difficulty.

VIC 20 COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM
J.S. £7.95 J.S. £7.95 48K J.S./K.B. £5.95

AVAILABLE NOW AVAILABLE APRIL AVAILABLE APRIL

TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/8 I
L ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 E

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING Ring Round 5102 f



Breathtaking Images From Disc
Or Cassette

Breathtaking Images From Disc
Or Cassette

SpotH-eDfferfncf
Happily for prospective

purchasers of the Microvitec CUB
RGB/PAI. colour monitor there is no
difference.

This superb machine produces
brilliant pin-sharp images when used
with a micro computer, thanks to a
screen resolution of 585 pixels by 452,

plus a bandwidth in excess of 15MHz.
Yet the RGB/PAI. also gives the
highest quality pictures from laser

discs, V.C.RIs and video cameras.
This is because the signal is not

Microvitec Ltd., Futures

modulated and then remodulated,
as happens with an ordinary T.V. set.

Add to this an audio facility and
the result is a colour monitor which
sounds as good as it looks.

Finally, perhaps the best news for

purchasers is that the CUB colour

monitor represents a real investment.
Howeverdramatlcally computers or
video systems may change In the
coming years the means of displaying
their output is unlikely to alter- you
can't improve on the best

Find out just how inexpensive
quality can be by calling at your local

computer dealer. Alternatively,

contact Microvitec direct for full

details of the breathtaking range of

CUB colour monitors.

2741 390011. Telex: 517717 RingRour


